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other material interests of the south shore of Lake Superior..
Marquette (L. S. )Mich. , The Mining Journal, 1876
.
1 p. l.,280 pp. front., pi.
Swine ford, Alfred P. 622.09774
Swinefork's History of the Lake Superior iron district, its
mines and flirnaces. Second edition, containing report for 1870
A. P. Swine ford, .. .Marquette Joining Journal Office, 1871.
98 p.
McCaskey, H.D. 622.09914
Report on a geological recognoissance of the iron region
of Angat ,Bulacan. By .E.I) .McCaskey . . .Manila, Bureau of public
printing, 1903
.
62 p. plates (partly fold.) fold, maps, fold, tables. (Phil
ippine Islands. Mining bureau. Bulletin no. 3)
1.Mines and mineral resources-Philippine Islands-Angat .2
.
Iron-Philippine Islands-Angat.
(Barnard, Gen. John Gros ,Wright ,H . G
.
, & Mitchie ,P.S
.
) 623.1
Report on the fabrication of iron for defensive purposes,
and its uses in modern fortifications, especially in works of
coast defense. 230 p.il. 2 maps. (U.S. A.FAR BEPARTMENT .EHGMEER
Professional Papers.no .21 .)Washington 1871.
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U.S.A. Gun Foundry Board. 623.4
Report of the Gun Foundry Eoard organized "by the President in
accordance with act of Congress approved March 3,1883. 89 p. 0.
?/ashington 1884.
Pennsylvania Steel Co
.
.Philadelphia. 625.14
Pennsylvania Steel Company ,.. .Manufacturers of steel rails,
(Catalogue of rails.) (187-,1889. 2 vol.) il. pi. ob S.
(Harrisburg.Pa. ,187--1889.
)
Cambria Iron Co
.
.Philadelphia. 625.14
Cambria steel rails ... jCambria Iron Co .. .Philadelphia, Pa.
(Works at Johnstown , Pa. ) 2 vol. pi. ob. 0. Philadelphia (1897)-
1898. Contents; Vol.1. Steel T rails and fastenings. Vol 2.
Girder rails, &c . for street and electtic use.
Hatfield, Henry Hand, 1866- ed. 650.4
Lectures on commerce delivered before the College of com-
merce and administration of the University of Chicago; ed. by
Henry Rand Hatfield . .Chicago , The University of Chicago press,
1904.
viii,387 p. (Chicago. University. Publications of the col-
lege of commerce and administration,vol .1)
Contents. -Introductory lecture; Higher commercial educa-
tion, by J .L.Laughlin. -Railways; Railway management and opera-
tion, by A.W.Sullivan. Railway mail service, a historical sketch
by G.G.Tunell. Railways as factors in industrial development, by
L.Jackson. Some railway problems,by P.Morton. Railway consoli-
dation, by E.D.Kenna.- Trade and industry; The steel industry, by
F.H.Eead. The history of the art of forging, by H.F.J .Porter
.
The commercial value of advertising, by J.L.Mahin. At wholesale
by A.C .Bartlett . The credit department of modern business, by
P. A.Kimball. -Banking and insurance ; The comptroller of the curr-
ency, by J.H.Eckels. The methods of banking, by J.H.Eckels. In-
vestments, by D.R.Forgan. Foreign exchange, by H.K.Brooks. Fire
insurance, by A. F. Dean.
International Correspondence Schools, Scranton.Pa. 660.2
Sulphuric Acid. Alkalies and hydrochloric acid. Manufacture
of iron. Manufacture of steel. Scranton, International Textbook
Co. ,(1902)
.
(674) p. diagrs.,3 fold, tab., 8 fold .diagr. (International
library of technology.)
Osmond, Floris. 669.009
Microscopic analysis of metals, by Floris Osmund, ...Edited
by J. E. Stead, F.R.S.... With one hundred photographic illustra-
tions and two folding diagrams. London, C. Griffin & Co. , ltd. ,1904
x,178 p. illus.,3 fold, diagr.
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Scoffern,John,& others. 669.02
The useful metals and their alloys, including mining, venti-
lation, mining jurisprudence, and metallurgic chemistry employ-
ed in the conversion of iron, copper, tin, zinc, antimony and
lead ores; with their application to the useful and industrial
arts. xvi,654 p. il. 4 pi; 0. London ;Houlston & Wright, 1857.
Iron and steel magazine. 669.051
The Iron and steel magazine, successor to the Metallopraph-
ist. A monthly publication devoted to the iron and steel industry.
Vol.l-si,1898-June 1906. Cambridge .Massachusetts ,1898-1906
.
11 vol. illus., plates, ports
.
Vol. 1-6, title reads; The Metallogr aphis t. A quarterly publi-
cation devoted to the study of metals, with special reference to
their physics and micro structure , their industrial treatment and
applications; vol #7, no. 1-4, The Iron and steel metallurgist and
metallographist
.
Edited by Albert Sauveur.
Vol. 1-9 published in Boston.
Ceased publication; in July 1906 united with Electrochemical
and metallurgical industry.
Iron trade review. 669.051
The Iron trade review. Continued from vol. 28. 1895.il. F.Cleve-
land (1895) .
Vol.30 has subtitle; A journal of the iron and steel machinery
and foundry trades.
Iron & coal trades review. 669.052
The Iron and coal trades review. 7ifith which is incorporated the
Bulletin of the British Iron Trade Association. Established 1866.
Continued from vol.54. 1897. 11. pi. London 1897-
.
Iron and steel trades journal. 669.052
Iron and steel trades journal and Mining engineer. Continued
from vol.60.1897.il.pl. London 1897-
.
American Iron and Steel Association. 669.06103
The Bulletin of the American Iron and Steel Association. Con-
tinued from vol. 29. 1895. Philadelphia (1895-)
Iron and Steel Institute. 669.06244
General index to the Proceedings for the years 1869-1881.(4),
227 p. ) .London 1883.
Iron and Steel Institute , London . 669.06244
Transactions of the Iron and Steel Institute ... .Vol. l-(2)
1869-1870.
. . .Iewcastle-upon-Tyne,M.and M. TV. Lambert
,
printers, 1870
.
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2vol in 1. plates, diagrs.
Continued as The journal of the Iron and steel institute.
Iron and Steel Institute .London. 669.06244
The journal of the Iron and Steel Inst itute ... .London, (1871-
Gontinued from vol .1 , (1871) . illus. .plates, maps, table s,di'-;rF
Continuation of Transactions ,1869-1870
.
Index to the Transactions and the Journal for 1869-1889 put
lished separately in 2 vol.
Breuil .Pierre . 669 .06244
Relations between the effects of stresses slowly applied
and of stresses suddenly applied in the case of iron and steel
comparative tests with notched and plain "bars, "by Pierre Breuil.
With 23 plates and 60 figures in the text. London, E.&F.H.Spon,
ltd; lew York.Spon & Chamberlain, 1904.
vii,151 p; front., 60 diagr.,xxii( i.e. 21) fold. pi. (incl.
diagrs) Published as supplement to The Journal of the Iron and
Steel Institute, vol.65.
Iron and Steel Institute. 669.06244
Subject-matter index to Proceedings. 1882-1889 . (4) ,73 p.O.
(London) .pref .1891.
Bessemer, Sir Eenry ,1813-1898 . 669.09209
Sir Henry Bessemer ,F.E . S . An autobiography. With a conclud-
ing chapter. London, Offices of "Engineering," 1905.
xv, 380 p.illus.,51 pi. (incl. front
.
.ports. .facsims.
)
Concluding chapter with the assistance of Mr .Henry Besse-
mer.
List of patents granted to Henry Bessemer ,1838-1883, p329-32.
Contents .-Preface .-Early days. -The reward of invention. -Com-
pressing plumbago dust, casting type, type composing machine, etc
-Utrecht velvet. -The manufacture of bronze powder .-Improvements
in sugar manufacture .-A holiday in Germany .-Improvements in
glass manufacture .-The exhibition of 1851. -Early gunnery exper-
iments. -The genesis of the Bessemer process. -The Bessemer pro-
cess. -Bessemer steel and Colonel Eardley V/ilmot.-The Bessemer
process and the T.Var office .-Bessemer steeljthe Armstrong contro-
versy .-Bessemer steel guns. -Cast steel for shipbuilding. -Manga-
nese in steel-making .-Sbbw Yale. -The Bessemer saloon steam-ship.
-Conclusion.
1.Bessemer process. 1. Bessemer ,Henry
.
Statistics. 669.0942
Statistics showing the condition of British blast furnaces
and estimated make of pig-iron for half-year ended June 30,1901.
Compiled from returns made by pig-iron makers. (Broadside
. ) (Lon-
don) 1901.
Published as supplement to The Iron and coal trades review,
July 5,1901.

15.
Iron and Steel Institute. 669.0973
The Iron and Steel Institute in America in 1890. Special
volume of "Proceedings." xix,(l),508 p. il. 25 pi. 6 maps. 0.
London ;E.&F.U.Spon, (1890?$.
Bell, Sir L.On the American iron trade and its progress dur-
ing sixteen years ,p . 1-208*
.
Saugus Iron Works at Lynn. 669.09744
The Saugus Iron Works at Lynn, Mass. Address at the presenta-
tion to the City of Lynn of the first casting made in America.
By C. J.H.Woodbury, of Lynn. John E.Eudson of Boston. Acceptance
by Hon.Elihu B.Hayes, Mayor of Lynn. November 21,1892. 16 p. 1 pi
1 facsim. 0. Lynn.Mass. ,1892
.
Swank,James Moore. 669.09748
Introduction to a history of ironmaking and coal mining in
Pennsylvania. Contributed to the final report of the Pennsylvan-
ia Board of Centennial Managers. 125 p .0 .Philadelphia; published
by the author, 1878.
(Alexander, John Eenry, editor
.
) 669.1
Contributions to the history of the manufacture of iron.
2
parts in 1 vol .pi. .Baltimore ; F.Lucas, Jr. ,1840-1844
.
Contents; Part 1. Maryland. Topographical Engineer. Report
on the manufacture of iron. Part 2. Rogers, Samuel (Baldwin) . An
elementary treatise on iron-making.
American Iron and Steel Association. 669.1
Directory to iron and steel w orks in the United States... To
which is added a complete list of the iron and steel works of
Canada and Mexico, With supplements. Continued from (vol. 2. 1874)
Philadelphia 1874-
.
First edition published in 1859, under the title; The iron
manufacturer's guide to the furnaces, forges and rolling-mills
of the United States. A directory The Canadian and Mexican
lists were first added in vol.11.
American Iron and Steel Association. 669.1
Supplement to the Directory to the iron and steel works of
the United States. Containing a complete list of the consolidat-
ed iron and steel compamies in the United States. Continued from
(no.l). Feb. 1900. ) .Philadelphia 1900.
Interleaved.
Bau erman , Hi 1ary . 669.1
A treatise on the metallurgy of iron, containing outlines of
the history of iron manufacture, methods of assay, and analyses
of iro# ores, .. .First American edition, revised .. .With an appen-
dix on the Martin process for making steel, ... (by) Abram S.Hewitt
1 viii,406 jp^__Eew York;Virtue & Yorston.c .1868
.

16.
Bell, Sir Isaac Lowthian. 669.1
Principles of the manufacture of iron and steel, with some
notes on the economic conditions of their production. xviii,(2)
744 p. 5 pi. 5 tables. London ;G .Routledge & Sons, 1884.
Bethlehem Iron Co., South Bethlehem, Pa. 669.1
Description of the works of the Bethlehem Iron Co., situat-
ed at South Bethlehem, Pa. January 1st, 18 84. 13 p.Bethlehem.^a.
,
1884.
British Iron Trade Association. 669.1
American industrial conditions and competition. Reports of
the Commissioners appointed by the British Iron Trade Associa-
tion to enquire into the iron, steel and allied industries of
the United States. Edited by J.Stephen Jeans. xxvi,590 p. il.
3 pi. 1 map. .London, 1902
.
British Iron Trade Association. 669.1
Annual statistical report of the Secretary to the members
of the British Iron Trade Association on the home and foreign
iron and steel industries .... (Eo .1-14
.
) 1877-1890 .0 .London,
1878-1891.
Ko.1-5 published under the title ;The iron , steel , and allied
trades .. .Annual report to the members of the British Iron Trade
Association.
Fairbairn, Sir '.Villiam. 669.1
Ironjits history .properties ,& processes of manufacture.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. xviii,338 p. il. 3 pi. 3
tables .0 .Edinburgh; A. &.C .Black, 1869
.
Fitch, Thomas W. 669.1
Bessemer steel. Ores and methods. Eew facts and statistics
relating to the types of machinery in use, the methods in vogue
cost and class of labor employed, and the character and avail-
ability of the ores utilized in the manufacture of Bessemer
steel in Europe and the United States ;.. .iv , (2) ,125 p.). St.
Louis,Mo. ;M.Renshaw,1882
.
Church , Seymour Roberts, comp. 669.1
Analyses of pig iron. San Francisco ,S .R .Churchf 1900-1
)
2 v. front, illus. port.
Campbell,Harry Huse. 669.1
The manufacture and properties of iron and steel, by Harry
Huse Campbell ... ( 2d ed) Hew York, London, The Engineering and min
ing journal, 1903.
xxix p.,L l.,862 P.incl illus .m$ps ,diagrs
.

17.
C ampbe11 ,Harry Huse . 669.1
The manufacture and properties of structural steel. Second
edition. xxi,(l),397 p. 21 il.Hew York; Scientific Publishing Co.
1896.
Gruner .Louis • 669.1
The manufacture of steel, "by M.I. Gruner. Translated from the
French "by Lenox Smith, with an appendix on the Bessemer process
in the United States, by the translator. 196 p. 9 pi. 2 tables.
O.Kew York;D.Van Uos trand ,1872 •
Juptner,(von Jonstoff ) ,Eanns Freiherr. 669.1
Siderology; the science of iron, by Eanns Freiherr v.Jupt-
ner. .. .Translated from the German by Charles Salter ... .London,
Scott .Greenwood & Co., 1902-
.
V.l- .illus.
,
plates, (partly fold.), fold.diagrs.
Gruner , Louis . 669.1
Studies in blast furnace phenomena. Translated with the au-
thor's sanction, with an appendix, by L. D.B.Gordon. 186 p. 1 ta
ble. 0. Philadelphia;E.C.Baird,1874.
Keep , .Villiam J . 669.1
Cast iron;a record of original research. By V/illiam J.Keep.
ist ed.ist thousand.New York, J.Wiley & sons; London, Chapman &
Rail, limited, 1902.
xv, 2 25 pp.illus.
Subject entries ;Cast iron.
Landrin,E.C. 669.1
A treatise on steel; comprising its theory, metallurgy,
properties .practical working, and use. Translated from the
French, with notes, by A.A.Fesquet. V/ith an appendix on the Bes-
semer and the Martin processes for manufacturing steel, from the
report of Abram S .Hewitt .United States Commissioner to the Uni-
versal Exposition, Paris, 1867. xvi, 25-352 p. 18 il. O.Philadelph-
ia ;E.C.Baird. 1868 .
Maryland . Topographical Engineer. 669.1
Report on the manufacture of iron; addressed to the Govern-
or of Maryland; "by J .E.Alexander , Topographical Engineer of the
State. 269 p. 3 pi. 0. (Alexander J ,E. editor .Contributions to the
history of the manufacture of iron,-oart 1 . )Baltimore ; F.Lucas ,Jr
1840.

Eall .Joseph, pseud. 669.1
The iron question, considered in connection with theory,prac
tice.and experience ,with special reference to"The Bessemer pro-
cess." 73 p. 2 pi. O.London;Hamilton,Adams,& Co., 1857.
Joseph Hall is pseudonym of James Everett.
Mellor, J.W. 669.1
The crystallization of iron and steel; an introduction to
the study of metallography, by J .W. Heller ,D .SC .London,New York,
and Bombay, Longmans , Green, and co,1905.
x,144 p. plates, diagrs
.
"Six lectures, delivered to the engineering students of the
Staffordshire County technical classes... in November and Decem-
ber , 1904 ." -Pref .
1.Metonography
.
Earbord,F.W. 669.1
The metallurgy of steel. By F.W.Earbord. . .With a section on
The mechanic altreatment of steel, "by J .W.Hall .. .With 37 folding
plates , comprising 178 figures, over 280 illustrations in the
text, p-nd nearly 100 micro-photographs of steel sections .. .Lon-
don, C .Griffin & company , limited ,1904
.
xxiv,758 p. illus. fold. pi. diagrs. (The metallurgical
series, ed. "by Sir W.Robert s-Austen)
1. Steel. L 1. Hall,John William, joint author.
Metcalf ,William . 66 9 .
1
Steel; a manual for steel-user s.First edition. . .vi ,169 p.il.
D.lTew York; J .Wiley & Sons, 1896.
Hiorns .Arthur H. 669.1
Iron and steel manufacture ;a text-book for beginners . (Sec-
ond edition.) xi,180 p. 72 il. D . London ;Macmillan & Co. 1895.
•
Mushet ,David. 669.1
Papers on iron and steel, practical and experimental; a ser-
ies of original communications made to the Philosophical magazine,
chiefly on those subjects. With copious illustrative notes. xxvi,
(2), 952 p. 6 pi. O.London ; J ,Weale,1840.
shorn,Henry Stafford. 669.1
The metallurgy of iron and steel , theoretical and practical;
in all its branches; with special reference to American mater-
ials and processes .xx, 972 p. 228 il. 8 pi. O.Philadelphia;H.C
.
Baird,1869.
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Hioms, Arthur H. 669.1
Steel and iron, for advanced students, by Arthur E.Eiorns.
..London, Hew York,Macmillan and co . .limited ,1905
.
xvi,514 p. front
.
,illus
.
,diagrs.
Subject entries jl .Steel . 2. Iron.
Overman .Frederick. 669.1
The manufacture of iron, in all its various branches. In-
cluding a description of wood-cutting, coal-digging, and the
burning of charcoal and coke;... To which is added, An essay on
the manufacture of steel. 492 p. 150 11. .Philadelphia;!! .C
.
Baird,1850.
Hofman.H.O. 669.1
An outline of the metallurgy of iron and steel, prepared
for the use of students at the Massachusetts institute of tech
nology, Boston,Mass. Based upon Professor R .H.Richards' "Notes
on iron" by Professor H.O.Hofman. Boston,Mas s. , T.Todd,printer
.
(1904)
viii p., 283 numb. 1. plates ,diagrs ., tables
.
1 .Iron-Metallurgy . 2 .Steel-Metallurgy . 1 .Richards ,Robert
Hallowell,1844-
Pearse,John Barnard. . 669.1
A concise history of the iron manufacture of the American
colonies up to the Revolution, and of Pennsylvania until the
present time. 282 p. il. 1 pi. 1 map. L.Philadelphia; Allen,
Lane & Scott, 1876.
Howe,Eenry Marion, 1848- 669.1
Iron, steel, and other alloys, by Henry Marion Howe... Bos-
ton,Mass. , Sauveur & Whiting, 1903
.
xviii p.,1 1. 457 p. illus
.
,pl .diagrs
.
Richards,Robert Hallowe11 . 669.1
Notes on the metallurgy of iron. Prepared for the use of
the students of the Massachusetts of Technology , Boston,Mass
.
,
by Prof .R.H.Richards, editor, J .W. Cabot ,R.H.Sweester ,W. A. Tucker
(2) 148 p. 170 il. sq.Q. (Boston) ,c. 1895.
Facsimile reproduction, printed on only one side of the
leave s
.
Howe,Henry Marion. 66 9.1
The metallurgy of steel. Volume 1. xvi,380 p. il.2pl. Hew
York; Scientific Publishing Co., 1890.
Roger s, Samuel (Baldwyn) . 669.1
An elementary treatise on iron-making; wherein the feasi-
bility of producing good iron from any kinds of ore and with

20.
every spieces of fuel, is elucidated...; in a series of let-
ters,...with notes and an appendix "by J.H.Alexander. xvii,189 p
(In ALEXANDER J ,E. ,3d .Contributions to the history of the man-
ufacture of iron, part 2.) Baltimore ; F.Lucas , Jr. ,1844
.
Published as the second report on the manufacture of iron,
"by J.H.Alexander, topographical engineer.
Rogers , Samuel Baldwyn. 669.1
An elementary treatise on iron metallurgy, up to the manu-
facture of puddled bars, "built upon the atomib system of phil-
osophy, .. .comprising suggestions relative t6 important improve-
ments in the manufacture of iron and steel, and the conduct of
extensive iron works; ... (2) ,xxviii, 528 p. 20 pi .0 .London; Simp-
kin Marshall,*: Co., 1858.
Scrivenor ,Harry . 669.1
A comprehensive history of the iron trade, throughout the
world, from the earliest records to the present period. With an
appendix, containing official tables, and other public docu-
ments. xii,435 p. i table .0 .London; Smith,Elder & Co., 1841.
Scrivenor ,Harry . 669.1
History of the iron trade, from the earliest records to the
present period. New edition. viii,327 p; .London ; Longman, ..
.
& Longmans ,1854.
Si ss on, Charles William. 669.1
The A B C of iron. 99 p .<J> .Louisville ,Ky . ,1892 .
Swank, James Moore. 669.1
History of the manufacture of iron in all ages, and partic-
ularly in the United States from colonial times to 1891. Also a
short history of early coal mining in the United States and a
full account of the influences which long delayed the develop-
ment of all American manufacturing industries. Second edition,,
.revised and enlarged. xix,(l),554 p. Q.Philadelphia; American
Iron and Steel Association, 1892
.
Swank, James Moore. 669.1
Iron and steel and allied industries in all countries.
.
.94
p. F. Washington 1897.
Extract from the Eighteenth annual report of the U.S. Geol-
ogical Survey ,1896-97
.
Thallner.Otto
. 669.1
Tool-steel; a concise handbook on tool-steel in general,
its treatment in the operations of forging, annealing, harden-
ing, tempering etc., and the appliances therefor. By Otto Thall-
ner .. .authorized translation from the German, by William T.
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Brannt. Illustrated "by sixty-nine engravings. Philadelphia,
H.C.Baird & Co
.
;London,S .Low.Marston & co
.
.limited ,1902
.
xvi,180 p. tab.,diagr.
Thurston,Robert Henry. 669.1
A treatise on iron and steel. Part ii.(of) Materials of
engineering. Sixth revised edition. .. .xll , 680 p. il. 3 pi. 2
tables. 0. New York; J.Wiley & Sons ,1894 ,c .1888
.
Turner, Thomas. 669.1
The metallurgy of iron and steel. Being one of a series o|(f
treatises on metallurgy, written "by associates of the Eoyal
School of Mines. Edited by Prof .IV. C .Roberts-Austen. Vol.1.
The metallurgy of iron.xiv, (2) ,367 p. 80 il. ) .London ;C .Grif-
fin & Co. ,1895
.
Vosmaer.A. 669.1
The mechanical and other propertiesvof iron and steel in
connection with their chemical composition. vlll,203 p. i
table. D.London;E.& F.U.Spon,1891
.
West, Thomas Dyson. 669.1
Metallurgy of cast iron. A complete exposition of the
processes involved in its treatment ,.. .First edition. x,573 p
106 il. D.Cleveland, Ohio ,U.S .A. ;Cleveland Printing and Pub-
lishing Co., 1897.
West, Thomas Dyson. 669.1
Metallurgy of cast iron. Same as last. Third edition.
Cleveland Printing & Publishing Co., 1901.
Williams,Willi am Mattieu. 669.1
The chemistry of iron & steel making and of their prac-
tical uses. viii,(2),420 p. il. 1 table. D. London ;Chatto &
Windus,1890.
Jeans, James Stephen. 669.1
Steel ;its history .manufacture .properties , and uses, xvlll,
(2). 860 p. 186 il. 23 pi. 1 map, 3 tables .0 .London;E.&.F.lT.
Spon.1880.
Kohn, Ferdinand
. 669.1
Iron and steel manufacture. A series of papers on the
manufacture and properties of iron and steel jwith reports on
iron and steel ij the Paris Exhibition of 1867;reviews of the
state and progress of the manufacture during the years 1867
& 1868; and descriptions of many of the principal iron and

22.
steel works in Great Britain, the continent of 2urope, and the
United States. xii,270 p.il.65 pi. London ;W.Mackenzie ,pref. 1868
Joynson,Francis , editor. 669.1
The iron and steel maker. Being detailed descriptions of tfcl
various processes for the conversion of the ores of iron into
pig iron or cast iron, wrought or malleable iron, and the dif-
ferent qualities of steel;...By various practical writers. xii,
447 p. 23 il. 4 pi. 0. London ;Ward, Lock,Bowden & Co., 1892.
Percy, John, F.R.S* 669.1
Metallurgy ; the art of extracting metals from their ores,
and adapting them to various purposes of manufacture. Iron and
steel. xvi,934 P;223 il.5 pis .0 .London; J .Murray, 1864
.
Iron and Steel. 670.51
Iron and steel. (Devoted to the hardware, iron, machinery,
end metal trades.) Vol.4,no.38-vol.81,no.23. Eov .1866-1902 . il.
F. Chicago (1866-1902)
.
In Dec. 1902 united with The Age of steel under the title
Iron and machinery world
.
Vol. 4-18 ,no .32 published under the t itle jChicago journal
of pommerce and price current ;vol .18 , no .32-vol .57 no .17 .Chicago
journal of commerce;vol.57,no.l8-vol.72,no.l3,Chicago journal
of commerce and metal industries; various subtitles.
Kimbark,S.D. , co. 670.85
Cat alogue .Ealf century ed. Chivago .S.D.Kimhark co.1903.
xxiii ,7l) ;424 p. front. (port) illus.
Thomas Iron company. 670.9748
The Thomas iron company ,1854-1904 .chartered under the laws
of Pennsylvania. .Pub . for distribution to stockholders in com-
memoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the organization of
the company. (Hew York, Press of the Post & Davis co.,1904)
2 p.il.,7-98 p. illus. .fold. pi. fold. facsim.
I.Iron mines and mining -Pennsylvania.
West, Thomas D. 671
West's moulders' text-hook; "being II of American foundry
practice .. .hy T.D.West . .9th ed. , enlarged. 1st thousand. Hew
York, J .Wiley & sons ; London, Chapman & Eall .limited ;1901
.
iv pp . ,1 l.,v-ix;518 p. illus.,pi.
Copyright hy Thomas D.West ,Sharpsville ,Pa.
West, Thomas Dyson. 671
West's moulders' text-hook ; etc . Same as last Seventh edi-
tion. Hew York;T.Wiley & Sons ,1896 ,c .1885
.

23.
Iron age directory. 671
The Iron age directory. A classified index of goods manufac-
tured "by advertisers in the Iron age....Hew York, D.Williams
Company ,1902-
.
Continued from no. 6, (1902).
Woodworth,Joseph Y.,1877- 672
Hardening , tempering, annealing and forging of steel ;a treat-
ise on the practical treatment and working of high and low grade
steel...by JosepE V.Woodworth. . .illustrated "by 201 engravings.
Hew York, IT.W.Henley & co . ,1903 f 1902
)
288 p. illus., diagr.
Association of American Steel Manufacturers. 672
Standard specifications governing the chemical and physical
properties of structural and special open-hearth plate and rivet
steel, as adopted hy the Association of American Steel Manufac-
turers, on August 9th, 1895, revised July 17th, 1896 ,.. .8 p. 2 il.S.
(PittsburgjCarnagie Steel Co.,189-.)
Bound with this ; ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN STEEL MAHUFAC TURER S
.
Standard structural shapes, as adopted.., on January 17, 1896. Cal-
culated and compiled by the Carnagie Steel Company
. (2) ,19 p.il.
1897. CARHSGIE STEEL CO .PITTSBURG .Weights and dimensions of ang-
les as manufactured by the Carnegie Steel Company. (4)p.-.Bata
appertaining to light rails and fastenings. (4) p. 1898.
Williams Co. .David.Hew Yofck.I! .Y. 672
The consolidations in the iron and allied trades. 32 p.F.
Hew York (1900)
.
Published as supplement to the Iron age, February 22,1900.
West, Thomas Dyson. 672
American foundry practice. Treating of loam, dry sand and
green sand moulding, and containing a practical treatise upon the
management of cupolas and the melting of iron. Seventh edition,
revised. lx,408 p. il. D .Hew York; J.Wiley & Sons ,1888 ,c .1882
.
Westover ,0zro A. 672
The scientific steel worker; a practical manual for steel
workers and blacksmiths. The art of working steel thoroughly ex-
plained. Also steel working receipts and mechanical tables for
making iron, steel , and angle iron rings of all sizes. By Ozro A.
Westover ... (Struthers? 0.) 1903.
3 p. 1., (9)-112 p.
1. Steel
.
Wangelin,Walter E.D.1860- 672
The foundrymen's primer,by Walter H.Wangelin. A treatise on
the chemical constituents of iron, and methods of calculating
the mixtures of iron by analysis
.
(Belleville?Ill
.
,1905
)
*Z -V-

24.
Turner, Thomas, 1861- 672
Lectures on iron-founding . By Thomas Turner ,M.SC .With a
folding plate and 52 illustrations. London, C .Griffin & Co. 1904.
x,136 p. 52 illus. (On cover ; Griffin ' s scientific text-books)
Swamscot Machine Company , South Uewmarket ,H .H. 672
Illustrated catalogue and price list of wrought iron pipe
and fittings, for steam, water and gas.. Steam engines and boil-
ers. Manufactured "by Swamscot Machine Company ,. .South Newmarket,
H.H. .
. (2) ,16o p. il. 1 pi. Boston, pref .1879.
Strobel, Charles Lewis , editor . 672
Pocket companion, containing useful information and tablets,
appertaining to the use of wrought iron and steel, as manufac-
tured "by Carnegie ,Phipps & Co . .Limited , Pitt shurgh, Pa.For engi-
neers, architects and builders. viii, (1) ,282 p. il . S . (Pittsburgh)
1890.
Strobel, Charles Lewis , editor . 672
Pocket companion of useful information and tables appertain-
ing to the use of wrought iron, as manufactured by Carnegie Eros.
& Co
.
.Limited .proprietors Union Iron Mills , Pitt sburgh, Pa. For
engineers, architects and builders. Electrotpye edition, viii.(l)
177 p. il. S.Pittsburgh 1881.
Spencer .Adam. 672
Poll-turning for sections in steel and ironjworking drawings
for rails, sleepers,girders ,bulbs, ties, angle s,&c.&c. , also bloom-
ing and cogging, for plates and billets. Second edition,with an
appendix. II,viii p. 78 pi ,sq.Q.London;E.& F .F .Spon,1894
.
Skelton.H.J. 672
Economics of iron and steel. Being an attempt to make clear
the best every-day practice in the heavy iron and steel trades
to those whose province it is to deal with material after it is
made. 344 p. il. D. (London) ;Biggs & Co., (1891).
Sample, John C.1869- 672
Properties of steel sections; a reference book for structur-
al engineers and architects .including tables of moments of in-
ertia and radii of. gyration of built sections, examples of sec-
tions selected from monumental structures, unit stresses, safe
leads for columns, plate girder design, design in timber, etc.,
with only sufficient text to explain their application,by John
C .Sample .. .Hew York.McGrsw publishing company ,1905
.
lx,121 p. diagrs.
1. Steel, Structural-Tables, calculations, etc. 2. Strength of ma-
terials .

25.
Rose,James. 672
A new giide to the iron trade, or Mill managers' and stock
tackers' assistant; comprising-a series of ne7/ and comprehensive
tables ,practicalljt arranged to show at one view, the weight of
iron required to produce toiler plates, sheet iron, and flat,
square, and round bars; as well as hoop or strip iron, of any
dimensions. To which is added a variety of tables for the con-
venience of merchants. (6), 101,(2) p. 0. London; "Mining Journ-
al" Office, 1858.
Phoenix Iron Co
.
.Philadelphia, Pa. 672
Useful information for archi tects, engineer s , and workers in
wrought iron, .Revised edition, 1886 . . .159 p.il.l pl.nar.D. Phil
adelphia (1886)
.
(Palmer ,Earry Clement )1879- comp. 672
A hand-book containing useful information and tables apper-
taining to the use of structural steel and cast iron, for engi-
neers, architects and builders. St .Paul ,Minn. , St Paul foundry co
(1903)
160 p. front
.
,illus
.
national Tube Works Co
.
.McKee sport ,Pa. 672
Pocket companion, containing telegraphic code, tables of
standard dimensions of wrought iron pipe, tubes,&c. as manufac-
tured by the National Tube Works Co. and tables of useful infor-
mation. 1891. 171 p. 11, 1 pI.S.Pittsburgh; J.Eichbaum & Co; (1891
Muller.Friedrich C.G. 672
Krupp's steel works. With. . . illiistrations by Felix Schmidt
and Anders Montan. Authorised translation from the German. viii,
196 p. 11, 7 pi. sq.P.Lond on ;W.Heinemann,l 898
.
Milliken Brothers ,Uew York,N.Y. 672
Catalogue .. (of ) useful information and tables relative to iron
steel and other products manufactured by Milliken Brothers ,. .ar-
ranged for the use of engineers, architects and builders. Export
edition . 288 p. il. ob.D.(Eew York) 1899.
Markham.E.R. ,1860- 672
The American steel worker; a twenty-five years 1 experience
in the selection, annealing, working, hardening and tempering
of various kinds and grades of steel, by E.R.Markham. 1st ed.
Hew York, The Lerry-Collard company ,1903 .
2 p. 1., 7-343 p. illus.,1 pl.,diagrs.
Lukens Iron and Steel Co
.
,Coate sville ,Pa. 672
(Handbook. Second edition.) 216 p. 11, S.Coatesville.Pajc
1898.
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Laycock, Alfred. 672
Quick and easy methods of ascertaining the weights of cast-
iron and steel. The readiest and most concise method of calcu-
lating weights ever published. Greatly improved and enlarged...
Compiled and supplied "by Alfred Laycock, . .London, (etc . )Milner &
Co. ,(1904) . (2), 72 p.
At head of title; Second edition.
Krupp.Friedrich, Essen. 672
Exhibition catalogue of the cast steel works of Fried. Krupp
Essen on the P.uhr (Rhenish Prussia). 7/prld T s Columbian Exposition
1893, Chicago. 210, xi p. II. S. (Berlin 1893.)
Jones & Laughlins, Pittsburgh, Pa. 672
Standard steel construction; a manual for architects, engi-
neers and contractors, containing useful tables, formulas and
other information. Beams, channels and structural shapes, made
by American Iron and Steel 7/orks,Jones & Laughlins. .. (1893,1898
.
2 vol.) il. nar.S. Chicago 1893-1898.
1893 compiled by J .M.Larimer ;1898 by F.L.Garlinghouse
.
Jones & Laughlins, Chic ago . 672
Standard list and diagrams of shapes. Jones & Laughlins .lim-
ited, Chicago, 111. (Chicago
,
press of Hollister Brothers) ,1902
.
cover-title, 167, (l)p. diagrs.
Jones & Laughlins, Chicago . 672
American Iron and Steel Storks. Jones & Laughlins , Limited . Chi
cago. Manufacturers of American refined and clair iron and mild
steel... 118 p. il. nar.S. Chicago ,pref. 1892.
Horner .Joseph G. 672
Pattern making. A practical treatise embracing the main types
of engineering construction together with the methods of estimat-
ing the weight of castings and appendix of tables for workshop
reference, by Joseph G .Horner , A. M.I .1,1. E. .. Third edit ion, thorough-
ly revised and much enlarged. With four hundred and eighty-six
illustrations. London, C .Lockwood and Son, 1902.
xvi,372 p. 486 illus.
Hoopes & Townsend Philadelphia. 672
Eoopes & Townsend, manufacturers of bolts, cold punched nuts
bridge bolts , "Keystone" boiler rivets ... (Reprints of papers and
notices.) 68 P. IL; 1 table. 0. Philadelphia(1878? )
.
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Bale, George Robert. 672
Modern iron foundry practice .By Geo. R .Bale , ASSOC .M.IHST.C
.
S.With numerous illustrations ... .London, The Technical Publishing
company , ltd
.
,1902-
.
Vol .1- .illus .incl .diagrs
.
Eand,L.E.Byington,1854- 672
Pattern making and foundry practice; a plain statement of the
methods of wood pattern making, as ptacticed in modern pattern
shops, with complete instructions for sweep work and notes on
foundry practice, together with numerous drawings taken from ac-
tual patterns.. By L.H.Hand. .Chicago , J .F.Drake & co.,1905.
2 p. 1., 3-147 p. illus. diagrs.
1. Pattern making. 2. Foundry practice.
Greenwood,William Henry. 672
Steel and iron; comprising the practice and theory of the
several methods pursued in their manufacture and of their treat-
ment in the rolling mills, the forge, and the foundry. Sixth edi-
tion.viii ,536 p. 97 il .S . (Manuals of t echnology .) London; Cass el &
Co. ,1893.
Goldschmidt Thermit Company, Hew York. 672
(Circulars.) Hew York, Goldschmidt Thermit Co.,1905
Continued .illus
.
Gardner, John Starkie. 672
Ironwork. .. (2 vol .) il .D. (SOUTH KEHSIHGTOH MUSEUM. Art hand-
hooks.) London ; Chapman & Hal 1,18 93-189 7
.
Contents ;Vol.1,From the earliest time to the end of the Med-
iaeval pBriod. Vol.2. From the close of the Mediaeval period to
the end of the eighteenth century , excluding English work.
Fuller, John, 1833- 672
A new and original treatise on the geometrical development of
round and oval cones, with easy examples of their application,
for the use of beginners and practical sheet iron and tin plate
workers,by John Fuller , sr . .Hew York, P.Williams company (1904)
53 p. diagrs.
1. Sheet metal. 2. Geometry, Descriptive.
Fryer .William John. 672
Architectural iron work. A practical work for iron workers,
architects and engineers ,.. Showing the organization and mechani-
cal and financial management of a foundry and shops for the man-
ufacture of iron work for buildings, with specifications ,. .useful
tables, and valuable suggestions for the successful conduct of the
business. xiii,220 p. il. 0. Hew York; J .Wiley & Sons, 1876.

28.
Engineering Standards Committee, London. 672
(Reports) issued by the Engineering Standards Committee.
Supported "by the Institution of Civil Engineers. The Institu-
tion of Mechanical Engineers. The Institution of Naval Archi-
tects. The Iron and Steel Institute. The Institution of Electri
cal Engineer s. .London, C .Lockwood & Son, 1903-
.
Ho .1- .diagrs
.
No.l;Hew York, L.Van Uo strand Company
Engineering standards committee .London. 672
Forms of standard tensile test pieces. Leslie S .Robertson,
M.INST.C .E. .secretary . .London, 1904
.
(3)p. 5 diagr.
At head of title; The engineering standards committee...
1. Strength of materials. 1. Robertson, Leslie Stephen.
Engineering standards committee .London. 672
British standard specifications and tables for telegraph
material. Leslie S .Robertson, M.IUST .C .E. , secretary .London, C
.
Lockwood & son, 1905.
36 numb jl.incl. tables (2 fold.) diagrs. 14 pi.
At head of title; Interim report issued by the Engineering
standards committee..
Report of the sub-committee on telegraphs and telephones.
n Appendix. Forms of British standard tensile test pieces";
numb. 1.34-3 6.
1. Telegraph-St .Brit . 1. Robertson, Leslie Stephen.
Engineering standards committee .London. 672
British standard specification for structural steel for
shipbuilding . .London, C .Lockwood & sonfetc . )1905
.
12 numb. 1. illus.
At head of title; Report issued by the Engineering standards
committee
.
.
Report of the Sub-committee on tests for iron and steel ma-
terial used in the construction of ships and their machinery.
Appendix; Forms of British standard tensile test pieces; numb
10-12.
1. S t eel, Structural-Te sting
. 2. Ship-building
.
Ede, George. 672
The management of steel. Sixth edition. xii,204 p. L.London
E.& F.N.Spon,1891.
Crescent Steel '7orks .Pittsburgh. 672
The treatment of steel. A series of circulars on heating,
annealing, forging and tempering .issued by the Crescent Steel
Works, 59 p. il. 2 pi. S .Pitt sburgh;filler , Met calf & Parkin, 1881

°9
Cope, George Washington. 672
The iron and steel interests of Chicago. Compiled and pub-
lished for the information of the Iron and Steel Institute and
Verein deutscher Sisenhuttenleute , on the oocasion of their
visit to Chicago , October 13 and 14 ,1890 ,under the direction of
the Local Reception Committee. 97 p. il. 2 maps. D.Chicago 1890
Casterlin,Warren S. , 672
Forty years at cast steel and tool making. By Prof. V/arren
3. Casterlin. .2d ed . (Scranton Pa.) Scranton tribune printing
and binding, 1895.
4 p. l.,247 p. front . (port )illus.
Carnegie Steel Company .Pittsburgh. 67?
Pocket companion, containing useful information and tables,
appertaining to the use of steel, as manufactured by Carnegie
Steel Company ^Pittsburgh, Pa. For engineers, architects and
builders. (Edition of 1900) (7), 319 p. il. S.Pittsburg 1900.
Carnegie Steel Company .Pittsburg. 672
Same as last. (7), 305 p. il. 3. Pittsburg, Pa. 1896.
Carnegie ,Phipps & Co
.
.Pittsburgh. 672
Album of full size sections. Carnegie .Phipps & Co. (Limited)
Pittsburgh, Pa. 1888. (2)p. 66 leaves .il . sq .F . (Pittsburgh 1888)
Printed and numbered on only one side of the leaves.
Cambria steel co. 672
Steel axles and forgings. Steel axles. Passenger car,
freight car, tender truck, engine truck, driving , street car,mine
car , etc . .Philadelphia, Pa. , Cambria steel co.,1903.
1 pi 70 p. diagrs.
Subject entries jSteel.
Cambria steel co. 672
Cambria steel; a handbook of information relating to
structural steel manufactured by the Cambria steel co...(6th
ed.) Philadelphia, Cambria steel co.,1903
x,464 p. fold .front
.
, diagrs.
Bridge, James Howard, 1858-
The inside history of the Carnegie Steel Company. A romance
of millions, by James Howard Bridge. (Fourth edition
.
)Hew
York, The Aldine Book Company ,1903
.
xv, 369 p.illus.,xii pi. (i.e. 2 pi. ,12 port. on 10 pi.)

30.
Bolland, Simpson. 672
"The Iron founder" supplement . A complete illustrated expo-
sition of the art of casting in iron. . .ix, 392 p. 208 il.D.New
York; J .Wiley & Sons, 1893.
Bolland , Simpson. 672
The iron-founder .A comprehensive treatise on the art of
moulding
..
;added to which are formulas for mixtures of iron,
tables, rules and miscellaneous information. vii,382 p. 308 il.D.
Hew York; J.Wiley & Sons, 1892.
Blakeley, George E. 672
A manual of useful information and tables appertaining to
the use of structural steel, as manufactured by Passaic steel
company.. For engineers, architects and builders.By Geo.E.Blake
ley. .1903. (Hew York, The I)e Vinne press, 1903)
l.p.1.,324 p.l 1. front. ,illus. (partly col.)
Wilson, J .Godfrey ,Hew York,N.Y . 674
General catalogue of Wilson's specialties improved and
brought up to date by 30 years' experience. (First edition 190lO>
80 p.il.O. (New York 1901.)
U.S. A.Board for Testing Iron, Steel and Other Metals. 691
Report of the United States Board appointed to test iron,
steel, and other metals. xii,(6),592 p.il.25 pi. 79 tables. 0.
.
(U.S.A.45TE CONGRESS. 2D SESSION.E0U3E OF REPRESENTATIVES .Ex . do c
.
no. 98.) Washington 1878-(1879).
Contents ;Report of the committees on chain cables, mail le
iron, . .and. .the physical properties of rolled wrought iron.
Blair , A. A.Methods used in analysis of iron and steel, copper,
and the alloys of copper, zinc and tin. Report on a preliminary
investigation of the properties of the copper-tin alloys,made
under the direction of the ...United States Board..in the mech
chanical laboratory of the Stevens Institute of the Stevens In-
stitute of Technology. Appendix. Selected papers on the metal-
lic alloys.
"List of authorities on metallic compounds , "p. 510-524
.
U.S. A. Board for Testing Iron, Steel, and Other Metals. 691
Reportfas above) .2 vol. il.pl. table s.fl).Washington 1881.
Contents ;Vol .1 .Report of the committees on etc. (same as
last). (Second edition) (2), 576 p.il.22 pi. 79 tables.
Vol.2. Report on a preliminary investigation of the proper-
ties of the copper-zinc alloys, made as above. Report on the
strength of iron girders and columns, Results of tests and
analyses of steels, .. .Report on the tests of quality of steels
for tools. .Appendix. Tresca, (E.E. )Memoir on the planing of metals

31.
vii,(2),685 p. 11. 26 pi. 126 p. of tables, 188 tables.
"List of authorities on metallic compounds , "vol. 1, p. 494-508
The work of testing metals was afterwards conducted "by the
Office of Ordnance of the War Department
.
Barba,J. 691.7
The use of steel for constructive purpose s;method of work-
ing, applying and testing plates and "bars .( Translated from the
French) with a preface by Alex.l.Holley . ix,110 80 il.D.Hew
YorkjD.Van Ho strand ,1875
.
Andrews , Thomas. 691.7
liicroscopic internal flaws inducing fracture in steel. .52 p.
32 11. 0.London;E.& F.H.Spon,1896
.
Reprinting from Engineering , July 1896.
"-on-ners which contain information variously connected in-
with this subject." p. 50-52.
Jordan, Charles H. 691.7
Tabulated weights of angle , tee , and bulb iron and steel, and
other information, for the use of naval architects, shipbuilders
and manufacturers. Fifth edition. Revised and enlarged. xi,579
p.il.ob.Fe. Lon&on;E.& F.N . Spon,1896
.
Fencoyd Iron Works ,Pencoyd ,Pa. 691.7
Wrought iron and steel in construction. Convenient rules,
formulae , and tables for the strength of worught iron shapes
used as beams, struts, shafts , etc. .manufactured by the Pencoyd
Ironworks. Second edition, revised and enlarged. vi,196,(2) p.
. 11. 28 pi. S.Hew York; J .Wiley & Sons, 138 5.
Pencoyd Iron Works, Pencoyd, Pa. 691.7
Steel in construction. Convenient rules , formulae and tables
for the strength of steel shapes used as beams, struts, shafts,
etc.Made by the Pencoyd Iron Works. A.& P.Roberts Company. .Ten-
th edition. (4) ,346, x p. 11. 35 p. of pi. 1 pi. S. (Philadelphia) 1898
Pencoyd Iron Works,Pencoyd, Pa. 691.7
Wrought iron and steel in construction. Convenient rules,
formulae, and tables for the strength of wrought iron and steel
shapes used as beams, struts, shafts, etc .A. &. P.Roberts & Co.,
Pencoyd Bridge and Construction Co.,. Seventh edit ion. (6 ), 208 p.
il.52 p. of pl.nar.D.New York; J.Wiley & Sons, 1891.
Hew Jersey Steel and Iron Co. , Trent on,H.J . 691.7
Useful information for engineers .architects and construc-
tors, and tables of rolled beams, channels, angles etc .Made by the
Hew Jersey Steel and Iron Co
.
, Trenton, H ,J . . .115 p. 11. 23 pl.nar.
S.Hew York 1887.

Mott Iron Works,J. I.Hew York, IT .Y. 739
Illustrated catalogue of statuary .fountains,vases, settees,
etc., for parks
,
gardens and conservatories ,manufactured "by the
J. L.Mott Iron Works ,Hew York. (1875) Unpaged .il .lew York. (1875)
American Manufacturer and Iron World. 974.869
Greater Pittsburgh and Allegheny County .Past .present , future
.
(96) p. il. Q.Pittsburgh 1901.
r
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Schneider & cie, Creusot .France . 070.16062
Schneider et cie. Eouilleres, forges, acieries et ateliers de
construct ions . .Catalogues des objets exposes (Exposition inter -I
nationale de Chicago ,1893) . 35 P. O.Paris, 1893
.
Aktiebolaget Finspong. 070.18067
Finspong och dess utstallning 1897. Ill p. il. 0. Stockholm 1897
Laur, Francis, editor . 070.20062
Les mines & usines au xx siecle. Les mines & la metallurgie a
l'Exposition universelle de 1900 par un groupe d ' ingenieurs
sous la direction de Francis Laur. Classe 64. Crosse metallur-
gie. Vol .1- .il .pi .pi .of por. Iviaps, tables. Q.Paris;3oeiete des
publications scientifiques & industrielles ,1900-
.
Jeidels,0tto . 305.3
Das verhaltnis der deutschen grossbanken zur industrie mit be-
sondered berucksichtigung der eisenindustrie . Von Dr. Otto Jei-
dels. Leipzig, Duncker & Kumbfc&t ,1905
.
xii ,271. ( Added t.-p; Staats- und sosialwissenschaftliche
forschungen,hrsg. von G.Schmoller und Ll.Sering. 24.bd. 2.hft.)
Appeared first as author's inaug. di ss
.
.Berlin ,1904?
"Liter atur"
;
p.(xi)-xii.
1.Banks and "banking-Germany. 2. Germany-Indus. 3. Iron indus-
try and trade -Germany
.
Heymann,Hans Gideon. 330.53
Die gemischten werke in deutschen grosseisengewerbe ; ein bei-
trag zur frage der konzentration der industrie, von Hans Gideo
iieymann. Stuttgart und Berlin, J .G .Cotta, 1904
.
ix, (2)342 p. (Added t.-p; jittnchener volkswirtschaftliche
studien,hrsg .von L.Brentano und T.Lotz. 65 stUck)
n
Sayous, Andre 3. 330.943
La crise allemande de 1900-1902; le charbon;le fer &
Suivi d'un index des principaux cartels miniers et sid^rurgi-
ques d'Allemange. Par is ,L .Laro se ; ( etc ., etc .,) 1903
.
xv, 577 p. (BibliothecjUe du ilusee social)
Ziegler , Franz . 331.0943
;7esen und Wert kleinindust rieller Arbeit, gekennzeichnet in
einer Darstellung der bergischen Kleinindustrie . (2) ,viii ,490
,
89 p. il. 1 map. 0. Eerlin;Bruer & Co., 1901.
Krupp' sche gusstahlfabrik,Essen a. d.Ruhr. 331.17
V/ohlfahrtseinrichtungen der gusstahlfabrik von Fried. Krupp zu '\
Sssen a. d. Ruhr. I»lit einem anhang; Wohlfahrtseinrichtungen
der firma Fried. Krupp Grusonwerk zu Liagdeburg-Buckau
. .3 ausg.
Essen a. d.Ruhr ,Buchdruckerei der gusstahlfabrik von F.Krupp, 1902
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Austria. K;k.Handel sministerium. 338.244
Das Eoheisen unter iiitberucksichtigung seiner weiteren Yerar-
beitung. .Eerausgegeben vom k.k«Handelsminist erium. Beilage zun
Osterreichischen 7/irtschaftspolitischen Archiv. ^7ien,Iianz ' sche
k.u.k. Eof-Yerlags- und Universit&ts-Euchhandlung ,1903-
.
Bittner ,Ludwig. 338.244
Das Sisenvresen in Innerberg-Si senerz bis zur Grundung der Inner-
berger Eauptwerkschaft im Jahre 1625. Yon Ludwig Eittner. Wien,
C.Gerold's 3ohn,1901.
2Iartin,Budolf . 338.244
Die eisenindustrie in ihrem kampf um den absatzmarkt . Sine stu-
die -liber schutzzOlle und kartelle, von Rudolf Martin. Leipzig,
Duncker & Eumbolt ,1904
.
viii.p. ,1.1. ,332 p.
L:oritz,Sugen. 338.244
Eisenindustrie , zolltarif und aussenhandel . Sin praktischer bei-
trag zur wirtschaftspolitik nach informationen aus Industrie
nnd exportkreisen. Yon Eugen Moritz . .Berlin ,F. Siemenrofh ,1902 .
•
2 p.l. ,74 p.
Eyvert .Georges . 338.249
La crise de l f Industrie francaise du plomb.(2),71 p.i colored
pi. 1 faosim. sq .Q . (Carcassone 1901.)
Thiele ,0tt omar . 338.26 2
Die moderne Saltpete rfrage und ihre voraussichtliche LOsung.
Yom wirtschaftlichen und technischen Standpunkte dar^tfgestelltn
von Dr.Ottomar Thiele. Tubingen,H. Laupp' sche Buchhandlung ,1904
.
viii,37 p.
Yoeloker ,Henry . 338.8
Bericnt tiber das Kartellwesen in der inlandischen Eisenindustrie
fur die im Heichsamt des Innern stattfindenden kontradiktoris-
"chen Yerhandlungen fiber Kartelle der Eisenindustrie erstattet
von Dr .E.Yoeloker
. . .Ber lin ,F .Siemenroth ,1903-
.
Coles, Sherard Cowper. 537.8
Elektrolytische Yerzinkung, von Sherard Gowper-Cowles , . .Ins
Deutsche iibertragen von Dr.Smil Abel,..LIit 36 Figuren und 9
Tabellen im Text. Halle a.S
.
.W.Knapp ,1905
.
Bresson, G. 540.34
Applications de chimie inorganique . -2nd section. -Industries
chimiques. 2d partie .-Ivlet allurgie
. Fonte et fer.(2),144 p. 52 ii
(In Fremy ,S.ed.Sncyclopedie chimique ,tome 5
.
)?aris ,1888

36.
Bresson, G. 540.54
Applications de chimie inorganique .-2d section. -Industries
chimiques. 2d partie.-Met allurgie . Aciers . f 2) ,175 p. 34 il.fln
Fremy.F.ed. Encyclopedic chimique .tome 5. ) Paris, 1886.
Benedicks, Carl 1875- 543.744
Recherche s physique et physico-chimiques sur I'acier an car-
bone;these pour 1b doctorat, par Carl Benedicks. Uppsala, Lib-
rairie de l'Universite (C.J .LundstrOm) 1904.
ix,219 p. front, illus
.
.plate s,diagrs.
1. Steel. 2 .Metallography.
3
fMagnetic induction.
Carnot.Adolphe. 543.744
iiethodes d' analyses des fontes, des fers & de s aciers ...( 2 ) ,
185 p. il. 2 pi. ParisjVve C.Dunod & P.Vicq,1895.
Reprinted from Annales des mines , Oct . -Uov .1895
.
Jliptner von Jonstorff ,Kanns Freiherr. 543.744
Fortschritte ira Fissenhtttten-Laboratorium in den letzeen 10
Jahren. 2 vol. in 1. il.pl .0 .Leipzig ; A. Felix, 1895-1896 .
ilukai.Tetskichi. 543.744
Studien tlber chemischeanalytische und mikroskopische Untersu-
chung des Lianganst ahl s . 35,(l)p.5 pi. 0." Freiberg in Sachsen;
Craz & Gerlach,1892
.
Alsace-Lorraine .Geologise he Landes-Unter suchung . 553.3
Yerzeichniss der im westlichen Deuts ch-Lothringen verliehenen
. Eizenerfelder . Lritte nach dem Stande vom 15. August 1899 be-
richtigte und ergsnzte Auflage. Herausgegeben von der Direction
der geologischen Landes-Untersuchung von Flsass-Lothringen. (2)
10,iii,(l) p. 1 il.Q.Idap in portfolio ,100x68 cm. Strassburg i.
E. ,1899.
,
Lambert .Guillame ,1816- 553.3
Lecouverte d'un puissant gisement de minerals de fer dans le
grand bassin houiller du nord de la Belgique. Suite a nos pub-
lications de 1876 et 1892 concernant ce bassin. Par Guillaume
Lambert
. .Bruxelles ,Imprimerie J .E.Goossens ,1904
.
24, (5)p. front .pi ate s. fold. col.maps, diagrs .
1 .Iron-Belgium.
Moulan,?h. 553.3
Origine et formation des minerals de fer. Par Ph .Moulan . .Brux-
elles, Guyot freres ,1904
.
(2) ,148 p. 17 illus.
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Villain .Franco is . 553.3
Le gisement de mineral de fer oolithique de la Lorraine ,par Iff.
Francois Villain, . .Paris ,Vve C .Dunod , 1902
.
212 p. illus. vi-xii fold. pi., 1 fold. map, 2 fold . tables
.
"Extrait des Annales des mines jlivraisons de fevrier et mars
1902."
Gamier ,G. 605.4
L' electro-side rurgie (Partie document aire) ,par 0. Gamier . .Avec
la collaboration de i.H.Gradenwi tz ,et suivi d'une interview de
M. (Gustave) Gin. (par is ) ,1903
.
20 p. diagrs.
606.394
DieKALIBKIRUTTG der eisenwalzen. Drei gekrflnte preis schriften ,
eingereicbt dem Verein zur befBrderung des gewerbfleisses in
Preussen. Beilsge zum achtundvierzigsten jahrgange der Vereins
verhandlungen. 7l869) . .Berlin, ilicolai ,1869 .
4 p.L. 140 pp. In(Verein zur beftJrderung des gewerbflei sses
Berlin. Verhandlungen. 48.jahrg. 1869)
By P .Daelen , A.Hollenberg , and Diekmann.
ilehrtens,Georg. 620.2
Eisen und Eisenkonstrukt ionen in geschichtlicher ,httttentechnis-
cher und technologischer Beziehung. Berl-in 1887.
Bibliographical references scattered through the book.
esserchmitt .Alfred. 621.002
Die Salkulation im Maschinenwe sen nebst Anleitung zur Bestim-
mung der allgemeinen wie spezialisierten Akkord-Gedinge und der
'.Vahl der IJate ri alien , sowie Anhang von Akkord-Verzeichnissen und
Preisen maschineller Gegenst ande ,von A. lie sser schmitt , . .Zweite
,
durchgesehene und erweiterte Auflage. Essen, G .D .Badeker ,1903
.
i64 p. illus.
Franche .Georges. 621.02
Lianuel de l'ouvrier mecanicien.
. .Premiere- (huitene ) partie..
Par Georges Franche . .Paris ,B .Tignol , (1903-1905?
.
8 vol. illus.
Messerschmitt .Alfred. 621.02
Die Calculation der Eisenconstructionen insbesondere der Ertick-
en.Dampf- und Locomotivkessel , wie der Gertlstbauten und der
Ingenieur in seinera Eetriebe nebst Bestimmung aller einschl&g-
igen Accordgedinge erlautert durch vielfache Beispiele u.Zeich-
nungen von Gertlstbauten herausgegeben von A.LIesserschmitt , . .
Mit ver schiedenen Eolzschnitten und Tafeln. Essen, G .D.B&deker
1884. 179 p. illus., 6 fold.pl.

38.
Maugas,G. 621.97
Traite theorique et pratique du rivetage des charpentes metall-
icoies des navires et des chaudier es , suivi d'un manuel detaille
pour le rivetage des navires. vi,192 p.il.Q.Paris; A.Challamel ,1900
Petzholdt , Alphons. 660.2
Die Erzeugung der Eisen- und Stahlschienen. Sine hfitt enmannische
Studie. xiii,81 p. 1. map. (In EOLLEY,?. A.ed .Eandbuch der chem-
ischen Technologie ,vol .8
. ) Braunschweig 1874.
Yogelgesang,Moritz. 666.2
Lehrbuch der Sisen-Smaillirkunst . Von Moritz Yogelgesang. Mit i
Kupfertafeln . Braunschweig ,F.Yieweg und Sohn,1851. vi,86 p.
Scheerer ,Iheodor . 669.02
Lehrbuch der Met allurgie ,mit hesondered Einsicht auf chemische
und physikalische Principien. 2 vol. in 1. il .0 .Erauschweig ;F.
Vieweg & Sohn,1848-1855
.
Anton von Kerpely's Bericht. ,669.053
Anton von Kerpely's Bericht titer die Fortschritte der Eisenht.lt-
ten-Technik. .Continued from New series ,vol .13 .1896 .il .0 .Leipzig
,
1901- . Edited "by Theodore Beckert.
Jahrbuch. 669.053
Jahrhuch ftir das Eisen huttenwes en
.
(SrgSnzung zu "Stahl und Eis-
en".) Sin Bericht tlberb^ie Fort schritte auf alien Gebieten des
~isenhuttenwesens . .Im Auftrage des Vereins deutscher Eisenhtitt-
enleute bearbeitet. Continued from no .1 .1900 .i ; .0 .Dttsseldorf 1902
Edited by Otto Yogel.
Stahl und Eisen. 669.053
Stahl und Eisen. Zeitschrift ftir das deutsche Sisenhtttt enwesen
.
With supplements .. .Continued from ( vol .1 .July ,1881 ) .il .pi .maps
tables. Q.Dusseldorf (1881-)
.
From 1888 edited by S.SchrOdter and TJ.Eeumer.
Dudley, Dud. 669.06244
Mettallum martis.(In I^OH AND STEEL INSTITUTE. Journal , vol . 2 ,p
.
215-236 .London 1872.) First published in 1665.
Conybeare /Jilliam Daniel ,1787-1857 . 669.06845
Geologiens allmanna grundbegrepp
. Af W .D .Conybeare och W.Phil-
lips. Ofvers&ttning af Th.Wansloe. ( Stockholm, B .IvI.Bredberg ,1828 J)

39.
Sammandrag. 669.06845
Sammandrag af uppgifter fran de fGrenade rikenas konsular pam
atskilliga utlandska,platser ,rBrande afsattning af svenskt iern
och stal. (Stockholm tryckt nos J .Beckman,1869
.
)
Tamm, Adolf Gustaf ,1805-1851 . 669.094
Anteckningar sfver frammande landers j ernhandt ering , gjorde un-
der en resa i Tyskiand ,Frankrike , och England, aren 1830 och 1831
af A.G.Tamm; jemte ett Bihang om vals-verk jf^/^^//^//if///af G.
Skman. Med 12 tabeller. Stockholm, tryckt hos direct. H.A.lIord-
strom,1832
.
(6), 156 p. and atlas of xii plates.
Beck,Ludwig . 669.1
Die Geschichte de s Eisens in technischer und kulturgeschicht-
licher Eesiehung,von Lr.Ludwig Beck. Erste~(funfte ) Abteilung..
Braunschweig .F.Vieweg & Sohn, 1891-1903 . 5 v. illus
.
Beckert ,Theodor . 669.1
Leitfaden zur Eisenhuttenkunde . Ein Lehrbuch ftir den Untericht
an technischen Fachschulen. Von Th. Beckert , . .Zv/eite vollstandig
umgearheitete Auflage . .Hit ..in den Text gedruckten Figuren.
Berlin, J .Springer ,1898-
.
Tol .1- .illus
.
,fold .diagrs
.
C ampre don , Louis . 669.1
L'acier; historique— fabrication— emploi .Precede d'une lettve-
preface de M.Fremy . (2) ,2, (2) ,344 p.il.2 pi. 3 tables .D . (Bib-
liotheque de metallurgie pratique , no . 1
.
)?ari s;B . Tignol ,1890 .
Dttrre, Ernst Friedrich. 669.1
Die Eochofenbetriebe am Snde des xix Jahrhunderts . Eine den Eau
und Betrieb der gegenwfirtigen EochOfen umfassende Darstellung
der Roheisengewinnung an der Jahrundertv/ende . Unter besonderer
Eerticksichtigung moderner Auffassungen und Seile und mit Eer-
vorhebung namentlich der Verkehrs- und Transport ve rhaltnisse
fur Haterialen und Producte. Gleichzeitig zweites Supplement
zum Werke desselben Yerfassers; Anlage und Betrieb der Eisen-
htitten" .viii, (4) ,169 p. 98 il.19 pi. sq .F .Berlin ;W,& S.Lcewenthal
1901.
Dtirre, Ernst Friedrich. 669.1
Die Anlage und der Eetrieb der Eisenhutten . Ausfuhrliche Susam-
menstellung neurer und bew&hrter Construct ionen aus dem Bereiche
der gesammten Sis en- und St ahl-Fabrikation,unter Berttcksichtig-
ung aller Petri ebs-Verhftltnisse bearbeitet. 3 vol. il. map. 3
atlases of mppfi/ plates, s q.Q. Leipzig :Baungartner ' s Buchhandlung
(1880}-1892.

40.
Gages, Leon. 669.1
Elaboration de s metaux derives du fer . 2 vol. il.D. (Encyclopedic
scientifique des aide-memoirie
.
) Paris jGauthier-Villars , f 1901)
.
"Bibliographie ,* vol . 1 ,p . 155-157 ;vol . 2 , p . 167-171
.
Gages, Leon. 669.1
Iraite de metallurgie du fer..2 vol.il .Q .Pari s; J .Fritsch ,1898
.
Gages, Leon. 669.1
Travail des metaux derives du fer. 202 p. 45 il. L. (Encyclopedic
scientifique des aide-memoire . )Paris ; Gau thier-Vi liars , (1900 ) .
"Bibliographie"
,
p. 199-200.
Germany .Sisen-Enquete-IIommissi on. 669.1
Protokolle uber die Vernehmungen der Sachver stand igen durch die
Si sen-Enquette-Eommission
.
(4 ) ,825 p.l map, 10 tables. F.Berlin(1878)
Quillet, Leon. 669.1
Les aciers &peciaux; aciers au nickel-aciers au manganese -aciers
an silicium. Par li.Leon Guillet .. .Preface de 1,1.Henry Le Chatel-
ier . . .Paris ,C .Bunod,19C4.
(4),iv,100 p. illus . incl.diagrs.
Jullien .Charles Edourd. 669.1
Traite theorique et pratique de la metallurgie du fer . .comprenant
les fabrications de la fonte , du fer, de I'acier et du fer blanc
;
et precede d'une intEOduction concernant les principes sur les-
quels repose cette Industrie. vii,(l),400 p.sq.^.Atlas of 51 pi.
.sq.F. Paris jS.lioblet ,1861.
Jtiptner von Jonstorff ,Eanns Freiherr . 669.1
Compendium der Zisenhuttenkunde fur Htltten- und Bergleute .Chemiker
Ingenieure etc., xiii,445 p.T.V/ienjC .Fromme ,pref .1896 .
Juptner .Kanns Freiherr ,1853- 669.1
Grundziige der Siderologie. Fur Kuttenleute ,iiaschinenbauer u.s.w.
sowie «ir Eenutzung beim Unterrichte bearbeitet. Von ilanns Frei-
herr v. Juptner.
.
.Erster-(ctritter) Teil. . .Leipzig , A. Felix, 1900-4
.
3 vol. illus. 53 pi. "Litteratur" ,at end of each volume.
Ledebur , Adolf . 669.1
ilandbuch der Eisenhtltt enkunde . Fur den Gebrauch im Betriebe wie
zur Eenutzung beim Unterrichte bearbeitet. I)ritte,neu bearbeit-
ete Auflage. xiii,1086 p.il.31 pi. 3 maps .0 .Leipzig; A. Felix, 1900
n"Litteratur"at end of each chapter.

41.
Ledebur .Adolf . 669.1
Handbuch der Lisenhtittenkunde . Stir den Gebrauch im Betriebe wie
zur Benutzung beim Unterrichte bearbeitet. Von A. Ledebur
,
jVierte
,
neu bearbeitete Auflage. Iflit 407 Abbildungen. Leipzig, A.Felix,
fl90E)-1903.
vii,1148 p. illus* incl . diagrs
.
,4 pi., 5 maps, 32 diagrs.
"Litteratur"at the end of each chapter.
Ledebur , Adolf i.e.Karl Leinrieh Adolf. 669.1
Das Roheisen mit besonderer Berttcksichtigung seiner Verwendung
fur die Eisengiesserei ,von A. Ledebur ,. .Llit £1 Abbildungen. Vierte
neuarbeitete Auflage. Leipzig , A. Felix, 1904
.
viii,104 p.illus.,1 fold.pl.
Ledebur , Adolf . 669.1
Las Koheisen mit besonderer Berticksichtigung seiner Verwendung
ftlrr.die Zisengiedserei . . .Lritte ,vollst£ndig umgearbeitete und
erweiterte Auflage. viii,94 p.il.2 pi .0 .Leipzig ; A.Felix, 1891
.
Levy ,Hermann. 669.1
Lie stahlindustrie der Vereirigten Staaten von Amerika in ihren
heutigen productions- und absatz-verhaltnissen. Von Lr .Hermann
Levy. .Berlin
,
t
T
.Springer ,1905 .
viii,364 p.
Ivlatignon,Camille . 669.1
L' electromettalurgie dee fontes,fers et aciers. Paris .il.Lunod ei,
E.Pinat ,1906.
vi , (2) ,92, (2)p.37 illus. "Bibliographic , "last leaf.
Hoble.E. 669.1
Fabrication de l'acier,par K.IToble .. .Paris ,Vve C .Dunod ,1905 .
vii ,603, (1) ,ix p. illus.
..-.Osmond ,F. 66 9.1
Transformations du fer et dm carbone dans les fers, les aciers
et les fontes blanches. 131 p.il.8 tables. .ParisjL.Baudoin £ Cie
1888. Reprinted from the Memorial de I'artillerie de la marine
Pavlov,:.likhail .A. 669.1
Al'bom chertezheii po martenovskomu proizvodstvu . V'ipusk per-
viii; martenovskiia pechi. Album of drawings relating to the
manufacture of open heart ( T.) steel....By M. A.Pavloff, . .Album
des dessins concernant la fabrication de l'acier Martin. .Skater
inoslav ,S .P.Iakovleva,1904-
.
Vol.1- .plates
. Description of plates in Eussian, English and
French
.

42.
(Perret , Auguste . ) 669.1
Fer,fontes & aciers. Paris ,Z?Bernard et cie,1902.
158, (2 )p. 32 diagrs. (Petite encyclopedie de chimie industrielle
no. 27.)
Reiser ,Fridolin. 669.1
Das Earten des Stahles in Theorie und Praxis. Zweite, neu be-
erbeitete Auflage. viii,125 p.O). Leipzig; A. Felix, 1896.
Reiser ,Fridolin . 66 9.1
Same as last. Dritte, vermehrte Auflage .viii ,128 p. O.Leipzig;
A. Felix, 1900.
Reiser ,Fridolin. 669.1
Theorie et pratique de la trempe de l'acier. Deuxieme edition
Traduit de l'allemand par Barbary de Langlade. (4) ,iv , (2) ,186
p.O). Pari sjBaudry & Cie,1897.
Th aline r, tt o . 669.1
L'acier a outils. iianuel traitant de l'acier a outils en gener-
al, de la facon de le traiter au cours des pperations du for-
geage, du recuit, de la trempe, et des sppareils employes a cet
effet. A l'usgge des met allurgistes , fabricants et chefs d'atel
ier. Traduit de l'allemand par Rosambert. (2), 204 p. 68 il.2
tables .0 .Paris ;C .Ber anger ,1900
.
Toldt.Friedrich. 66 9.1
Lie Chemie des Eisens. Tabellarische Zusammenstellung der dem
Sisen beigemengten Element e und deren Sinfluss auf die Eigen-
schaften dieses I.ietalles . . . 23 p. 5 11. S tahles.O .Leohen.L.Kus-
sler ,1898 .
Turner, Peter. 669.1
Lie Stabeisen und Stahlhereitung in Frischerden; Oder Der
wohlunt errichtete Eammermeister
. Eine gemeinfassliche Darstel-
lung aller vorzuglicheren europaischen Kerdfrischereien .
.
Zweite verbesserte und vermehrte Auflage. 2 vol . il .pi . table .0 .•
Freiberg; J. G.Englehardt ,1858.
.
Verein Deutscher Eisenhutt enleute ,Dtlsseldorf. 669.1
Gemeinfassliche Darstellung des Sis enhtlttenv/e sens . Ilerausge-
gehen vom Verein Deutscher Eisenhuttenleute in Ltisseldorf .5
Auflage. Ltisseldorf , A. Bagel, 1903.
T
.Ve dd ing , itermann . 6 69 .1
Ausfuhrliches Eandbuch der Eisenhutt enkunde . Gewinnung und Vom-
er"be itung des Eisens in theoretischer und praktischer Beziehung
unter besondered Bertlcksichtigung der deutschen Verhfiltni sse
.
Zweite vollkommen umgearbeitete Auflage von des Verfassers

43.
Bearteitung von "Dr. John Percy's Alettalurgy of iron, and steel"
. .Vol.1- .il.pl .maps , tables .0 .Braunchsweig ;? .Viewer & Sohn.1891
7,'edding,Hermann, 1854- 669.1
Das Eisenhtittenv/esen erlautert in acht Yortragen von Professor
Dr
.fi.Wedding. .Mlt 12 Figuren im Text.Zv/eite Ao.fl age .Leipzig ,
B.G.Teuhner ,1904 .
viii,120 p. 12 illus. (Aus Eatur und Geisteswelt . .20Bandchen)
IVedd ing ,Ee rmann . 669.1
Grundriss der Eisenhlltt enlmnde . Yierte umgearheitete Auflage.
xii,382 p. 205 il.2 pi .0 .BerlinjY/ .Ernst & Sohn,1901.
Wedding tHennann . 669 .1
Same. Britte umgearheitete Auflage. xii,357 p. 215 il.2 pl.O.
Berlin ;Ernst & Korn,1890.
Gin.Gustave. 669.754
la fahricat ion electrique du ferro-manganese en Franc e .Procede
Simon. Paris ,imprimerie Chaix,1901. 66 p. il.
Baffalovitch .Arthur ,1853- 670 .9246
La dynastie Erupp,par Arthur Eaffaloviteh . .Paris ,Guillaumni et
cie,1903. 20 p.
Subject entries ;1 .Krupp family .2 .Erupp, Alfred ,1812-1887 .3
.
Xrupp.Friederich Alfred ,1854-1902
.
Brovot.ATb. 672
Les Kaliherieren der 7alzen. Eine vollstandige Sammlung von
Kalioerierangs-Beispielen systematisch geordnet und erlautert.
Als Lehrgang fur den angehenden , sowie als llachschlagehuch fur
den ausuhenden Zaliherierer ,herausgegehen von Professor Alh
.
Brovot . .Leipzig, A.Felix, (1902 ) -1903
.~
iv,106 p.diagrs. and atlas of 164 diagrs.in 4 vol.
Godron, Clement . 672
Procedes de forgeage dsns l'industrie par C .Codron .. (Premiere
part ie) Paris .E.Bernard et cie ,1896-1857 .
viii,554 p. 389 il.and atlas of 47 fold.pl.
Delaloe .Leon . 672
Llanuel pratique du charpentier en fer . .Deuxieme edition revue
et augmentee. xii,122 p. 112 il.10 pi .Q .Paris ; en vente chez
l'auteur
, (1897) .
'aulenbach .Friedrich. 672
Eisengiesserei
. iiandhuch fttr Studierende und Fachleute .Unter

44.
Bertlcksichtigung samtlicher Arbeit sverfahren unci einfachster Kal-
kulationsmethode nit 166 in den Text gedruckten Konstruktions-
zeichnungen,bearbeitet von Ingenieur Friedrich Faulenbach , .
.
Hainichen,H.Kuhn,1903. 44 p. 166 diagr.
Gebruder
,
Stumrnipfleunkirohen. 672
Profil-Zeichnungen. Gebruder oturam Eeunkircher Eisenwerk .Heun-
kirchenfReg. -Bez. Trier. ) Ausgabe 1893.pl.S.Strassburg (1893).
Geuze.leon. 672
Traite tkeorique et pratique du laminage du fer et de I'acier.vi,
239 p. Atlas of 81 pi .0 .Paris ;C .Ber anger ,1900
.
Guillaume .Charles Edcuard ,1861- 672
Les applications des aciers au nickel avec un appendice sur la
theorie des aciers au nickel, par Ch. -Ed.Gui 11 aume . .Paris .Gauth-
ier-Yillars,1904. vii , fl) ,215 , f l)p.25 diagr.
Gutehoffmingshutte
.
Eeinzerling.Fredrich. 672
Deutsches Nornalprofil-Buch fur Walzeisen zu Bau-und Schiffbau-
Zwecken.Im Auftrage und im Uamen der von Yerbande deutscher Arch-
itekten- und Ingenieur-Yereine
,
Trere ine deutscher Ingenieure und
Yereine deutscher Eisenhtittenleute niedergesetzten Kommission
zur Aufstellung von Normalprofilen ftlr T.Yalzeisen herausgegeben
von Dr. Friedrich Keinzerling und Otto Intze
,
. .Fttnfte verrnehrte
und verbesserte Auflage. Aachen, J. La Euelle,1897. vi,64 p.
Hoerder Eergwerks- und Etitten-Yerein . 672
Profil-Zeichnungen des Eoerder Bergwerks- und Etitten-Yereins in
Hoerde(Westfalen) .Ausgabe 1892.50 pl.l table .F.Eoerde 1892.
Landr in,Henri . 672
Llanuel complet du maitre de forges, ou traite theorique et pra-
tique de l'art de travailler le fer. 2 vol. in 1. pi. T.Paris;
Librairie encyclopedique de Eoret,1829.
Ledefcur .Adolf
. 672
Handbuch der Eisen- und Stahlgiesserei
. Eine Darstellung des ge-
samten Betriebes ,Eegeln fur die Anlage der Giessereien und eine
Anleitung zur Buchftthrung und Selbstkostenrechnung enthaltend
. .
.
Zweite neu bearbeitete und erweiterte Auflage des Eandbuchs der
Eisengeisserei
.
xii,460 p. il. 36 pi. .Weimar ;B .F.Voigt ,1892
.
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Messerschmitt , Alfred. . 672
Calculation imd Tecbnik der Ei sengiesserei ,von A.MeseerBchmitt
, 5
Dritte
,
erv/eiterte und durchge sehene Allflage in zwei unabhangigen
Banden. .Essen, G.D.Baedeker, 1903-1904
.
2 vol. illus.,4 fold, diagr.
L.etzger ,IIax. 672
Text zu Konstruktionsarbeiten des Kunst- und Eauscfrlosser s .Sine
Sammlung von Original-Entwtlrfen rneist praktisch ausgefuhrter
eiserner Treppen .VordScher ,Veranden,Pavilions ,Brucken,Gev/achs-
h&user ,3chaukasten,Thore ,Fenster etc. Llit genauen Gewieht sberech
nungen. 67 p. O.Atlas of 101 pi .F .Dlisseldorf ,F .Wolfrum,pref .1897 .
Llilliken Bro thers ,3Jew York.I.Y. 672
Catalogo .
.
(de) informacion y tablas utiles referentes aluso de
hierro,acero y otros productos manufacturado s por Milliken Bros.
. .y esta redectado para el uso de ingenieros , arquitectos y maes-
tro s de obras. Segunda edicion. 163 p.il.ob.D. (Hew York) 1899.
Xtiller.Friedricb C.G. 672
Krupp's Gusst ahlfabrik. . . (4) ,169 p .il .6pl . sq .1 .Dtlsseldorf ; A. Bag-
el, (1896) .
Ueveu,F. ,& ilenry ,Leon. 672
l.Ianuel pratique de laminage du fer. 79 p. 6 il. 16 tables .B.Atl&e
of 117 pl.sq.F. (Bibliotheque des actualites industrielles ,no ; 72
Paris ;B. Tignol, f 1897)
.
lEitter.C. 672
Die gesarnte Irunfetechn:iede- und Schlc sser-Arbeit . Ein Utisterund
ITachscblagebuch zum praktischen Gebrauch fur Schlosser und Bau-
meister
. .herausgegeben von C .Hitter . .Zweite verbesserte und ver-
mehrte Auflage. 26 Tafeln nit 321 Abbildungen und erklarendem
Text. Leipzig, E.F.Voigt ,1905. 16 p. 26 pl~
[lesson, A. 672
L'art du mouleur. iianuel pratique pour le moulage des pieces deven
vant etre coulees en fonte de fer ou en acier. Extrait du Bulle-I
tin technologique de la Societe des anciens eleves des ecoles
d'arts et met iers , augmente de quelques donnees sur le moulage en
terre, eur la construction des gros noyaux. Description d T un
trousseau special poiir pieces coupees et coulees d'un seul ^et.
Ouvrage prime d'une medaille d'or par la Societe des anciens
eleves des ecoles nationales d'arts et metiers. vii,315 p. 290 il
O.ParisjBaudry & cie,1897.
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Aucamus , Eugene . 680.
2
Eois et raetaux. x,335 p .il .D . (Bibliothecue du conducteur de
travaux publics.) Paris ;Vve C.Dunod & P .Yicq ,1896
.
Mart ens, Adolf. 691.053
Festigkeitsuntersuchungen mit Zinkblechen lex echlesischen Ak-
tien-Gessellschaft fttr Bergbau und Zinkhtittenbetrieb z\\ Lipine
0.-5. 32 p. 2 pi. (In Mi t thei lunge n aus den KSnglichen technischen
Yersuchsanstalten zu Berlin,vol .7
,
Erganzungsheft 4. Berlin 1889)
Vianello.Luigi . 691.7
Der Eisenbau. Ein Eandbuch filr den Brtlckenbauer und den Eisen-
konstrukteur von Luigi Vianello. Mit einem Anhang; Zusammenstel-
lung aller von deutscbenn'Talzvrerken hergestellen I- und Eisen
Von Gustav Schimpff. Mit 415 Abbildungen. Munchen und Berlin,
B .Oldenbourg ,1905 . xv,(l),691 p.diagrs.
Metzger ,Liax. 721.8
L'oderne schmiedeeiserne Schaufensterkonstruktionen . Ausgeftthrte
Entwtlrfe tlichtiger Fachmfinner gesaomelt und herausgegeben von
Max Metzger, .. .£5 Tafeln und ebenso viele Betailbogen mit Kon-
struktiont schnitten in wirklieher GrOsse nebst kurzgefasstem
Text. Ltlbeck,C .Coleman, (1904) .
15, (l)p. 25(i.E.50) pi. (partly fold.)
Praekelt ,Bunzlau . 739
I.Iuster-Yorlagen fur Eunstschmeide* Arbeiten, herausgegeben von
M.Praekelt ,Bunzl au , Schl . . .Bunzlau ,:* .Praekelt ,1904 . 130 p .il
.
P.oeper j Adalbert . 739
Deutsche Schmiedarbeiten aus ffinf Jahrhunderten . Ausgewahlt und
herausgegeben von Adalbert Poeper. Mit einem Yorwort versehen
von Eans BCsch. (6)p. 50 pi. F. Munchen; J .Albert , (1896 )
.
Darapsky,!. 983.86
Das Departement Taltal (Chile). Seine Bodenbildunr und -Schaetze
(2) ,viii, (2) ,228, (2) p. 55 il . 14 pi. 2 tables. Atlas of 3 pi.
6
maps .Q .BerlinjD .Beimer ,1900
.
Contents; l.Lage und Begrenzung
. 2?Die Tuste. 5. Die Puna.4.Ge-
ologie. 5.Klima. 6 . Saljfpeterlager . 7.Herkunft des Saltpeters.
8 .Erzbergbau. 9. TCirtschaftliehes
. Yerzeichnisbder Salpe terauf-
schlusse im Gebiet der "Officina Sudamericana"
.
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.
Steel Gompanytfof Uev/ Jersey}.
of the Carnegie Steel Company (of ^ew Jersey) is
1 owned "by the United States Steel Corporation.
A- * * * * ********* *
jj
******•*-********************
Carnegie Steel Companyfof Eew Jersey ) jgeneral office s , Carnegie
Building,Pitt sfcurgh; principal office in the State of Hew Jersey, Ho.
51 JSewark st . .Eohoken; the Hudson Trust Company is designated as
agent therein and in charge thereof.
The Carnegie Steel Company (of Eew Jersey) came into existence through
the merger in ^Jarch ,1903 ,of the Carnegie Company, the national
Steel Company, and the American Steel Hoop Company, all of Sew
Jersey. All of the properties and other assets and all of the lia
hilities of the three merged companies were transferred "by vir-
tue of the merger to the hooks of the Carnegie Steel Company (of
ITew J ersey) .
Capital Stock of the Company ,$63 ,000 ,000 , all common.
Officers; Alva C .Dinkey .President;James H.Heed, Chairman off Board of
Directors jE.P.Bope , First Vice-President and General Manager of
Sale s jV'.'.V .Elackturn , Second Vice-President and Secretary; James
J .Camphell , Auditor and Assistant Secretary; W»G .ILeCausland , Treas-
urer; and '".K .Conrad , Assistant Treasurer.
Board of Directors; James E .Heed .Chairman ; AX3 .Dinkey .W.E.Corey ,H, P.
Bope ,W.7/.BlackDurn,W.C .UcCausland , Charles M, Schwah .B.M.Clemson,
William II. Singer ,7". .E.Gary,D.G.Kerr , and Thomas Murray .
i|General Superintendents; A.E .Hunt ,Home stead Steel '.Vorks .Howard Axle
Works, and Carrie Furnaces; E.D.Williams .Duquesne Steel Works,
and Duquesne Furnaces; Charles E .Dinkey .I^dgar Thomson Steel Work]
.
and Ed-gar Thomso-n Furnaces; 1. 1. Br own, Upper and Lower Hills
ffJa. ) jJames Scott, Lucy Furnaces and laahella Furnaces; 1. T.Brown
Clark Mill,Painter Mill, and MeOutcheon Mill; I .W. Jenks ,General
Manager of the hoop and cotton-tie mills of the Monessen Mill,
Girard Mill .Greenville Mill, Warren Mill, Upper ano Tower Union
"-.'-ills f Ohio ) and Duncansville Mill; Thomas McDonald .Gensrral Sup-
erintendent of the Ohio Steel Works, Ohio Furnaces, and Wiles Fur-
nace; T.J .Root .Columbus Steel Works .Columbus Furnaces, and r.anec-
ville Furnace; John Reis,Hew Castle Steel Works t3Jew Castle Furna-
ces, Sharon Steel Works, Sharon Furnaces , South Sharon Steel V.'orks,
and Sharon Steel Furnaces ;1T .LI.Peterson ,Bellaire Steel Works and
Bellaire Furnaces and LJingo Steel '.Vorks and ~ingo Furnaces; and
Biven xicConnell .Donora Steel Works and Donora Furnaces.
Sales Agencies; Atlanta, Ga. .Equitaoie Building, 45 Borth Pryer st
.
;
Boston, Telephone Building, 125 Milk Street
1
; Buffalo , German Insur-
ance Building, 4 51 llain st.; Chicago, The Rookery, 217 La Salle st.
Cincinnati .Union Trust Building .Fourth and Walnut Streets ;';Cleva
|
land, Perry-Payne Building, 103 Superior st
.
jDenver,Boston Build-
ing .Seventeenth and Champa st s
.
jDetroit .Union Trust Building ,102
I
Griswold st.jITew Orleans .Eennen Building .Caronde let and Common
sts.;Xew York,Empire Building, 71 Broadway'; Philadelphia,Harris on
Building,Fifteenth and Market sts . ;Port land. .Oregon, Ainsworth
Building,73! Third st.;San Franc isco , Boyd Building , 226 Market st
1
Carnegie
ill the stock
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Seattle,Washington .Mutual Life Building ; St •Louis,national Bank
of Commerce Building,Olive st. j St .Paul .Pioneer Press Building,
Robert and Fourth sts.;and Washington,D .C , .national Safe Deposit
Euildinfr ,1429 Hew York ave.
The foreign sales agencies of the Carnegie Steel Company(of Uew Jer-
sey) wwre transferred on November 1,1903, to the United States
Steel Products Export Company .Battery Park Building , IT .Y
.
Plants Operated; The Carnegie Steel Company (of Sew Jersey), in add-
ition to the plants which were formerly known as "belonging to
the Hational Steel Company and the .American Steel Hoop Company
and which it now owns, ope rate sm "by virtue of its ownership of
all of the stock of the Carnegie Steel Company (of Pennsylvania)
and under a formal agreement with that company, all of the plantd
which are owned "by the Carnegie Steel Company (of Pennsylvania] .
It alec operates the "blast furnaces , open-hearth steel furnaces,
and "blooming and plate mill departments of the South Sharon
plant of the Union Steel Company, and it has also completed and
will operate what are known as the Bonora Steel V;orks and Donors
Furnaces of the Union Steel Company, at Donora, Pa. .including the
"blast furnaces, open-hearth steel furnaces, and "blooming mill.
In addition the Carnegie Steel Company (of Uew Jersey) owns all the
capital stock of the Carnegie Steel Cornpany(of Pennsylvania) .the
Carnegie Eatural Gas Company, the Bessemer and Lake Erie Bail-
road Comiany , (lessee of the Pitt shurgh .Bessemer and Lake Erie
Railroad Company,) the liingo Coal Company, the Pitt shurgh and
Conneaut Dock Company, the Union Railroad Company, the Mount
Pleasant Water Company, the Trotter Water Company, the Youghiog-
heny northern Railway Company, the Youghiogehny Water Company,
the Union Supply Company, the Chapin fining Company, and the
V/inthrop Iron Company,
i It also owns a controlling interest in the Pitt shurgh,Bessemer ,pnd
Lake Erie Railroad Company, one-half of the capital stock of the
Pewahic Company, five-sisths of the capital stock of the Oliver
Iron Llining Company, and the Pitt shurgh Steanship Company, 75 per
cent of the capital stock of the Pittsburgh Limestone Company,
Limited, 74 4/l0 per cent of the capital stock of the E.C.Frick
Coke Company, 25 per cent of the capital stock of the Biwahic
llining Company, 66 2/3 per cent of the capital stock of the
Columbus Stone Company, 25 per cent of the capital stock of the
Lawrence Limestone Company, 25 per cent of the capital stock of
the E.Y..P.& 0. Dock Company, '20. per cent of the capital stock
of the llahoning Ore and Steel Company, 52 per cent of the cap-
ital stock of the Pennsylvania and Lake Lrie Dock Company, 50
per cent of the capital stock of the Union Ore Company, and
two-thirds of the capital stock of the national Mining Company.
The Carnegie Steel Company ( of New Jersey) operates fcBe following
"blast furnaces .rolling mills, and steel works;
BLAST FUBIACSS-Hfe ACIIY3.1 IDLE, 3 BUILDI1IG , AIID 1 REBUILDING
,
Bellaire Furnaces ,Bella ire .Belmont county .Ohio .Two stacks; one 75x17,
built in 1873, "blown in September 22, 1873, and rehuilt in 1888;
and one 75x18 , "built in 1894-5 and "blown in March 7,1895; eight
Lassicks & Crooke stove s ; fuel .Connelsville coke ; ore , Lake Super-
ior jproduct .Bessemer pig iron; total annual capacity , 250 ,000 tons
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Equipped with one pig-iron casting machine. (Formerly called the
Bellaire Works and operated by the national Steel Company .) -Ac-
tive in 1905.
(Carrie Furnaces .Rankin,Alleghany county, Pa. Five stacks, two of which
were "built "by the Carrie Furnace Company, and three "by the Car-
negie Steel Company. Ho .1 , 93x192-;was removed from Ohio in 1883,
"blown in February 29, 1884, and rebuilt in 1893 end 1901; Ho. 2 93x
I9i, "built in 1888-9, blown in July 19,1889, and rebuilt in 1895
and 1901-2; Ho. 3 and Bo. 4 each 100x23, commenced building in Ho-
vemher,1899; Hov3 completed in 1901 and blown in February 25 of
the same year, and Ho. 4 completed in 1901 and blown in April 241
cf the same year; Ho . 5 ,85x20 , built in 1902-7 and blown in April
i4 10,1903. Each furnace has four three-pass Liassicks & Crooke
stoves; sizes;Hos.l and 2 ,85x19";-;Hos .3 and 4,100x21;and Eos. 5, 90
El.Holten metal from these furnaces is shipped direct to the
Homestead Steel Works. Fuel,Connellsville coke; ore, Lake Super-
ior; product ,basic pig iron; total annually 710,000 tons. Equip-
ped with 3 Heyl & Patterson pig-iron casting machines
.
(Formerly
operated by the Carnegie Steel Company .) -Ac tive in 1903.
Columbus Furnaces, Columbus, Franklin County, Ohio. Two st acks ; one , 75x
17c ; completed in llovember ,1873, and rebuilt in 1892 ,1895 , and 1900
has three Liassicks & Crooke stoves, each 65x18 ;and one ,built in
1897,80x18 , first blown in August 12,1897, has three liassicks &
Crookes stoves, each 75x19^ ; fuel , Pocahontas and Hew Fiver coke;ore
Lake Superior
;
product ,Bessemer pig iron; total annual capacity,
180,000 tons. (Formerly called the Columbus T.Vorks and operated
by the National Steel Company.) Active in 1903.
Lonora Furnaces, Donor a,Washington County,Pa/ Two stacks ,Uos .1 and 2
each 85x22,built in 1902-4 jneither of these furnaces was blown
in down to April 30,1905; four Kennedy stoves, each 100x24;fuel
Connellsville coke;ore Lake Superior jproduct .basic open-hearth
pig iron; estimated annual capacity ,365 ,000 tons .Equipped with
two Heyl & Patterson pig-iron c as ting machine s .( The furnaces
.
were partly built by the Union Steel Company and were completed
by the Carnegie Steel Company(of Hew Jersey!; they are owned by
the Union Steel Company
.
)
-Hot blown in down to April 30,1904.
Luquesne Furnac es , Cochran , (post-office address .Duquesne ) Allegheny
county , Pa. Four stacks,built by the Carnegie Steel Company .Limit-
ed; Hos;L and Z each 100x22, and Hos.2 and 4 each 100x23; six-
teen Kennedy-Cowper stoves, each 97x21 ;Ho. 2 rebuilt in tp$$ 1903;
First blasts jHo.l, June 8 ,1896 ;Ho .2 .October 7,1896;Ho.3*May 7,189,^
and Ho. 4, June 21,1697. Molten metal from these furnaces is used
in the Luquesne Steel Works. Fuel .Connellsville coke; ore, lake
Superior
;
product ,Bessemer and basic pig-iron; total annual ca-
pacity ,750 ,000 tons .Equipped with one Uehling pig-iron casting
machine. (Formerly operated by the Carnegie Steel Company .) -Ac-
tive in 1903.
Edgar Thomson Furnaces ,Bessemer
, (post-office address ,Br addock) Alle-
gheny c ounty , Pa. .Eleven stacks, four built by the Edgar Thomson
Steel Company, Limited .five by Carnegie Brothers & Co., Limited,
and two "by the Carnegie Steel Company (of Pennsylvania}. Furnace
A, 80x15 - has four fire-brick stoves, each 65x15, and one ^ire-
brick stove 75x18; Furnace #E ,81x19'
,
and C, 85x21, have eight fire-
brick stoves, six 75x20 and two 75x21 ;Furnace s D and E.each 90x
21, and 0,90x22, have seven fire-brick stoves, each 90x21; and Fur-
naces H, 91x22, and 1,90x20 ,have seven fire-brick stoves, each 90x
.IG
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21, end Furnaces J and K,-each
s
";.90x2 2
.,
"have eight fire-brick stores
each 98x21 .Furnaces G and K rebuilt in 1903.. First "blasts; A Janua-
ry 3,1880;B April 4 ,1880 ; -C .November 4 ,1880; D.April 18,1882 ;E",
June '28,4832 ^October 19,,18'86;.. G^June 21,1887; E.March 1,1890;
I*,,August 17,13-90; J.^February 16,190"; and X-^eceraher 5,1902. l!o!4
ten metal from these- furnaces is used in the Idgcr Inornson Steel
Works. Fuel .Connellsville coke ; ores , Lake Superior and foreign;
product ,Bessemer and bas;Lc pig-iron, and spiegeleisen and feero-
Sasganese , total annual capacity ,1 ^460 ,000 gross tons. Equipped
with, six Uehling pig-iron casting machine s-. (Formerly operated by
the' Carnegie Steel Company. )-Active in 1903.
Isabella Furnace s ,.Ltn a,Allegheny county jPa. Three s tacks , tv.r o "built in
1872 and one in 1880 ;lTo .1,90x21,rebuilt in 1-902,has four Kennedy
stoves, each. 90x21 ;Ko .2 ,90x19 , re "built in 1900,has four Kennedy
stoves; this furnace was o^t of "blast in December ,1903 ; and Ko.3
90x21 .rebuilt in 1901-2,has four Kennedy stoves, each 90x21. Fuel,
coke ; ore ,Lake Superior; pro due t , Bess emer .foundry , mill , and basic
pig iron;' total annual capacity of Furnaces 1 and 3,290,000 tons.
Brand "Isabella", Equipped* with ore pig-iron SasMng • laenine . (For
merly operated by the- Isabella Furnace Company .Incorporated, tfbicl
as owned by the American Steel Eoop Company. J -Act ive in 1903.
.ucy Furnaces ,Fi fty^'first st . .Pittsburgh, on the Allegheny Valley Fail-
way> Built by the Lucy Furnace Company and enlarged by the Car*.
negie Phipps & Co. .^Limited . Two stacks ,Eos .1 and 2, each 85x20;!^
2 rebuilt in 1898;eight fire -brick «t<ove s , each 75x21. First blast
Ic .1,-ay 18 ,1872 , and "io .2, September 27 ,1877 .Fuel.Connellsville
coke; ores, Lake Superior and foreign ;produet ,Bessemer ,basic
,
'forge^low-phosphorus , and foundry pig-iron ^nd spiegeleisen and
fecromangane se ; total annual capacity , 240 ,000 tons .Equipped with
one- Uehling pig-iron casting machine
.
(Former ly operated by the
Carnegie Steel Company .) -Active In 1903.
Mingo Furnaces,Mingo Junction,Jefferson County .Ghio . Three stacks,
351 o .1 (Formerly known as Eo.2) 7 5x1 7., "built in 1872 ejjcI rebuilt in
1886;four Gordon~.Yhitwell-Cov:per stoves. 17 c . 2 ,1061x23 ,bn-n t in
1900-1 and blown in in June ,1901 ; four Massicks and Crookes stoves
each 85x21. Eo .3 ,106-1x23 ,built in 1900-1 and first blown In April
28,1901; four Ilassicks & Crookes Btcves.each 85x21 .Fuel .Connells-
ville coke-jore , Lake Super icr ;product ,Be ssemer pig-iron ; total an-
nual capacity ,425 ,000 tons. Equipped with one pig-iron ousting
machine
.
(Formerly called the - Mingo Works and operated by the na-
tional Steel Company.-)*-Active in 1903.
Uew Castle Furnaces fUew Castle Pa. Four stacks (two e ompleted .one re-
building, and one building) .Furnace Ho .1 ( formerly called Eosens)
one stack, 9~x20,built in 1872, first put in blast in June ,1873,
and rebuilt in 1893.; old furnace torn down in 1897 and rebuilt
and blown in in the same year; five ^assicks & Crookes stoves,
four 18x65, and ore 85x21. Furnace So . 2 ,( formerly called lleshan-
nock) dismantled in 1903;a modern furnace 941x20 is being erecte
on the site of the old stack; will be equipped with four Llassick
& Crocke stoves, each 85x23);to be completed about July 15,1904.
Furnace Lo .3 (Formerly orlled Shenango) dismantled in 1903;ncw
replaced by a new i:o.3 furnace ,941x20 ; equipped with four Mass-
icks & Crookes stoves.each 85x20 ;completed about May 15,1904 .Fur-
nace Lo. 4, 1061x21,built in 1900-1, and first put in blast in July
1901; four Cowper-ICennedy stoves, each 85x20, and one Massicks &
Crooke stove, 85x21. Fuel, coke; ore .Lake Superior ;product ,Bessemer
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pig iron .Annual capacities , No .1 150,000 tons ;No . 2 ,160 ,000 tons;
Ho .'3,160,000 tons; and Ho .4 ,160 ,000 tons ; total ,630 ,000 tons.
Equipped with two Heyl & Patterson pig-iron casting machines.
(The furnaces were formerly called the New Castle Works and were
operated by the national Steel Company .) -Four furnaces active in
1903.
Mies Furnace ,3Jiles , Ohio . One stack, 76x181; original stack "built in 18
70, enlarged in 1883, and torn down and rebuilt in 1890 ; entirely
new equipment ; four Massicks & Crooke stoves; fuel, Connellsville cok
coke ; ore , Lake Superior jproduct ,Be ssemer pig-iron; annual capacity
90,000 tons. (Formerly called the ITiles '"orks and operated "by
the national Steel Company .) -Active in 1903.
Ohio Furnaces ,Young st own, Ohio . Four stacksjthree each 106^x23, one 90x
23;Nos.l and 2, "built in 1899-1900 ,have each four Cowper-Zennedy
-Roberts stoves, each 118x21 .No .3 .built in 1900-1,has four Mas-
sicks & Crooke stoves, each 118x21;No.3 remodelled and size
changed from 106iox23 to 90x23. No. 4 equipped with four Cowper-
Kennedy-F.oberts stoves, each 118x21. First blasts ;No .1 .February
15,1900;No .2, Tune 7 ,1900 ;Uo .3 .March 29 ,1901 ,No .4 , June 1904.
Fuel, Connellsville coke ; ore , Lake Superior jproduct .Bessemer pig
iron; total annual capacity 800,000 tons .Equipped with two pig-
iron casting machines
.
(Formerly called the Ohio works and op-
erated by the National Steel Company
.
t- Active 1903.
Sharon Furnace , Sharon, Pa. One stack, 75x11 .built in 1866 and rebuilt
in 1883; one Kennedy and three Tkitwell stove s; fuel .coke ; ore
,
Lake Superior ; specialty , basic , open-hearth pig iron; annual ca-
pacity , 91 ,000 tons. (One alternate stack,built in 1865, disman-
tled in 1901. Formerly called the Sharon Works and operated by
the National Steel Company .) -Active in 1903.
South Sharon furnaces .Sharon, Pa. Three stacks ;No .1 ,100xf.2 .built in
1900-1 and blown in in September 1901; No. 2 and No. 3, each 85x
19,built in 1902-4,not blown in to April 30 ,1904 ;No .1 has four
Cowper-Kennedy stoves, each 100x22, end Nos.2 and 3 have each
four Cowper-Kennedy stoves, each 90x21. Fuel, coke ; ore .Lake Su-
perior jproduct .basic pig-iron; total annual capacity ,440 ,000
tons. Equipped with two single strand Heyl & Patterson pig-iron
casting machines
.
(Furnace No.l was built and formerly operated
by the Sharon Steel Company; it was also operated later by the
National Steel Company. Furnaces No. 2 and 3 were partly built
by the Sharon Steel Company and the National Steel Company ;Nos.
2 and 3 were completed by the Carnegie Steel Company (of New
Jersey)
. Owned by the Union Steel Company .) -No .1 active in 1903
Nos.2 and 3 not blown in to April 30,1904.
Zanesville Furnace .Zanesville .Muskingum county, Ohio. One stack, 75x16
built in 1870-1,blown in September 7, 1871, and rebuilt in 1883;
three Whitwell stoves, each 65x17 ; fuel, Connellsville coke; ore,
Lake Super ior ; pro duct .Bessemer pig iron;rnnual capacity , 65 ,000
tons
.
(Formerly called the Zanesville Works and operated by the
National Steel Company .) -Active in 1903.
Total annual capacity of furnaces active, not including idle Isabella
No. 2, 6,786,000 tons.
Polling Mills and Steel "'orks-24.
Bellaire Steel Works ,Bel laire .Belmont county, Ohio. Polling mill built
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in 1867 and put in operation in February ,1868 , remodeled in 1893,
and rebuilt in 1895, three trains ofn24-inch rolls,with five
driven roller and chain transfer tables. Bessemer steel works
built in 1883-4 and rebuilt in 1897; two 10-gross ton converters
3 soaking pits, and one 32-incl blooming mill; first blow made
April 28,1884; annual capacity ,300 ,000 tons og ingots, Product,
soft steel blooms,billets, slabs , and sheet and tinplate barsjan-
nualcapacity,285 ,000 tons. Fuel, coal and manufactured gas. (For-
merly called the Bellaire Works and operated by the national
Steel Company)
.
Clark Hill, Thirty-fifth street , A. V.Railway , and Allegheny Elver .Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Built in 1869 ;7 heating furnaces and six trains of
rolls (two 8, one 9, one 10, one 12, and one 20-inch) ; pro duct ,hoop
,
band,box and scroll steel , cotton-ties , steel tire, and skelp; an-
nual capacity ,60 ,000 tons. Fuel, natural and manufactured gas.
Brands, Delta for cotton-ties and "*Ashco*" for other products.
(Two 12-gross-ton acid open-hearth steel furnaces built in 1889-
90 ,di smantled in 1901. Works formerly operated by the American
Steel Hoop Company.)
Columbus Steel "forks .Columbus , Franklin County, Ohio. Built in 1894-5,
and put in operation May 2,1895; two 4^--gross-tons Bessemer steel
converters with an annual capacity of 200,000 tons, 2 soaking
pits, 2 heating furnaces, and 3 trains of rolls (one 32-inch re-
versing blooming, one 20-inch sheet bar, and one 24-inch small
billet) ;product , steel slabs ,billets and sheet -bars, annual ca-
pacity ,160 ,000 tons. Fuel, coal and producer gas. (Formerly call-
ed the Columbus Works and operated by the National Steel Company)
Donora Steel Works ,Donora, w'ashingt on County, Pa. Built in 1902-3 ; twelve
50-gross-ton Siemens basic open-hearth steel furnaces, with an
annual capacity of 300,000 tons of ingots, four 4-hole soaking
pits, and one 40-inch blooming mill; product ,billets,blooms and
slabs; annual capacity ,240 ,000 tons. Fuel, natural gas. (Owned bys
.
the Union Steel Company.) Hot put in operation down to April 30,1)
1904; time of starting indefinite.
Duncansville Mill ,Duncansville ,Blair County, Pa. Built in 1839 and rebi
built in 1882-3; enlarged in 1890 and 1897; 37 single puddling fun
naces, 3 coal, and 2 gas heating furnaces, and 6 trains of rolls
(one 18 and one TO-inch muck, one 15-inch bar, and one 7, one 8, and
one 10-inch guide ); product ,merchant bars;annual capacity ,30 ,000
tons. Fuel
,
producer gas and coal. Brands , ''Portage 2 and "*Ashco*"
(Formerly called the Pottage Mill and operated by the American
Steel Hoop Company .) -Idle and may be dismantled.
Edgar Thomson Steel Works , Bessemer (Allegheny county, Pa. Built in
1873-5 by the Edgar Thomson Steel Company , Limited, and enlarged
by Carnegie Bros. & Co., Limited, and the Carnegie Steel Company;
first blow made in Bessemer steel converters on August 26,1875,
and first steel rail rolled on September 1,1875; four 15-gros-
ton Bessemer steel converters, 4 Spiegel cupolas, one 50-ton metal
mixer
, (molten Eessemer pig iron is taken from the Sdgar Thomson
Furnaces to the metal mixer and thence to the converting mill
in ladles,) 7 pit furnaces, (32 holes) 7 Siemens heating furnaces
one 3-high 40-inch blooming and two 3-high rail trainsTone 23-
inch and one 27-inch)
;
equipment for finishing rails at a low
temperature ,hot saws, and finishing machinery; iron and brass
found? ries, a forge connected with the works contains one 6-ton
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hammer and 2 heating furnaces. Product , Be ssemer steel rails, "bil-
lets, sheet "bars, and /ti^i/it/ iron and "brass castings; an-
nual capacity ,1 ,000 ,000 tons of steel ingots , 650 ,000 tons of
^iiitliMitil steel rails, "billets, and sheet oars, and 50,000
tons of iron and "brass castings. Fuel .Natural gas. (Formerly op-
erated "by the Carnegie Steel Company.)
Duquesne Steel Works .Cochran, Allegheny county Pa. Built in 1886-8 "by
the Allegheny Bessemer Steel Company and capacity increased in
1891-2 by Carnegie Bros.H& Co., Limited; first "blow made in Bess-
emer steel converters in February ,188? , and first steel rolled
in March, 18 89; first open-hearth steel made in October ,1900 ; two
10-gross-ton Bessemer converters .fourteen 50-gross-ton basic
open-hearth steel furnaces, one 50-ton metal mixer, 36 soaMng
pits, and 8 trains of rolls, (one 10, one 13, one 16, two 21, one 26,
one 38, and one 40-inch) and one bar reel; product ,billets , blooms
,
slabs, sheet bars, splice bars, and merchant bars; annual capac-
ity, 600, 000 tons of Bessemer steel ingots, 480 ,000 tons of open-
hearth steel ingots, and 820,000 tons of finished products. Fuel,
natural gas and coal
.
(Formerly operated by the Carnegie Steel
Company.
)
Girard Mill .Oirard , Trumbull county, Ohio. Built in 1872 and put in
operation September 1,1373; 23 single and 2 double puddling fur-
naces, 3 regenerative gas heating furnaces, and 4 trains of
rolls( 20-inch muck and 7, 8, and 10-inch finishing); product, all
sizes of iron and steel bars, small steel T rails, angles, chan-
nels, tees and special shapes; special attention given to the
manufacture of iron for chains, bolts .nuts , and agricultural im-
plements; annual capacity ,35 ,000 tons. Fuel,manufactured gas
for heating furnaces, and coal for puddling furnaces. Brand,
"*Ashco*" (Formerly operated by the American Steel Hoop Company.
Greenville Mill .Greenville ,Mercer county, Pa. Built in 1871; 30 single
puddling and 4 heating furnaces and 3 trains of rolls ( one
16-inch muck and one 8 and one 10-inch finishing)
;
product, iron
and steel bars and skelp; special attention given to cold
pressed nut iron; annual capacity , 25 ,000 tons. Brand ,"* ••shco*" .
Fuel, coal. (Formerly operated by the American Steel Eoop Company' 1
Homestead Steel T7orks .Munhall
,
Allegheny county, Pa. Bessemer steel
department built in 1880-1 by the Pittsburgh Bessemer Steel Com-
pany .Limited ; rebuilt and enlarged by Carnegie Phipps & Co., Lim-
ited, in 1892; first blow made March 19,1881; first steel rail
rolled August 9,1881. Open-hearth steel department built by
Carnegie Phipps & Co., limited, and the Carnegie Steel Company,
Limited; first acid open-hearth steel in December ,1686 ; 7 fur-
naces completed in October ,1886 ; 1 in July, 1890 ; 8 in September,
1890; 4 in September, 1895; 5 in April, and 5 in May, 1898; 5 in
June, 5 in July, and 4 in December ,1899 ; 4 in March, 1900; and 2 in
December ,1902
. Two 10-gross-ton Bessemer steel converters and
fifty basic open-hearth steel furnaces (three 20 , twenty-three
40, and twenty-four 45-gross-ton) ;one 200-gross-ton mixing fur-
nace; one 28 and one 38-inch reversing blooming mill; one 3-high
33-inch, and one 3-high 35-inch train for structural shapes; one
119-inch, one 128-inch, and one 140-inch 3-high sheared plate
mill; one 48-inch and one 42-inch universal plate mill; and one
10-inch guide mill; 104 heating pits and 36 heating furnaces;
one beam fitting shop; one steel foundry with an annual capacity

of 3,300 tons of steel castings; one armor-plate plant .consist-
ing of a press shop, with one 12,000 ton and one 10,000-ton
forging press and IE heating furnaces, a carbonizing shop with
13 furnaces, and a machine shop for finishing armor plate;
also a protective deck plate plant with one 2,000-ton press
and 3 heating furnaces. Product , "blooms,"billets, si ahs, struct-
ural shapes , structural work, toiler plates, ship plates, tank
plates ,universal plates, armor plates, and open-hearth steel
castings ; annual capacity ,425 ,000 tons of Bessemer steel ingots
1,550,000 tons of "basic open-hearth steel ingots, and 1,425,000
tons of rolled products. Finishing capacity of armor plate de-
partment ,10 ; 000 tonsper annum. Fuel, coal .coke and natural gas.
(Formerly operated "by the Carnegie Steel Company.)
Hov/ard Axle 'Yorks .Homestead, Allegheny county ^a. , Built "by the Carne-
gie Steel Company in 1899-1900; operations commenced in April,
1900; one 24-inch train of rolls with 3 continuous heating fur-
naces, twelve 7,000 pound steam hammers, 3 axle straightening
presses, 32 axle cutting off and centering machines, and 27
axle turning- lathes; product, car and locomotive axles; an-
nual capacity, 150 ,000 tons. Fuel, coal. (Formerly operated "by
the Carnegie Steel Company.)
Lower Union Mill ,Youngs town, Ohio . Built in 1063,1874 and 1890; 10
single and 18 double puddling- furnaces, 9 heating furnaces,
(4 using producer gas) and 9 trains of rolls (two muck, and
one 7, three 8, and two 10, and one 16-inch finishing) ;prod-
uet ,hoops ,hands ,horshoe iron, "bar iron, guide iron, shapes,
merchant steel "bars, and steel cotton-ties; annual capacity
125,000 tons. Fuel, coal and manufactured gas. Brands
,
"Fagle'"
for horseshoe iron, and "*Ashco*" for other products. (For-
merly operated by the American Steel Eoop Company.)
Lower Union Mills
,
Twenty-ninth st . .Pittsburgh , on the Allegheny
Valley Eailway. Built in 1861-2 by Kloman & Phipps and enlar-
ged by Wilson.Walker & Co., Limited, and by Carnegie Phipps
& Co., Limited; 10 heating furnaces, 4 trains of rolls, f one
9, one 12, one 15, and one 78-inch,) 6 forge fires, and 6
hammers, (400 to 8,000 pounds) and 4 spring pointing machines;
product , sheared plates ,forg ings , and bar steel; annual capac-
ity ,?0, 000 tonssof rolled and 1,200 tons of forged products.
Fuel .natural gas, coal, and oil
.
(Formerly operated by the Car-
negie Steel Company.)
McCutcheon Mill,88 P.ebecca st ., Allegheny Pa. Built in 1862;20
single puddling and 4 heating furnaces and 4 trains of rolls
(one muck and two 8 and one 10-inch finishing ) jproduct ,boops
bands .horseshoe bars , cotton-ties .and light angles; also strap
and T hinges,wrought steel shelf brackets, and wrought steel
and iron washers ; annual capacity , 95 ,000 tons .Fuel .natural gas
and coal. Brands , "Star" for horseshoe bars and "*Ashco*" for
other products. (Formerly operated by the American Steel Hoop
Company
.
)
Mingo Steel Works,Mingo Junction,Jefferson countymOhio . Present
plant formed by the consolidation of the Mingo Mill of the
former American Steel Eoop Company, and the Mingo T"orks of
the former national Steel Company. The Mingo Mill was built
in 1882, first put in operation November 1,1882, and remodel
ed in 1895. The Mingo Works were built in 1885-6 and first put i:
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operation in- February ,1886 . The present plant contains two 10-
gross-ton Bessemer steel converters with an annual capacity of
450,000 tons of ingots; first blow made February 0,1886; one
50-ton metal mixer, three 4-hole soaking pits, 2 gas heating
furnaces, one 36-inch direct-coupled and one 32-inch gear-driv-
en blooming mill, one Kennedy continuous mill, and one 10-inch
continuous Morgan bar mill; product, blooms ,billet s , slabs , sheet
and tinplate bars, and steel merchant bars; annual capacity
750,000 tons of partly finished products and 60,000 tons of
merchant bars. Fuel, coal and producer gas. Brand for merchant
bars ,"*Ashco* ,T . Molten pig iron is taken from the Mingo furnace
to the converters.
Llonessen Hill .Monessen,Westmoreland county, Pa. Euilt in 1898-9 and
first put in operation March 24,1899; 2 continuous charging
gas heating furnaces and 2 trains of rolls (one 8 and one 10-inch
;
product , steel hoops,bands and cotton-ties; annual capacity,
40,000 tons. Brand,"*Ashco* TT . Fuel .manufactured gas. (Formerly
operated by the American Steel Eoop Company.)
Hew Castle Steel Works,Hew Castle, Pa. Two 8-gross-ton Bessemer steel
converters built in 1892 and first blow made November 2,1892;
converters enlarged to 10 tons in 1892; annual capacity, 60,000
tons of ingots; one 50-ton metal mixer, four 4-hole soaking
pits, one 36 -inch blooming mill, and one finishing mill, the
latter consisting of 2 mills of 9 trains of rolls each driven
by four engines; product , 8-inch tinplate and sheet bars and
billets; annual capacity ,550 ,000 tons. Fuel, coal and producer
gas. Molten pig iron is taken from the' Hew Castle furnaces to
the converters. (Formerly called the New Castle Works and op-
erated by the National Steel Company.)
,Ohio Steel Works,Youngstown, Ohio . Built in 1893-4;tw© 10-gros-ton
Bessemer steel converters; first steel made February 4,1895;one
50-ton metal mixer, six 4-hole soaking pits, 5 trains of rolls,
(one 34-inch blooming , three 23-inch roughing and finishing , and
one 15-inch Morgan continuous,) and one 1 , 500-lb .hamner ; first
steel rail rolled May 14,1900; product , sheet and tinplate bars,
slabs,billets to l^inches square, and T rails; annual capacity,
700,000 tons of ingots, or 600,000 tons of rails, or 600,000
tons of billets and bars. Fuel, coal and producer gas.Molten pig
iron is taken from the Ohio Furnaces to the converter s . (Former-
ly called the Ohio Works and operated by the National Steel
Company
.
)
Painter Mill, South Side .Pittsburgh ,7a. Built in 1834 ;9 regenerative
gas heating furnaces and 8 trains of rolls (five 8, one 9, one 10,
and one compound
.
16-inch)
; product , principally oil ,whisky , anl
trunk hoops; also hoops for pails, tubs and wooden ware, cotton-
ties; lock steel, stone saws .merchant bands , skelp , and hinge steel;
annual capacity ,110 ,000 tons. Fuel, natural gas, producer gas and
coal .Brand, "*Ashco*"
.
(Formerly operated by the American Steel
Hoop Company
.
)
Sharon Steel Works .Sharon, Pa. Built in 1896-7 and first put in opera-
tion in May, 1897; six 40-ton-gross basic open-hearth steel fur-
naces; first steel made May 24 ,1897 ; annual capacity ,110 ,000
tons of ingots; three 4-hole soaking pits, one 35-inch blooming
mill, and one 3-high 27-inch finishing mill having connected
with it a 22-inch bending and a 24-inch bull-he ad mill ;product
,
. Yd
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"blooms and angles; annual capacity 150,000 tons. Fuel, coal and
producer gas. (Formerly called the Sharon Works and operated by
the national Steel Company.)
South Sharon Works, Sharon, Pa. Euilt in 1900-1; twelve 50-gross-ton
basic open-hearth steel furnaces with an annual capacity of
550,000 tons of ingots; first steel made April 50,1901 ;4 soak-
ing pits, one 36-inch blooming mill, one 30-inch universal mill,
and three 26-inch bull-head mills jproduct .blooms .billets and
universal plates; annual capacity ,310 ,000 tons. Fuel .producer
gas. Fige additional 50-gross-ton basic open-hearth steel fur-
naces are projected. (Formerly operated, by the Sharon Steel
Company; later by the National Steel Company; now owned by the
Union Steel Company.)
Upper Union Mill ,Youngstown,Ohio , Built in 1871 and burned and re-
built in 1877; 5 gas heating furnaces, and one 7 and one 8-inch
continuous, one 10-inch continuous hoop, and one 12-inch finish-
ing train of rolls; product, bar, hoop, band, hame, box, tongue-
cap, and tire steel, angles, special chapes and cotton-ties;
annual capacity, 150, 000 tons. Fuel, coal and manufactured gas.
Brand ,"* Ashe o*"
.
(Formerly operated by the American Steel Eoop
Company
.
)
Jpper Union Mills .Twenty-third Street .Pittsburgh, on the Allegheny
Valley Railway. Built in 1863-4 by the Cyclops Iron Company;
enlarged by Carnegie .Eloman & Co., Carnegie Bros.fc Co., Limited,
and Carnegie Phipps & Co., Limited; twenty-one heating furnaces
and 7 trains of rolls (one 8, one 12, one 18, and one 20-inch , two
plate, and one 17-inch) jproduct .structural steel, steel bars,
and steel universal plates ; annual capacity
, 230 ,000 tons, includ-
ing 15,000 tons of columns,girders , and othervfitted structural
work. Fuel, natural gas and coal. (Formerly operated by the
Carnegie Steel Company.')
Warren Mill ,7/ arren, Trumbull county, Ohio. Built in 1870,burned in
1878, and rebuilt in 1879; 20 single and 4 double puddling fur-
naces, 2 regenerative gas and 3 coal heating furnaces, and 3
trains of roll s( 20-inch muck and 10 and 20-inch finishing) jprod-
uct,bar and skelp iron, shafting ,etc
.
jannual cap acity ,45 ,000 tons
Fuel, coal. Brand ,"*Ashco* ,T
,
(Formerly operated by the American
Steel Hoop Company.)
Total annual capacity of the 24 rolling mills and steel works
j
4,275,000 gross tons of Bessemer steel ingots , 2 , 790 ,000 tons of
open-hearth steel ingots, 90,315 tons of iron, "brass and steel
castings .moulds , stools etc
.
,5 ,739 ,000 tons of bll'oms
,
"billets,
slabs, and sheet and tinplate "bars ,1 ,145 ,000 tons of rails,
651,000 tons of plates, 130, 000 tons of axles , 107 ,000 tons of
muck iron, and 2,047,000 tons of hoops , bands , cotton-ties , skelp
,
merchant bars, shafting, and other forms of rolled and forged
product s
.
CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE AXLE WOEZS,
Howard Axle Works,Home stead .Allegheny county, Pa. Product, car and lo-
comotive axles jannual capacity, 130, 000 tons.
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Bolt and Rivet T.7orks-2.
Homestead Steel Works fMunhall,Pa. Product , round, square , and hexagon
bolts and "buttons and cone-headed rivets. Size s ;bolts , from 3/8
of an inch to 3 inches; rivets from 3/8 of an inch to 1 inch.
Upper Union Hills , Pittsburgh ,Pa . Product , steel bolts and rivets.
Sizes; bolts, from i of an inch to li inches in diameter and from
li inches to £4 inches long; rivets from 3/8 of an inchto 1 inch
in diameter and from li inches to 6 inches long.
Foundries
.
Bellaire Steel Works ,Bellaire , Ohio .Product ,brass castings for the
use of the works; annual capacity, 15 tons.
Edgar Thomson Steel T.Vorks .Bessemer , Pa. Product, iron and brass cast-
ings for the company's use; annual capaci ty ,1P ,000 tons of cast-
ings and 75,000 tons of ingot moulds and stools.
Homestead Steel '7orks .Munhall , Pa. Product , open-hearth steel castings
for the use of the works; annual capacity ,3,300^ tons.
Total annual capacity; 15,315 gross tons of iron,brass and steel
castings and 75,000 tons of ingot moulds and stools.
TEE C4ESBGIE COMPANY.
The Carnegie Company; general off ices .Carnegie Euilding .Pittsburgh
.
Officers; Alva C .Dinkey ,President ; James 'H .Reed ,Chairman of Board
off Board of Directors; H.P.Bope , First Vice-President and General
Manager of Sales; TC.W.Blackburn, Second Vice-President and Secre-
tary; James J .Campbell .Auditor and Assistant Secretary ;'.V .C .I.'c
C aus land , Treasurer ; and W,B .Conrad, Assistant Treasurer.
This compsny was merged with the National Steel Company and the Amer
iean Steel Eoop Company in March ,1903 ,under the name of the
Carnegie Steel Companyfof Kew Jere'sey.)
CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY ( OF PEHE SYIVAUI A )
.
The Carnegie Steel Company (of Pennsylvania) ceased to be an operat-
ing company on March 51,1903, its plants having been leased to
the Carnegie Steel Company (of Hew Jersey) on that date. The lat
ter company has since operated all the plants of the former com-
ply.
ITATI01TAL STEEL COMPANY.
The Uatienal Steel Company was merged in March, 1903 ,with the Amer-
ican Steel Eoop Company and the Carnegie nCompany under the name
of the Carnegie Steel Companyfof Hew Jersey).
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AMERICAS STEEL HOCP COMPAITY.
The American Steel Hoop Company was merged in March, 1903 ,with the na-
tional Steel Company and* the Carnegie Company under the name
of the Carnegie Steel Companyfof Hew Jersey)
.
PROPERTY AT OUSTSAUT, OHIO.
The Carnegie Steel Company owns 5,000 acres of land on the southern
shoce of Lake Erie, at Conneaut ,0hio , which is suitable for
mill sites.
BESSEMER AID LAKE ERIE RAILROAD COMPAJJY.
Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad Company , lessee of the road and prop-
erty of the Pittsburgh .Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad Company
general of fice s , Carnegie Building .Pittsburgh. Officers ; James
H .Reed .President ;Daniel M. Clemson,Vice-President jG ,W ."Kepler
,
Secretary and Treasurer; D .Hum, Jr ., Auditor ; E .H.Utley .General
Manager; O.J .Hammon, General Freight Agent jS.D.Comstock, General
Passenger Agent; and J . S .Mat son , Superintendent
.
This company ov/ns 8.87 and leases 204.03 miles of track (including
12.9 miles of leased track) between Conneaut Harbor , Ohio , Erie
,
Pa., and Uorth Bessemer , Pa. .Its equipment consists of 96 stand-
ard gauge locomotives ,47 passenger cars, 8, 714 freight cars, and
218 service cars.
CARNEGIE NATURAE GAS COMPANY.
Carnegie Hatural Gas Company
;
general office s , Carnegie Building .Pitts-
burgh . ffi cer s ; Dani e 1 M . C 1emso n , Pre s ident ;Horwo o d J ohn ston
,
Vice-President; W.W .Blackburn, Secretary ; James J .Campbell , As-
sistant Secre tary;H. E.Jeffries, Treasurer ; and J .1) .PeCoursey
Auditor
.
The Carnegie natural Gas Company has under lease 115,000 acres of gas
territory in Allegheny ,Washington, Armstrong , and Westmoreland
counties, Pennsylvania,, and in Wetzel and Doddridge counties,
'Vest Virginia. The property includes 175 producing gas wells,
and 300 miles of main and branch pipe lines , supplying about
15,000,000,000 cubic feet of natural gas per annum.
PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY
.
Five-Sixths of the stock of the Pittsburgh Steamship Company is own-
ed by the Carnegie Steel Company (Of Hew Jersey)
.
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OLIVER IP Oil MINING COMPANY.
Five-Sixths of the stock of the Oliver Iron Mining Company is owned
"by the Carnegie Steel Company (of New Jersey).
E.C.FEICK COKE COMPANY.
Over 74 per cent, of the stock of the E.C.Frick Coke Company is own-
ed "by the Carnegie Steel Company (of New Jersey) .
PITTSBURGH AND CONNEAUT POCK COMPANY,
Pittshurgh and Conneaut Pock Company
;
general offices .Carnegie Build-
ing .Pittsburgh , Officers ;J ,H .Reed, Pre si dent ;D,6 .Kerr .Vice-Pres-
ident ;William J
.
post .Secretary and Auditor; and G.W.Kepler,
Treasurer
.
This company operates the docks at the lake terminus of the Besse-
mer and Lake Erie Railroad Company, at Conneaut Ear "bor , Ohio
,
which have a daily capacity of 25,000 tons of iron ore and
4,000 tons of coal.
UNION RAILROAD COMPANY.
Union Railroad Company
;
general offices .Carnegie Building .Pittsburgh.
Officers ;James K.Reed, President ; D ,M« Clemson ,Vice-President
;
George E ,MoC ague , Traffic Manager; William J .Post , Secretary and
Auditor; and G .Kepler , Treasurer .
This company operates 86.39 miles of track, connecting the Monongahe-
la river plants of the Carnegie Steel Company, and 19.73 miles
of leased brack between Bessemer and North Be ssemer , Pa. .equipp-
ed with 75 locomotives and 1,100 steel freight cars.
TEE PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE COMPANY .LIMITED.
e Pittsburgh Limestone Company ,Limited ;general offices, New Castle,
Pa. Officers; George W.Johns on, Chairman; William B.Schiller,
Treasurer; and 1, G.Kerr, Secretary
.
This company operates limestone quarries at Tj^rone and Williamsburg,
in Blair county, and at Wick, in Butler county, Pa. The daily ca-
pacity of its quarries is about 4,500 tons.
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THE YGTJGHIOGHEETY IORTEERH RAILWAY CQMRAIY.
All the capital stock of the Youghiogheny Northern Railroad Company
is owned, "by the Carnegie Steel Company (of New Jersey) .
YOUGHIOGHEHY WATER COMPANY.
All the capital stock of the Youghiogheny Water Company is owned "by
the Carnegie Steel CompanyCOf New Jersey)
.
TROTTER WATER COMPANY.
All the capital stock of the Trotter Water Company is owned "by the
Carnegie Steel Company (of Hew Jersey)
.
MOUUT PLEAS -AHT WATER COMPAIY.
All the capital stock of the Mount Pleasant Water Company is owned
"by the Carnegie Steel Company (of Hew Jersey).
NATIONAL HIEING COMPANY.
Two-thirds of the capital stock of the National Mining Company is
owned "by the Carnegie Steel Company (of New Jersey), and one-
third "by the American Sheet and Tinplate Company.
CHAPIN MINING COMPANY.
All the capital stock of the Chapin Mining Company is owned "by the
Carnegie Steel Company (of New Jersey)
.
WIHTEROP IRON ' C OMPANY .
All the capital stock of thetWinthr op Iron Company is owned "by the
Carnegie Steel Company (of New Jersey).
MINGO COAL COMPANY.
All the capital stock of the Mingo Coal Company is owned by the Car-
negie Steel Company (of New Jersey).
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HEW YORK;POTSYLVMIA, ABE OHIO DOCK COMPANY;
lew York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio Dock Compairy; general offices, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Officers; II. G .Dalt on, President and Treasurer ;Karvey
II.Brown,Vice-President ; James E.Eoyt .Secretary ; and Pickands,
Mather & Co.,Managers and Agents.
This company operates the docks at the lake terminus of the Erie
Railroad at Cleveland , Ohio ,which have a daily capacity of 12,000
tons of iron ore.
UNION SUPPLY COMPANY,
Union Supply Company; general ffices .Carnegie Building , Pitt shurgh
.
Officers at Pittsburgh; Thomas Lynch , President ; J ,W . Anawalt .Vice-
President j'.Villiam HcWilliams, Secretary; and Philip Keller , Treas-
urer . Officer at Uniontown.Pa. ;John Lynch , General Superintendent
This company operates 40 stores and transacts a general merchandise
"business
.
PENNSYLVANIA AND LAIS EE IE DOCK COMPANY.
Pennsylvania and Lake Erie Dock Company
;
general offices, Carnegie
Building , Pittsburgh, Pa. Officers at Pittsburgh; President,
and T.J .Crump .Secretary ,?rick Building;D .G .Kerr .Vice-President
and Treasurer .Carnegie Building. Officer's at Conneaut Harbor
Ohio; R .R .Richards on, General Manager.
This company operates docks at the lake terminus of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad at Fairport Harbor, Ohio, which have a daily
capacity of 14,000 tons of iron ore.

THE ILLINOIS STEEL COMPANY.
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The Illinois Steel Company; general offices ,Rookery Building,
Chicago . 0fficers;3.J .Buffington president ; T .W.Pobinson,
First Vice-President ;C .H .McCullough , Jr
.
.Second Vice-Pres-
ident; T.J .llyman, Secretary and Treasurer; L.D .Doty .Pur-
chasing Agent; George Baker .General Manager of Sales; and
E.M.Hager .Manager of Cement Department. Officers at the
Works; North Works—W.E.Pratt .General Superintendent t and
L.J .Miller .Auditor ; South Works—W . A. Fie Id .General Super-
intendent], and J .P. 'Vision, Auditor ; Joliet Works—D.F.Ka-
thias .General Superintendent, and I .W.McNamee .Auditor
;
Milwaukee Works—P .B .Charlton, General Superintendent , and
C ,H .Hosier, Auditor
.
Sales Department ;Chicago-George Baker .General Manager of Sales.
Boston-Wilbur Sargent Locke ,Manager , and William Fred Eickey
Assistant Manager ,125 Milk St. New York-Charles W.Baker,
Manager, and C .C .Cluff, Assist ant Manager .Empire Euilding.
Philadelphia-James B .Bonner .Manager .Harrison Building.
Buffalo-T.Guilford Smith, Manager .German Insurance Build-
ing. Cleveland .James P. .Mills ,Jr . .Manager , Perry-Payne Build-
ing. Cincinnati-"/.H.D.Totten Jr . .Manager .Union Trust Build-
ing. Atlanta, Ga. -Walter M.Kelley .Manager , Equitable Building.
17ew Orleans-John E . Scott .Manager .Hennen Building. Detroit-
11. D .Carpenter .Manager .Union Trust Building . St .Paul-George A.
McDougall .Manager .Pioneer Pres s Building . St .Louis-W . J . Tot-
ten, Ulanager, Hew Bank Cf Commerce Building. Denver -Edward
M. Sparhawk,Manager .Boston Building. San' Francisco-William
B .Isaacs .Manager , 226 Market St .Montreal .Canada .Charles Cas-
si Is, Manager .Bell Telephone Building. Mexico -F .W .Eighberger
,
Manager, 924 Apart ado. St .Louis-J .C .Van Doom, Agent Cement
Department ,324 Odd Fellows Building. Portland, Oregon-Rich-
ard E .Eoge ,Manager , Ainsworth Build ing
.
Capital Stock, $18, 650, 600, all common. The Illinois Steel Com-
pany operates the following works;
Blast Furnaces-19 Active and 1 Idle.
Joliet Works .Joliet , Illinois .Four stacks, three active and one id&e
Hos.l and 2, each 78 l/3xl9ij old Uo .3 f idle ) 78^x195/12 ; and
new !To.3,80x20. Hos.l and 2 built in 1873 and rebuilt in
1891, old So. 3 built in 1889-90, and new No. 3 built in 1903;
the stoves .blowing engines etc. of old Eo.3 were used in
equipping new So. 3; if the old furnace is rebuilt it will be
known as Ho. 4; four Siemens-Cowper-Foote , four Massicks &
Crooke, and four Whitwell-Gordon Stoves; fuel ,Connellsville
and Pocahontas Flat-Top coke; ores .Lake Superior and north-
ern ranges; product .Bessemer pig iron; total annual capac-
ity, not including old Ho
.3 ;395 ,000 tons. One Eeyl '& Patter-
son pig-iron casting machine. Selling Agents .Pickands,Brown
& Co
.
.Chicago .-Active in 1903.
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Milwaukee TTorks.Eay View Furnaces, Milwaukee .Wisconsin. Two
stacks, Eos. 1 8 2, each 66x16, built in 1870-l;six Massicks &
Crooke stove s ; fuel , coke ; ores , Lake Superior , Gogebic , and Iron
Hidge jproduct ,basic .malleable Bessemer , forge , and foundry pig
ironjtotal annual capacity 135,000 tons .Brands , "Bay View, Eos.
1,2, and 3" Gertrude" , and "Milwaukee Scotch" . Selling .Agents,
Pickands,Brown & Co. Chicago.— Active in 1903.
North Works .Chicago .Furnaces at the foot of Wabansia avenue, on
the north branch of the Chicago river. Two stacks,Eos.l and
2, each 66x16,built in 1869;engine and boiler equipment suf-
ficient to operate only one furnace at a time, four fire-brick
stoves of various types ; fuel ,Connellsvi lie and Pocahontas
coke ; ores, Lake Superior .Gogebie
,
T
-Ve stern and foreign jproduct
,
chiefly spiegeleisen and basic open-hearth and foundry pig
iron; total annual capacity 60,000 tons. Selling Agents , "Pickands
Brown & Co .Chicago .-Active in 1903.
South Wprks, South Chicago ,111 . Ten stacks ;Eos . 1 , 2 ,3 ,and 4 built
in 1880-l;Eo.4 remodeled in 1901 and Eos.l,21and 3 remodel-
ed in 1903;Eos.l and 2 75x20, lo. 3 75x19, and Eo.4 90x21;six-
teen Siemens-Cowper-Foote stoves .Eos .5 ,6 ,7 ,8 built in 1890-1;
Eos. 5, 6, 8 remodeled in 1902 arid Ho. 7 remodeled in 1903;ITos.
5,7;8,each 88~|x21, and Ho, 6 883x20 ; sixteen Massicks & Crooke
stoves. Eos. 9 and 10; each 95x22,built in 1900-1 ;Eo. 9 blown
in July 3 and Eo.10 December 13 ,1901 ; eight 4-pass hot blast
stoves. Fuel, Conn el lsville and Pocahontas coke jores , Lake Su-
perior and E orthem ranges
;
pro duct .Bessemer pig iron; total
annual capacity ,1 , 200 ,000 tons. Equipped with four Heyl &
Patterson pig-iron casting machines. Selling Agents, Pick-
ands, Brown & Co .Chicago . -Active In 1903.
Union Works , Chicago . Furnaces at Ashland avenue and 31st st.on the
south branch of the Chicago river. Two stacks, Eos. 3 & 4, each
73x15 l/3 built in 1881 and rebuilt in 1889; 7 Siemens-Cow-
per-Foote stoves ; fuel ,Connell sville and Pocahontas Flat-Top
coke ; ores , lake Super ior , Gogebic and Minnesota for Bessemer
pig iron, and foreign, Southern and Western for speigeleisen
and ferromanganese ;product , spiegeleisen, ferromanganese , and
Bessemer pig iron; total annual capacity ,140 ,000 tons. Sell-
ing agent s ,Pickands , Brown & Co . .Chicago . -Active in 1903.
Total annual capacity of the 19 active furnaces .excluding old So.
3 at Joliet ;1 , 930 ,000 gross tons of pig iron, ferromanganese ,efcc
.
Polling Mills and Steel Works-3.
Joliet ".Vorks, Joliet .Illinois. Built in 1870; two 10-gross-ton Bes-
semer steel converters ; fir st blow made January 26, 1873. and
first steel rail rolled March 15 ,1873 ; annual capacity ,700 ,000
tons of Bessemer steel ingots. Steel rail mill has 7 heating
furnaces, one 36-inch blooming train, one 23-inch rail train, and
one Sellers 3-ton hanmer ; annual capacity , 600 ,000 tons of bil-
lets. Wire-rod mill contains one Garrett mill built in 1888,
and another added in 1895 and four heating furnaces ; annual
capacity, 240 ,000 tons. A third wire-rod mill , arranged to roll
either rods .hoops , or cotton-ties, added in 1898; annual capac-
ity 50,000 tons of wire-rods, or 30,000 tons of cotton-ties
and hoops. (This mill is now used for merchant products and its
1
—

capacity is included in the figures given "below for merchant
and factory products.) Merchant mill, "built in 1695 , contains
machinery for the production of merchant steel and railroad
supplies .including spike 8 ,holt s ,nuts ,washers etc.;annual ca-
pacity of the merchant mill, 55, 000 tons of merchant products;
of factory products ,66,000 tons. Iron, brass and steel found-
ries are connected with these works . Fuel,coal for steam, man-
ufactured gas in the principal departments , and some fuel oil
for heating purposes. Total annual capacity ;ingots , 700 ,000
tonsjrolled product s, 895 ,000 tons ; factory product s , 66 ,000 tons
Milwaukee Works .Milwaukee ,Wisconsin .Built in 1868 and 1874;remod-
eled in 1895-6; 6 continuous heating furnaces ,us ing gas as
fuel, and 6 trains of rolls (one 8, two 9, One 12, one PI, and one
22-inch) jproduct , light rails (IS to 45 pounds per yard) mer-
chant "bar steel, and angle and splice nars;annual capacity,
150,000 tons of light rails and steel "bars and 60,000 tons of
angles and splice bars . Fuel, coal and manufactured gas.
South '.Vcrks, South Chicago .Illinois . Three 15-gross-ton Bessemer
steel converters .twelve 10-ingot soaking pits and one 3-high
40-inch blooming and one 3-high 27-inch finishing train,with
4 stands of rolls; first blow made, June 14 ,1882 ; annual capac-
ity, 880, 000 tons of ingots and 720,000 tons of rails. Open-
hearth steel department added in 1094-5, first steel made Feb-
ruary 11,1895 ;ten basic furnaces( four 50-gEoos-ton Wellmau
stationary and six 51-gross~ton Siemens) ;one plate train,with
2 stands of rolls, 34x90 and 34x132 inches, and 4 gas heating
furnace s ;product , fire-box and boiler , ship , and tank platejan-
nur-1 capacity , 240 ,000 tons of open-hearth ingots and 110,000
tons of plates . Slabbibg mill added in 1898-9; first put in
operation March 16,1899 ;one 40-inch mill with rolls 84 inches
long to roll slabs , billet s and blooms, from 4x4 inches up to
24x24; annual capacity , 240 ,000 tons of slabs,blooms and bil-
lets. Iron,brass and steel foundries are connected v/ith these
works. Fuel, coal for steam and manufactured gas, natural gas
and fuel oil for heating purposes. Total annual capacity;
ingots ,1 ,130 ,000 tons ; finished and partly finished rolled
products ,1 ,070 ,000 tons. Seven 50-gross-ton basic open-hearth
furnaces ,with an annual caracity of 250,000 tons of ingots,
are being added; also one 40-inch blooming mill with an ann-
ual capacity of 270,000 tons of blooms. These additions will
probably be completed in July. One 28~inch structural mill,
and one 48-inch plate mill will also be installed.
Total annual capacity of the three rolling mills and steel works;
1,580,000 tons of Bessemer steel ingots ,840 ,000 tons of slabs,
blooms and billets ,720 ,000 tons of standard sizes of steel
rails ,110 ,000 tons of plate s ,60 ,000 tons of angles and splice
bars, 240,000 tons of wire-rods, 150,000 tons of light rails
and bars, and 121,000 tons of merchant and factory products.
".Tien the new equipment at the South 'Vorks is installed the company
will have an additional capacity of 250,000 tons of openhearth
steel ingots, 270, 000 tons of blooms ,150 ,000 tons of structural
shapes, and 125,000 tons of plates.
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Wire-Rod and Bridge and Strustural Plants.
Joliet '.York s, J oliet ,111 .Product ,wire rods; annual capacity ; E40 ,000 t.
forth Works ,2Torth Chicago .Product , railroad and highway "bridges;
also erect iron and steel bridg es ; annual capacity ,15 ,000 t.
Bolt ,Nut , and Spike " rorks .
Joliet Torks , Joliet ,111 . Product , steel bolts ,nuts, and standard
steel spikes. Sizes; Bolts and nuts, from i of an inch to 1 in.
spikes, from 4xc up to 55x5/8 of an inch; annual capacity,
9,000 tons of "bolts and nuts and 57,000 tons of spikes.
Iron,Brass and Steel Foundries.
Joliet Works, Joliet ,111. Product , iron,brass and Bessemer steel
castings for the company's usejannual cap. 13, 000 tons.
South Works, South Chicago .Product , iron,bras s and open-hearth steel
machinery castings for the company's use;annual capacity,
24,000 tons of iron and brass castings, and 2,000 tons of
open-hearth steel castings.
Total annual capacity of the iron,brass and steel foundries ;39 , -
000 gross tons of castings.
Cement ^lants-2 Completed and 1 Euilding.
North Works, ITorth Chicago. Built in 1895 jproduct /'Steel Puzsolan
Cement" of high quality made from "blast furnace slag ;daily
capacity, 500 barrels.
South Works, South Chicago .Built in 1899-1900 jproduct , "Universal
Portland Cement;" daily capacity ,1 ,500 barrels.
Buffington Cement riant .Buffington ,near Indiana Earbor.Ind. Com-
menced building in April ,1903 jproduct , "Universal Portland
Cement2 j daily capacity ,4 ,000 barrels.
Total daily capacity of the cement plants j 6, 000 barrels.
Eailroads , Iron-Ore Mines , Coal Lands, and Coke Ovens.
The Illinois Steel Company owne the entire capital stock of the
Chicago, Lake Shore and Eastern Railroad Companj?-,which oper-
ates over 350 miles of track by ownership, lease or otherwise.
It also owns all the capital stock of the Cundy Iron Com-
pany,which operates the Cundy mine, at Cuinnesec Michigan . In
addition it owns the Iron Bidge mine, at Iron Kidge,Dodge
county .Wisconsin, and 3,938 acres of iron ore lands in Marq
quette .Dickinson .Iron and Baraga counties .Michigan, on which
is located the Young st own mine, near Crystal Falls j also , 2 , 920
acres of coal lands in Williamson county , 111 .115 acres of
limestone lands in Vermilion county , 111 . and all the capital
stock of the United States Coal and Coke Company ,which leases
50,000 acres of coal lands in McDowell county .West Virginia.

AMERICAN STEEL MI) WIRE COMPAETY OF NEW JERSEY,
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Practically all of the stock of the American Steel and "/ire Com-
pany of Hew Jersey is owned "by the United States Steel Cor-
poration .
American Steel and Wire Company of Hew Jersey .Rookery Building,
Chicago .Officers at Chicago ; J . 3 .Ivee fe .First Vice-President;
F .1 .Fat son , Treasurer ; A.F. Allen, Assistant Treasurer and Sec-
ret ary ;E . C .Lott .Manager Chicago District; Frank Baackes,
General Sales Agent ;B .A.Merriman and G .F .Pummel , As si st ant
General Sales Agents; and Max Pam, General Counsel. Officers
at C lev el and ;Wm . P . Palmer , Pr es i den t ; C . A . Vogt , Audi t or ; E . E
.
Stone .General Purchasing Agent ;F. .17. Hey ,Manager ;J .K. Early,
Assistant Manager ;M .McMurray , Gen er al Superintendent Elast
Furnaces and Steel 7/orks .Cleveland" and Pittsburgh Districts;
and A. S .Chisholm, Assistant to President ,17estern Reserve
Building. Officers at Pittsburgh, Pa. .C ,L.filler .General
Super intendent .Frick Building ;George 17 .J ewett .Manager and
S .17. Ten er, Assistant Manager Pittsburgh District , Shoenberger
7/orks, Penn ave.and Fifteenth st. Officer at Hew York City;
J.P.Thomas, Assistant Secretary and Assistant Treasurer,
Battery Park Build.ing. Officers at 17orcester .Mass . ;F .H.
Daniels .Chief Engineer ;H .G .Stoddard .Manager and I.J.IVatson,
Assistant Manager 7/orcester District.
Sales Offices and Agents; Domestic ;Chicago ,Rookery Euilding-F.
Baakes .General Sales Agent ;D.A.Merriman and G .F .Hummel , As-
sistant General Sales Agents .Hew York City.Eattery Park
Building-T. II. Taylor .Assistant General- Sales Agent. San Fran-
cisco .California, Sixteenth and. Folsom st s .-A. T .DeForest ;Pa-
ccific Coast Sales Agent?Butte ,Montana, 19 V/est Granite st
.
Charles H.Lane, Sales Agent. Boston,Mass .-A. F .7/alker , Sale s
Agent .Cleveland , Ohio ,K . T .Pratt , Sales Agent .Denver , Colorado-
American Steel and Wire Company of Colorado ;E ,B .Foil .Pres-
ident . Los Angles ,Cal . -Burton 7/ . Smith .Sales Agent. Pitts-
burgh,Pa.-17.L.Hirsch,Sales Agent .Portland ,Cregon-E .R .Eld-
redge, Sales Agent. St .Louis , Mo .-0 .B .Barrows , Sales Agent.
St .Paul ,Minnesota-H .R .McLeod .Sales Agent. Salt Lake City,
Utah-Grant Brothers , Sales Agents. Foreign; London, Eng-
land-Millard Hunsicker .Manager . Montreal ,Canada7George A,
Childs, Sales Agent. Hamburg ,Germany~A.Auer"bach
,
Agent .Con-
stantinople , Turkey- A.Raditi .Agent . Sal onica. Turkey-Jacques
Fillipucci
,
Agent . Smjrrna
,
Turkey-Saparte & Haar, Agents.
Capital stock issued, £90 ,000 ,000 , of v/hich $40, 000, 000 is 7 per
cent, cumulative preferred and ^50,000,000 is common .Bonded
indebtedness ,v78, 000 . The company operates the following;
Elast Furnace s-12.
Breaker Island Furnaces, on Breaker Island , Albany county , opposite
Troy,Hew York. Three stacks, each 80x18, built in 1886-7 ; twelve
IThitwell stoves; fuel .anthracite coal and coke ; ores .magnetic
from Essex and Columbia counties; product .basic-Bessemer pig-
iron; total annual capacity ,180 ,000 tons . (Formerly called
Troy Furnaces and owned by the Troy Steel Company; later by
the Troy Steel Products Company .) -Idle since 1897.
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Central Furnaces , Cleveland , Ohio . Three stacks jone ,75x20 .built in
1881-2 and re "built in 1895-6, has one LlcClure and three Whit-
wall stoves; one ,80x20 , built in 1887,has four fire-brick
stoves; and one ,100x22 ,built in 1900-land blown in January 17,
1901,has four fire-brick stoves, each 22x100. Fuel , coke ; ore
,
Lake Superior jproduct ,lTo .1 Bessemer pig iron; total annual
capacity ,395 ,000 tons. Molten metal is conveyed from these
furnaces to the Newburgh Steel Works. Equipped with one Ueh-
ling pig-iron casting machine. -Active in 1903.
Edith Furnace .Allegheny , Pa. One stack, 97x20 built and blown in 1898;
one llassicks & Crooke and four Kennedy stoves; one 80x20,
built in 1887, has four fire-brick stoves; and one, 100x22,
b
built
;
fuel.Connellsville coke ; ore .Lake Superior jproduct
,
Bessemer pig ironjannual capacity ,150 ,000 tons^. One Uehling
pig iron casting machine. (Edith Furnace
,
75xl6tr,built in
1882 and abandoned in 1898, is now used as a dust catcher.)
-Active in 1903.
Emma Furnace .Cleveland , Ohio . One stack, 73x17 .built in 1872 ire-
modeled in 1882-3,1890-1 , and 1896; three Ford & Honour stoves;
fuel.Connellsville coke; ore, Lake Superior jproduct ,Bessemer
pig ironjannual capacity ,100 ,000 tons .Brand , "Emma" . I.Iolten
metal is oonveyed from this furnace to the Kewburgh Steel
Works, One Uehling pig iron casting machine serves Emma and
Newburgh furnace .-Active in 1903.
Neville Island Furnace .Seville Island .lleville Township .Allegheny
county, below Pittsburgh, Pa. One stack, 100x21 .built in 1900-1
and blown in July 3,1901 j four Kennedy two-pass st ove s j fuel
,
Connellsville coke jore .Lake Super ior jproduct .Bessemer pig
ironjannual capacity ,168 ,000 tons. Equipped with one Uehling
pig-iron casting machine .-Active in 1903.
Uewburgh Furnace , Cleveland ,Chio . One stack , 62x16 , built in 1872
and remodeled in 1886jrebuilt in 1895-6 jfuel, coke jore , Lake
Superior j product, No. 1 Bessemer pig ironjannual capacity,
75,000 tons. One Uehling pig-iron casting machine serves
Uewburgh and Emma Furnace .-Act ive in 1903.
Shoenberger Furnaces .Pittsburgh , Pa. Two stacks j one , 76x14 , and one
76-|xl6 ,built in 1865 and rebuilt in 1890 j seven Lias sicks &
Crookes stove sj fuel , coke j ore , Lake Superior jproduct .Bessemer
and basic pig ironj total annual capacity ,175 ,000 tons. Equip-
ped with two pig-iron casting machines .-Active in 1903.
Total annual capacity of the twelve furnaces j 1,243, 000,gross tons.
Polling Mills and Steel Worke-16.
Allentown Works .Allentown, Pa. Built in 1889, by the Iowa Barb " rire
Company j 2 gas heating furnaces, 4 trains of rolls , (9 ,10 ,14
and 16-inch) 162 wire-drawing blocks, and 169 wire nail ma-
chines j product ,wire-rods drawn into wire and chiefly used
by the company innthe manufacture of barbed wire,wire nails,
and wire hoops j annual capacity ,82 ,000 tons of wire rods,
69,000 tons of wire, and 600,000 kegs of wire nails. Fuel,
coal and manufactured gas. A galvanizing plant is connected
with the works
.

American Works .Cleveland, Ohio . Built in 1886 by the American T.'are
Company and first put in operation in November , 1886 ; new rod
mill built in 1888 and first put in operation in January,
1889; one Belgian rod mill with 6 gas producers ,2 heating fur-
naces, end 4 trains of rolls; one continuous rod mill with 3
gas pr oducers , one heating furnace, and 5 trains of rolls; and
2272 wire-drawing blocks;products .steel wirerods and wire;
annual capacity ,125 ,000 tons of rod and 60,000 tons of wire
.
Fuel , coal . Galvanizing and tinning plants are connected with
thB works
.
Anderson Works .Anderson,Madison county , Indiana. Bui It in 1889 by
the American ".'ire Hail Company; 2 continuous heating furnaces,
one rod mill, 104 wire-drawing blocks, and 165 wire-nail ma-
chines
;
pro duct , steel wire rods,wire , and wire nails ;annual
capacity, 75 ,000 tons of rods, 70, 000 tons of wire, and 650,000
kegs of nails. Fuel, natural gas and coal. A galvanising plant
is connected with the works.
Braddock "Vorks ,Braddock, ?a.Built in 1891 and put in operation
in February ,1892 ;3 heating furnaces,?; trains of rolls, (9,
12 and 16-inch) 118 wire-drawing blocks, and 132 wire-nail
machines jproduct , ste el wire rods ,wire , and wire nails; annual
capacity ,80 ,000 tons of wire rods, 73,500 tons of rolled
and drawn products , (including 70,000 tons of wire) and 675,
000 kegs of wire nails. Fuel , bituminous coal. A galvanizing
plant is connected with the works.
Breaker Island 7/prks,on Breaker Island .Albany county, Hew York.Built
at Troy ,F.ensselaer county, in 1864 and" removed to Breaker
Island (opposite Troy) and enlarged in 1896; first blow made
at Troy on February 15,1865; first blow made at Ereaker Is-
land on September 11,1896; three 15-gross-ton basic-Bessemer
converters, 4 cupolas, 4 spiegel cupolas, 2 5-hole Eainsworth
pit furnaces, and 24 soaking pits; annual capacity , 200 , 000
tons of ingots. Rolling mill connected with the steel works
contains one 2-high 35-inch reversing blooming mill,with
42x60-inch reversing engines, and one 3-high 21-inch billet
mill jproduct ,billet s ,blooms , slabs and skelp; annual capacity
oftrolled material , 200 ,000 tons. Fuel.bitumin ous c oa1. (For-
merly called the Bessemer Steel 'tforks and owned by the Troy
Steel Company ; later owned by the Tro# Steel Products Company)
-Idle
.
Consolidated 7orks .Cleveland , Ohio . 7/ire-dr awing and wire nail
plants built in 1890-1 by the Baackes Wire Hail Company;
rod mill added in 1892;2 heating furnaces, 148 wire-drawing
blocks, 274 wire nail machines, 71 barbed wire machines , and
one 9, one 12, and one 16-inch train of roll s;product , steel
wire rods,wire
,
galvanized wire,wire nails, staples , and Amer-
ican and 311wood field fencing ; annual capac it27, 95 ,000 tons
of rods, 80, 000 tons of wire, and 1,1001000 kegs of nails. Fuel,
coal and producer gas. A galvanizing plant is connected with
tbe works.
Donora V/orks .Lonora.^a. Built in 1900-1 and first put in operation
in 1901(Sep tember) ;4 heating furnaces, one continuous and one
right and one left hand Garrett finishing rod mills, 308
wire -drawing blocks, and 282 wire nail machines jproduct ,wire
rods,bright and galvanized wire ,barbed wire,wire nails and
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staples; annual capacity
,
$$'660/$fa£/pt/ro$. 200,000 tons of
wire rods ,172 ,000 tons of wire, and 1,600,000 kegs of wire
nails .Fuel,natural gas and coal. A galvanizing plant is con-
nected with the works . ( Formerly operated and now owned by
the Union Steel Company.)
K. P.Works, Cleveland, Ohio .Built in 1860 by the E. P.Kail company
and first put in operation in Llarch ,1880 ; enlarged in 1891;
3 large gas heating furnaces, one 9, one 10, one 12, and one 16-
inch train of rolls, 200 wire-drawing bloeks,and 613 wire
nail machines jproduct, steel wire rods, steel wire ,wire nails,
staple s , tacks and rivets ; annual capacity ,60,000 tens of
rods, 90, 000 tons of finished product s , (including 60,000
tons of wire) and 1,100,000 kegs of wire nails. A plant for
galvanizing nails, pole steps , etc ., is connected with the
works .Fuel , coal for toilers and producer gas for the rod mill.
Uewburgh Steel Works ,Kewburgh , Ohio . Bessemer steel works "built
in 1867-8 and remodeled and fitted with modern appliances
in 1893; first "blow made October 15, 1868; two 10-gross-ton
converters ; annual capacity ,525 ,000 tons of ingots. Open-
hearth steel works "built in 1876-8 and rebuilt in 1899-
1900; one stationary and 4 rolling 50-gross-ton furnaces
(2 acid and 3 basic) ; annual capacity ,143 ,000 tons of ingots.
Blooming mill built in 1881 and remodeled in 1891; 8 soaking
pits and 2 trains of rolls (one 2-high 38-inch reversing and
one 3-high 23-inch) ; annual capacity ,440 ,000 tons of blooms,
billets and slabs. ITew blooming mill built in 1901,4 soak-
ing pits and one 2-high 35-inch reversing train of rolls;
annual capacity
, 220 ,000 tons of blooms , billet s and slabs.
One rod. mill built in 1902; annual capacity ,100 ,000 tons. A
foundry, a forge and a machine shop are also connected with
the works. Product .Bessemer and open-hearth steel blooms,
billet s, slabs,wire rods, and forgings. Fuel, coal for steam
and manufactured and natural gas for heating. (Rail , struct-
ural and bar mills dismantled in 1902,will probably be re-
built.)
New Castle Works,Hew Castle Pa. Built in 1887 and enlarged in 1891;
rod mill added in 1889 ;3 gas heating furnaces, 4 trains of
rolls(9 ,10,12 and 16-inch) 111 wire-drawing blocks, and 185
wire-nail machines jproduct ,wi re rods ,wire , and wire nails;
annual capacity ,90 ,000 tons of rods, 75, 000 tons of wire, and
900,000 kegs of nails .Fuel ,bituminous coal.
Eankin Works,Bankin Station, Pa. Built in 1885-6 by the Braddock
Wire Company ;rod mill rebuilt in 1897; 2 heating furnaces,
4 trains of rolls, (2 9, one 12, and one 18-inch) 132 wire-
drawing blocks, 191 wire-nail machines, and 86 barbed wire
machines ;4-inch billets rolled into Ho. 5 rods in 18 passes
through 4 trains of rolls; pro d.uct , steel wire rods,plain
and galvanized market wire,barbed wire, wire nails and field
fencing ; annual capacity ,100,000 tons of wire rods, 90, 000
tons of wire, and 1,000,000 kegs of wire nails. Fuel, bitum-
inous coal and manufactured gas. Galvanizing and field fenc-
ing plants are connected with the works.
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Sharcn Works .Sharon, Pa.BuiIt in 1900-1 and first put in operation
in May ,1901 ; first wire rods rolled in August ,1901 ; 5 contin-
uous heating furnaces, 2 reheating furnaces, one continuous
"billet mills,?, continuous rod mills, one tinplate "bar mill,
180 wire-drawing blocks, and 181 wire-nail machines ;product
,
tinplate "bars,wire rods ,wire ,wire nails .galvanized wire , "bar-
be d v; ire and staples ; annual capacity ,97 ,000 tons of tin-
plate bars ;105, 000 tons of wire rods, 86, 000 tons of wire,
and 900,000 kegs of wire nails. Fuel .producer gas and coal.
A galvanizing plant is connected with the works . (Fromerly
ov/ned and operated by the Sharon Steel Company;now owned
by the Union Steel Company.)
Shoenberger Works , Pittsburgh , Pa .Established in 1824 ;16 gas pro-
ducers,!?, heating furnaces, 4 soaking pits, 4 annealing furna-
ces, 13 trains of rolls (one 8, two 9, one 16 and one 22-inch
bar, one 54x24-inch , tv/o 60z24-inch ,and one 72x24-inchsheet
,
one 34x12 7-inch plate,? blooming ,( one 32 and one 36-inch)
and one continuous train) and 18 horseshoe machines. Open-
hearth steel department added in 1879; first steel made f acid)
in June or July of that year; first acid blooms rolled Sep-
tember 12 ,1879 jworks now contain three 35-gross-ton basic
furnaces and two 7-gross-toil Bessemer converters with mod-
ern appliances ; fir st blow made March 17 ,1886 .Product ,basic
open-hearth steel plates, sheet steel, skelp steel, iron and
steel horseshoe billet s ,horse and mule shoes, steel blooms
and billet s, horseshoe bars and toe calks; annual capacity,
75,000 tons of open-hearth ingots ,319 ,000 tons cf Bessemer
ingots ,440 ,000 tons of bio oms ,billets and slabs, and 407,000
tons of other rolled products .including 257,000 tons of rod
billet s .Fuel .natural gas, Jaanufactured gas, and bituminous
coal
.
South V'orks .".Vorce ster .iiass .Polling; mill built in 1846 ;12 heating
furnaces, 4 soaking pits, 4 annealing furnaces, 13 trains of
one 34 -inch blooming mill, 5 rod mills, and 219 wire-drawing
blocks ;products ,billets , iron and steel wire rods, copper
rods, iron and steel wire, copper wire
,
galvanized .telegraph
and barbed wire .staples,woven wire fence , springs ,wire rope,
electrical wire .copperas and Venetian red; annual capacity,
155,000 tons of rods and 52,150 tons of wire. Open-hearth
steel department contains one 15 and three 20-gross-ton
stationary furnaces and four 50-gross-ton rolling furnaces
(5 acid and 3 basic) ; first open-hearth steel made September
26 ,1885 ; annual capacity ,170 ,000 tons of ingots and 165,000
tons of billets. Fuel, coal and manufactured gas. Galvanizing
and tinning plants are connected with the works.
Twenty-sixth V/pY/Street oWorks
,
Pittsburgh , Pa .Eessemer steel plant
built in 18G1 and remodeled in 1891 ;two 5-gross-ton convert-
ersjfirst blow made August 26,1881;? heating furnaces and
one train of 52-inch rolls jproduct , billet s blooms and slabs
from 4x4 inches to 20x8 inches ; annual capacity ,194 ,000 tons
of ingots and 176,000 tons of billets and slabs .Fuel .natur-
al gas and coal
.
Waukegan Works .Waukegan, Illinois .Built in 1891 and first put in
operation in that year; destroyed by fire in 1899 and im-
mediately rebuilt; put in operation in September ,1900 ;
6
heating furnaces for 4-inch steel wire billets, one continu-
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"billet mill, and one continuous, one single Belgian, and one
double Belgian finishing rod mill, 1,166 wire-drawing "cloaks,
and 32 wire nail machines ; pro duct , ste el and copper wire rods
plain,galvanised, telegraph,mattress , tinned , and "broom wire,
barbed wire ,wire nails .staples , springs , bale ties , etc .; annual
capacity ,131,000 tons of rods, 115, 000 tons of wire, and 60,000
kegs of nails .Fuel, coal and coke .Galvanizing and tinning p
plants are connected with the works.
Total annual capacity of the 16 rolling mills and steel works ;Bes-
semer steel ingots,! ,258 ,000 gross tons ; open-hearth steel
ingots ,388 ,000 tons ; "billet s ,blooms , slabs , etc ., etc . ,1 ,641,000
tons;wire r ods ,1 ,398 ,000 tons; and plate s , sheets , skelp .horse-
shoe bars, horse and mule shoes, rod billet s ,'tinplate bars, etc.,
504,000 tons.
13 Wire-Hod Mills, 22 V/ire-Drawing Plants, and 16 Wire-Hall Plants.
Allentown Works ,A1lentown,Pa. Product,wire rods drawn into wire,
and chiefly used by the company in the manufacture of barb-
ed wire
,
galvanized v/ire, v/ire nails, staples , etc
.
; annual ca-
pacity, 82 ,000 tons of wire rods, 69, 000 tons of wire, and 600,
ooo kegs of wire nails.
American Works , Gl eve land , Ohio . Product , steel v/ire rods, pump rods,
and galvanized jmattress ,broom, telegraph, flat , shaped and oth-
er wire; annual capacity ,125,000 tons of rods, and 60,000
tons of wire.
Anderson Works , Anderson, Indiana. Product , steel v/ire rods, plain
wire .galvanized and barb v/ire,wire nails
,
staples etc.; ann-
ual capacity , 75 ,000 tons of rods, 70, 000 tons of v/ire, and
650,000 kegs of wire nails.
Bluff Street V/orks
,J oliet ,111 . Product .bright and annealed v/ire;
number of v/ire -drawing blocks, 67;sizes from No. 8 to Ho,
8
gauge; annual capacity 35,000 tons.
Braddock Works ,Braddock,?a. Product .Bessemer and basic open-hearth
steel wire rods,plain wire .varnished wire .galvanized v/ire,
fence staples and v/ire nails? annual capacity ,80,000 tons of
wire r ods , 73 , 500 tons of rolled, and drawn product s , (includ-
ing 70,000 tons of wire) and 675,000 kegs of wire nails.
Central Works .Worcester ,Mass. Product .bright .coppered .tinned, gal-
vanized, and annealed wire; annual capacity , 22 ,000 tons. Gal-
vanizing and tinning plants are connected with the works.
Consolidated Works, Cleveland, Ohio .Product .steel wire rods, plain
wire
,
galvanized and barbed v/ire , staples ,v/ire nails, and
American and Ellwodd field fencing ; annual capacity ,95 ,000
tons of rods, 80, 000 tons of v/ire, and 1,100,000 kegs of nails.
DeKalb Works,DeEalD, 111 . Product
,
plain wire, galvanized and barb-
ed v/ire .staples and all sizes of wire nails; annual capacity,
75,000 tons of wire ,1 ,025 ,000 kegs of nails. (also makeswoven
v/ire fencing, and poultry netting.)
Donora Works,Donora,Pa. Product ,wire rods .plain, galvanized and
barbed wire , staple s , and all sizes of wire nails; annual ca-
pacity
, 200 ,000 tons of v/ire rods, 172, 000 tons of wire, and
1,600,000 kegs of wire nails.
Granite City V/orks .Granite City, Illinois. Product .market wire,
annealed and galvanized barbed wire, steel v/ire nails ,hog and
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cattle wire , etc .; annual capacity ,24,000 tons of wire, 75, 000
kegs of wire nails. A galvanizing plant is connected with the
works
.
H.P.Works .Cleveland,Ohio .Product , steel wire rods, steel wire, gal-
vanized wire .common and special wire nails, staples, tacks,
spikes, pole steps ,rivet s , etc .; annual capacity ,60 ,000 tons
of rods, 90, 000 tons of finished products , (including 60,000
tons of wire) and 1,100,000 kegs of wire nails.
Uewburgh Steel 7/orks .Ilewburgh, Ohio .Product ,wire rodsjannual ca-
pacity ,100 ,000 tons.
Ilewburgh Wire '.Vorks ,Newburgh, Ohio .Product
,
plain wire , "barbed wire,
galvanized wire, tinned wire .annealed wire , staples , cold-roll-
ed shafting, etc
.
; annual capacity ,90 ,000 tons .Galvanizing and
tinning plants are connected with the works.
Sew Castle Works,Hew Castle, Pa. Product , wire rods ,wire , and wire
nailsjannual capacity ,90,000 tons of rods, 75, 000 tons of
wire, and 900,000 kegs of nails.
North Works,Worcester,Mass. Product .iron, steel , and copper wire,
shaped wi re .music .mat tress, and broom wire,wire nails,gal-
vanized wire, springs, bale ties,bicycle spokes , etc
.
;57 ,200
tons of wire, 400, 000 kegs of wire nails (annual capacity).
Galvanizing and tinning departments are connected with the
works
Pacific 7/orks, San Francisco .California. Product , street railway and
submarine cable,plain and annealed wire .wire rope, and
springs; annual capacity, 3 ,500 tons of plain wire and 7,500
tons of rope and cable wire.
Rankin 7/orks ,Rankin Station, Pa. Product , steel wire rods, plain
and galvanized market wire,barbed wire,wire nails , staples
,
and woven wire fencing; annual capacity ,100 ,000 tons of wire,
90,000 tons of wire, and 1,000,000 kegs of wire nails.
Rockdale 7/orks, near Joliet ,111 .Product
,
plain v/ire .galvanized and
barbed wire ,v/ire nails , staples ,woven v/ire fence .poultry net-
ting, etc
.; annual capacity ,68,000 tons of v/ire and 160,000
kegs of wire nails. A galvanizing plant is connected with
the v/orks.
Salem 7/orks , Salem, Ohio .Product ,wire and wire nails ;annual capac-
ity, 20, 000 tons of v/ire ,450 ,000 kegs of v/ire nails.
Scott Street 7/orks , Joliet ,111 .Product .plain wire
,
galvanized and
barbed wire .wire nails,wire hoops , staples , etc .; annual capac-
ity, 88, 000 tons of wire ,1,250 ,000 kegs of wire nails. A gal-
vanizing plant is connected with the works.
Sharon Works , Sharon , Pa . Product,wire rods, plain wire ,barbed v/ire,
wire nails .galvanized staples .etc .; annual capacity ,105 ,000
tons of rods,86,000,<fi0ns of v/ire ,800 ,000 kegs of wire nails.
(Formerly operated by the Sharon Steel Company ;now owned by
the Union Steel Company.)
South 7/orks ,Worcester ,^ass . Product, iron and steel wire rods, cop-
per rods, iron and steel v/ire, copper v/ire .galvanized , tele-
graph and barbed v/ire
,
staple s,woven v/ire fence
,
poultry net-
ting.etc
.
jannual capacity ,155 ,000 tons of rods, 52, 150 tons
of v/ire .
Waukegan 7/orks ,7/aukegan , 111 . Product , steel and copper v/ire rods,
plain,galvanized, telegraph,mattress,broom v/ire ,barbed v/ire,
v/ire nails
,
staples etc. annual capacity , 151 ,000 tons of rods,
115,000 tons of wire, and 60,000 kegs of nails.
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Total annual capacity of the 13 wire rod mills, 22 wire-drawing
plants, and 16 wire-nail plants jwire rods ,1 ,090 ,000 gross
tons jwireml, 489, 350 tons;and nails ,11 ,945 ,000 kegs of 1001hs.
Cold-Drawn Steel *.7orks-2
ITewhurgh Wire Y/orks , He?/'burgh, Ohio .Product , cold-drawn steel
shafting and machine screw stock. Size s jrounds , squares .hex-
agons and flats, from 7/l6 of an inch to 2j inches .Annual
capacity , 7 ,000 tons.
Korth Works ,Y/orcester ,Llass .Product s ,cold-drawn steel shaftings
and screw stock. Annual capacity ,1 , 200 tons.
Total annual capacity of the 2 works ;8, 200 gross tons.
Galvanising Works -18 .
Allentown "Yorks ,Allentown,Pa.Kuinber of galvanising pans,3jprod-
uct .galvanized wire;annual capacity ,51 ,500 tons.
American Works /Cleveland , Ohio . ITumher of galvanizing pans,3;pro-
duct, fence and telegraph wire; annual capacity , 24 , 500 tons.
Anderson Y:orks, Anderson, Indiana. ITumher of galvanising pans, 3;
product , fence wire j annual capacity, 18 ,900 tons.
Braddick Works ,Eraddock,Pa . Uumher of galvanizing pans,2jpro-
duct , fenc e wire ; annual c ap ac ity , 35 , 00 tons
.
Central Y/orks ,77orce ster ,Hass . ITumher of galvanising pans, 1 ^prod-
uct, fence wirejannual capacity ,19 ,200 .
Consolidated Wcrks , Cleveland ,Ohio .ITumher of galvanizing- pans, 2;
product , fence wire; annual capacity ,35 ,000 tons.
DeKalh Works ,DeKalB ,111 .ITumher of galvanizing pans ,5 jproduct
,
fence and netting wirejannual capacity ,32 , ooc tons.
Donora Y'orks ,Donora,Pa. ITumher of galvanizing pans ,4 jproduct
fence wirejannual capacity , 67 , 500 tons.
Granite City Works .Granite City ,111 .ITumher of galvanizing pans,
2 jproduct , fence wirejannual capacity
, 8 ,500 tons.
H .? .Works .Cleveland .Ohio . ITumher of revolving furnace s , 7 jproduct
,
galvanized nails , spikes
,
pole steps etc.; annual capacity,
7,000 tons.
ITewhurgh Y/ire Y.rorks ,LTewhurgh .Ohio . ITumher of galvanizing pans, 3;
product .fence wirejannual capacity ,32 ,000 tons.
Horth Works .Worcester .Mass.Uuniber of galvanizing pans ,3 jproduct
fine and flat wire j annual capacity,! ,950 tons.
Rankin Works,Eankin Sta.tion,?a. ITumher of galvanising pans, 4
j
product , fence wirejannual capacity ,49 ,000 tons.
Rockdale Y/orks,near Joliet,Ill. ITumher of galvanizing pans,4;p
product .fence and netting wirejannual capacity ,66 ,000 tons.
Scott Street Works .Joliet ,111 .ITumher of galvanizing pans, 3 jpro-
duct fence wirejannual capacity , 28 ,000 tons. ITumher of fur-
naces
, 6 jproduct .galvanised nails j annual capacity ,4 ,000 tons.
Sharon Y/orks , Sharon, Pa. ITumher of galvanizing pans ,3 jproduct
,
fence wirejannual capacity, 28, 000 tons.
South Works .Worcester,Maes. Fumher of galvanizing pans ,8 jproduct
fence , telegraph, and armor wirejannual capacity ,32 ,000 tons.
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Waukegan Works ,?/aukegan, 111.Ilumber of galvanizing pans ,6 ;prodiict
,
fence and telegraph wire and pump rods; annual capacity,
69,000 tons.
Total annual capacity of the 18 galvanizing works ; 609 , 250 gross
tons of all kinds of galvanized products.
Tinning Works-6.
American Works .Cleveland , Ohio . Ilumber of tinning furnaces, 8 double
product ,market , broom,mattress , "bottling , etc . ,wire ; annua.1
capacity ,3500 net tons.
Central Works .Worcester ,Mass . lumber of tinning furnaces, 6 double;
product , mattress and broom wire ; annual capacity ,1 ,800 net
tons
.
'ITewhurgh Wire Works ,11ewburgh , Ohio . Kumbermof tinning furnaces, 21;
product , market , mattress ,broom, fine wirejannual capacity,
5,000 net tons.
Ilorth Works,Worcester ,Mass. ITumber of tinning furnaces, 12 doublev
and 2 single ;product .market .mattress ,broom, fine , flat , card
,
music and other w ire; annual capacity, 6 , 600 net tons.
South Works .Worcester ,Mass. Kumber of tinning furnaces ,1 ;pro duct
tinned copper wire; annual capacity, 2 , 750 net tons.
Waukegan Works .Waukegan, 111 .lumber of tinning furnaces, 7 double;
product ,market .mattress , broom and fine wirejannual capac-
ity, 5, 000 net tons.
Total annual capacity of the 6 tinning works ; 24 , 650 net tens.
Plants for the manufacture of Copperas-5.
DeKalb Works .DeXalb , Illinois . Annual capacity , 2 , 500 ton&
.
llewburgh Works .llewburgh Ohio . Annual capacity , 6 , 000 tons .
Bockdale Works, near J oliet , 111 .Annual capacity , 2 , 500 tons.
South Works .Worceste r, lias s .Annual capacity ,4 , 500 tons.
Waukegan Work s,Waukegan, 111. Annual capacity , 4 , 500 tons.
Total annual capacity of the 5 works; 20, 000 gross tons of copperas
Die Foundries- 2.
"South Works ,Worcester ,Mass . Product , chilled iron dies, and round
dies for the use of the c omp any ; annual capacity, 990 net tons.
Waukegan Works , Waukegan, 111 . Product , chilled iron dies for the
use of the compan?/ ; annual capacity, 350 net tons.
Total annual capacity of the 2 die foundries ;1 ,340 net tons.
Zinc Works-2.
The American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey operates a zinc
smelting plant at Cherryvale , Kansas , containing 4,800 retorts,
with an annual capacity of 22,500 net tons of spelter. It
also operates a zinc smelting plant at Carondelet ,Missouri
,
containing 2,0 00 ret orts ,with an annual capacity of 8,500
net tons of spelter.
Iron-Ore Mines, Coal Lands, Coke Ovens, etc.
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The American Steel and Tire Company of ITew Jersey controls the
Sauntry iron-ore mine in St Louis county,Minnesota,the Al-
pena mine , ad joining the Sauntry mine on the north, the Clark
mine, and the Chisholm mine, all in the Mesafci range; the At-
lantic mine, at Iron Belt .Wisconsin, in the Gogehic Eangejthe
I'.oore mine, in Michigan, in the Marquette Range; and the Cuff
mine, in Dickinson county, and the Eill Top mine at Crystal
Falls .Michigan, in the Menominee P.ange.all located in the
Lake Superior iron-ore region. It also owns a half interest
in 250 coke OYens at Dawson, Fayette county , Pa. .operated "by
the Juniata Coke Company. It also operates limestone quar-
ries at WilliamsDurg ,Blair county, Pa.

AMEHICM SHEET Ml) TIE PLATE COMPANY.
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Practically all of the stock of the American Sheet and Tin Plate
Company is owned "by the United States Steel Corporation. The
American Sheet and Tin Plate Company was formerly called the
American Sheet Steel Company. On leeember 31, 1903, it purchased
all the property fif the American Tin Plate Company and chang-
ed its name to the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company.
Unless otherwise stated rolling mill capacities are given on
triple turn.
American Sheet and Tin Plate Company jgeneral offices ,Frick Build-
ing, Pittsburgh, Pa. Officer at Hew York;George 8 ,MoMnrtrie
,
Chairman of the Board of Directors. Officers at Pittsburgh;
W.T.Graham,President ;C ,W.Bray .First Vice-President and Chief
Engineer ;3. T.7. Pargny, Second Vice-President and Manager of
Sales
;
T
.7. P. Beaver .Assistant to President ;S. A. Davis, Assistant
to First Vice-President ;Howard M.Davis , Assist ant Manager of
Sales ;H.B •Wheeler .Secretary and Treasurer; E.L.Austin, Audi-
tor; G .M.HcGinnis , Assistant Auditor; and H .A.Mc"Kinney, Pur-
chasing Agent. District Sales Agents;Frank Dickerson ,IIew
York ;W.H .Eat on, Chicago ; W »J .'."etstein, St .Louis ; I .B.Williams
,
San Francisco; Richard E .Hog e, Portland, Oregon ;E.'V.Sparhawk,
Denver; tT .R . Scott ,Eew Orleans; and V.'. T. Shannon, Cincinnati .
Capital Stock, -)49, 000, 000 , of which #24, 500 ',000 is 7 per cent,
cumulative preferred and $24,500,000 is common. The Ameri-
can Sheet and Tin Plate Company operates the following;
Boiling Mills and Steel Works-41,
Aetna-Standard Works .Bridgeport , Ohio, Built in 1872 and since en-
larged; 6 regenerative gas heating furnaces, 12 pair and 16
sheet furnaces, 6 combination pair saael sheet furnaces, 16 doub-
le box annealing furnace s , one 3-high plate mill, 6 jobbing
mills, 16 hot sheet mills, and 6 cold mills; product ,black
sheets and painted and formed roofing ; annual capacity ,105 ,000
net tons of sheets. Fuel, natural gas and coal.
American Works .Elwood , Indiana. Built in 1891-2 and first put in
operation in June, 1892; 28 pair and 28 sheet furnaces, 3 an-
nealing furnaces , and 28 hot and 20 cold mills ;product , black
plates for tin and terne plate s ; annual capacity .double turn,
52,000 gross tons-. Fuel , coal .Make tin and terne plates.
Anderson Works .Anderson, Indiana.Built in 18S4-5 and put in opera-
tion August 1,1895;7 double heating furnaces, one large an-
nealing furnace, and 7 hot and 6 cold mills ;product , black
plates for tinning ; annual capacity ,14 ,000 gross tons. Fuel,
natural gas. Make tinplates.
Beaver Works .Lisbon, Ohio . Built in 1894-5 and first put in opera-
tion April 10, 1895 ;7 sheet and 7 pair furnaces, 4 double an-
nealing furnaces, and 7 hot and 7 cold mill s ;product ,black
plates for tinning ; annual capacity ,15 ,600 gross tons. Fuel,
bituminous coal .Make tin and terne plates.
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Cambridge V/orks
,
Cant-ridge .Ohio . Built in 1894-5 and first put in
operation January ,1895 ; 6 double heating furnaces, 5 anneal
-
ing furnaces, and 6 hot and 7 cold mills; product .black
plates for tinning; annual capacity, 14,000 gross tons. Fuel,
bituminous coal.
Canton Works, Canton .Ohio. Built in 1894 and first put in opera-
tion in August, 1894; one pair, one sheet , and 4 combination
pair and sheet furnaces, 4 single annealing furnaces, 5 hot
sheet mills and 2 cold mills ;product , iron and steel black
sheets for tinning and roofing ; annual capacity ,16 , 250 gwpp
net tons. Fuel .natural gas and coal.
Chester Works, Chester .West Virginia. Built in 1899-1900 by the
Chester Rolling Mill Company and equipped with machinery for
the manufacture of sheet steel ;acquired by the American Sheet
Steel Company in 1900; purchased by the American Tin Plate
Company in 1901 and equipped with machinery for the manufac-
ture of black plates; first black plates made in December
1901. V/orks now have 7 sheet furnaces, 7 pair furnaces, 3 an-
nealing furnaces, one sheet mill, 6 hot black plate mills, and
7 cold mill s jproduct .black plates for tinning and large
sheets ; annual capacity ,18 ,000 gross tons. Fuel , coal .Make tin
and terne plates.
Crescent V/orks .Cleveland, Ohio . Built in 1895 and first put in op-
eration June 1,1895; 6 pair and 6 heating furnaces, one double
annealing furnace, 6 hot mills and 7 cold mills jproduct ,black
plates for tinning and stamping ; annual capacity ,14 ,000 gross
tons .Fuel , coal . Make tin and terne plates.
Dennison V/orks .Dennison, Ohio . Built in 1897 and first put in oper-
ation iTovember 10,1897; 4 pair, 4 sheet, and 4 single anneal-
ing furnaces, 4 hot sheet mills and 2 cold mills jproduct .com-
mon cold-rolled sheets for stamping and black plates for tin-
ning;annual capacity ,8 , 750 net t ons .Fuel .bituminous coal.
Dover V/orks, Canal Dover, Chio. Built in 1865-6 and enlarged in 1895;
first iron rolled in 1866; 7 pair, 5 sheet and 4 combination
pair and sheet furnaces, one softening furnace, 6 single and
2 double annealing furnaces, one plate mill, 9 hot sheet mills,
and 3 cold mills; also a complete galvanizing
,
pickling .paint-
ing and forming plant ;product .light plates, black and galvan-
ized, painted and formed, and cold-rolled sheet steel; an-
nual capa.cit3r.33.750 net tons of black sheets and 15,000 net
tons of galvanized sheets. Fuel , coal .Also make metal laths.
Dresden Works .Dresden, Ohio . Built and put in operation in 1898;
4 sheet furnaces, 4 pair furnaces, 2 double annealing furnaces,
4 hot sheet mills, and 2 cold mills jproduct , iron and steel
sheet sjannual capacity ,12,500 net t ons .Fuel , coal
.
Falcon Works ,ITiles , Ohio . Built in 1892-3 and first put in opera-
tion in April ,1893 jl2 sheet and pair furnaces, one annealing
furnace, 6 hot mills and 7 cold mills; product , black plates
for tinning ; annual capacity , 14 ,000 gross tons .Fuel .bit uminous
coal. Make tin and terne plates.
Falcon 7orks ,IIile s .Ohio . Built in 1867; 9 single and 5 double pud-
dling furnaces, 2 sheet bar pile furnaces, 4 pair and 4 sheet
furnaces, 10 single box annealing furnaces, one 20-inch skelp
mill, one 24-inch bar mill, one muck mill, 4 hot sheet mills,
and 2 cold mills; product, muck bar and sheet iron and sheet

steel; annual capacity, 23 ,00Q tons (gross*)) of muck "bar and
11,500 net tons of sheet iron and sheet steel. Fuel bitumi-
nous coal and slack.
Guernsey Works .Cambridge , Ohio . Built in 1899-90 and first put in
operation in July,1890;2 "bar furnaces, 6 sheet and 6 pair fur-
naces, one combination sheet and pair furnace, 6 double an-
nealing furnaces, one muck mill, 7 hot sheet mills and 5 cold
mills; product , sheet bars, black sheets, painted and formed
roofing, and galvanized sheets ; annual capacity ,23,750 net tons
of sheet iron and sheet steel ( sheet bar mill idle) Fuel,
producer gas for bar mill and natural gas and coal for sheet
mill. Brand for galvanized sheet s , "Apollo C" in a diamond.
Also operates a galvanizing plant with an annual capacity of
37,500 net tons.
Humbert Works , South Connellsville ,Pa. Built in 1896 and first put
in operation October 31,1896; 6 double sheet and pair furnaces,
one annealing furnace, 6 hot and 6 cold mills jproduct ,black
plates for tinning ; annual capacity ,13,500 gross tons. Fuel,
Goal.Make tin and terne plates.
Eyde Park Works,Hyde Park, Pa. Built in 1895 and first put in op-
eration September 1,1895; 4 Bailey combination sheet and pair
furnaces, one single sheet furnace, one single pair furnace,
2 billet heating furnaces, 7 annealing furnaces, one 24-inch
sheet bar mill, 5 hot sheet mills and 2 cold mills jproduct
,
sheet bars and fine grades of soft steel sheets for stamping,
japanning, t inning
,
galvanizing , and armatures , double anneal-
ed and cold rolled, and cold rolled and annealed finishes;
annual capacity, 25 ,000 gross tons of sheet bars and 15,000
net tons of sheets. Fuel, natural gas.
1 Irondale Works ,Midd ledale .Indiana. Built in 1893-4,using machin-
ery from the Irondale Steel and Iron Company's mill at Ander-
son,which was destroyed by fire on October 31,1893 ;4 pair
• and 4 sheet furnaces and 4 hot mill s; product , "black plates for
tinning; annual capacity ,10 ,000 gross tons. Fuel, coal and nat-
ural gas .
la Belle Works,Wheeling*West Virginia. Black plate mill added, to
rolling mill in 1893, and first black plates made in April,
1894 ;10 sheet and 10 pair furnaces, 4 annealing furnaces, 10
hot and 10 cold mills ; pro duct , black plates for tinning ; annual
capacity , 20 ,000 gross tons .Fuel ,natural gas. Make tinplates.
Laughlin Works ,Martins Ferry, Ohio. Black plate mill added to
rolling mill in 1895 and first black plates made in August,
1895; 23 sheet and 23 pair furnaces, 4 annealing furnaces, and
23 hot and 22 cold mills jproduct ,black plates for tinning;
annual capac ity ,50 ,000 gross tons .Fuel , coal .Hake tin and terne
plate s
.
Leechburg Works ,Leechburg ,?a . Built inl872;10 pair furnaces, 10
sheet furnaces, 2 single and 4 double annealing furnaces,
10 hot sheet mills, 4 cold mills jproduct , steel sheets ; annual
capacity ,32 ,500 net tons. Fuel .natural gas and coal.
Midland Works .Luncie , Indiana.Built in 1892 and first put in op-
eration October 10,1892;6 pair, 6 sheet, 12 single annealing,
one continuous billet, and 2 softening furnaces, one plate
mill, one bar mill, 6 hot sheet mills and 4 cold mills jprod-
uct, sheet bars and stamping sheetsjannual capacity , 25 ,000

gross tons of sheet "bars and £6,750 net tons of sheets and plates.
Fuel, natural gas esclusively.
Monongahela ".Vorks,Pittsburgh, Pa. Bui It in 1894-5 and first put in
operation February 14, 1895; 8 sheet and 8 pair furnaces, 4 an-
nealing furnaces ,8 hot and 8 cold mills jproduct , "black plates
for tinning ; annual capacity ,18 ,000 gross t ons .Fuel .bitumin-
ous coal. Make tin and terne plates.
Llorewood Works, Gas City , Indiana. Built in 1892-3 and first put in
operation in December ,1893 ; 8 sheet and 8 pair furnaces, 3
annealing furnaces, and 8 hot and 8 pairs of cold mills;
product, black plates for tinning ; annual capacity ,16 ,000
gross tens .Fuel .natural gas. liake tinplates. Iron and brass
foundries are connected with the works.
National Works , Lioness en, Pa. Built in 1897-8 and first put in op-
eration in January ,1898 ; 24 sheet and 24 pair furnaces, 9
annealing furnaces, and 24 hot and 20 cold mills; product,
black plates for tinning ; annual capacity ,85 ,000 gross tons.
Fuel, coal. Make tin and terne plates.
lew Castle Works.Uew Castle, Pa. Euilt in 1892-3 and first put in
operation in October ,1893 ; 20 pair and 20 sheet furnaces, 6
annealing furnaces, 20 hot and 21 cold mills ;product , black
plates for tinning ; annual capacity ,40,000 gross tons. Fuel,
bituminous coal. Make tin and terne plates.
lew Philadelphia 7/orks ,New Philadelphia, Ohio . Built in 188S;6 pair
6 sheet and 3 combination pair and sheet furnaces, one soft-
ening and 4 double annealing furnaces, 9 hot sheet mills,
one plate mill, and 4 cold mills ; product , light plates,black
sheets, and cold-rolled sheet steel;annual capacity ,35 ,000
net tons .Fuel , coal
.
Pennsylvania Works,lew Kensington, Pa. Built in 1894 and first put
in operation in 1895; 6 sheet and 6 pair furnaces, 3 anneal-
ing furnaces, 6 hot and 6 cold mills jproduct , black plates
for tinning; annual capacity ,14 ,000 gross tons. Fuel, coal.
Make t in plat e s
.
Piqua Works ,Piqua,0hio . Euilt in 1889 ;4 combination pair and sheet
furnaces, 5 single annealing furnaces, 2 pile furnaces, 5 sin-
gle puddling furnaces, one bar mill, 4 hot sheet mi lis, and one
cold mill ;product, sheet bars and iron and steel sheets;ann-
ual capacity ,15,000 gross tons of sheet bars and 12,000 net
tons of sheets. Fuel,natural gas and coal.
Pittsburgh Works , Hew Kensington , Pa. Built in 1894 and first put
in operation in December ,1894;7 sheet and 7 pair furnaces;
one double annealing furnace, 7 hot mills, and 7 cold mills;
produc t, black plates for tinning and soft stamping sheets;
annual capacity, 15 ,600 gross tons .Fuel .bituminous coal. Hake
tin and terne plates.
Saltsburg Works , Saltsburg , Pa. Built in 1894-5 and first put in
operation July 1,1895; 4 pair, 4 sheet, and 4 single anneal-
ing furnaces, 4 hotnaheet and 2 cold mills; product, fine
sheet iron; annual capacity
, 12 ,500 net t ons .Fuel .natural gas
and coal
.
Scottdale Works ITo .1 , Scottdale ,Pa. Built in 1873 and remodeled in
1894 and in 1897; 7 pair and 9 sheet furnaces, 7 double an-
nealing furnaces, 9 hot and 3 cold mills, jproduct ,black
steel sheets; annual capacity, 27 ,500 net tons .Fuel .natural
II ga s , c
o
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Sharon Works , Sharon , Pa . Built in 1901-3; 10 pair and 10 sheet furnaces';
3 double annealing furnaces, 10 hot sheet mills and 6 cold
mills; pro duct , "black sheets ; annual capacity, 30, 000 net tons.
Fuel, coal and producer gas.
Sharon Works, Sharon, Pa. Built in 1900-1 and put in operation Hay
16, 1901; 20 sheet and pair furnaces, 6 double annealing fur-
naces, 20 hot mills, and 15 sets of cold mills ; product .bla^k
plates for tinning ; annual capacity ,45,000 gross tons. Fuel,
manufactured, gas and coal. Make tinplates.
Shenango Works,Hew Castle, Pa. Built in 1897-8 and first put in op-
eration in April, 1899; 30 sheet and 30 pair furnaces, 8 an-
nealing furnaces, and 30 hot and 30 cold mills;product
,
"black plates for tinning ; annual capacity , 60 ,000 gross tons.
Fuel , coal .Hake tin and terne plates.
Star Works .Pittsburgh, Pa. Built in 1895 and first put in operation
January 6,1896; 8 sheet and 8 pair furnaces, 9 annealing
furnaces, and 8 hot r-nd 8 cold mills ;product , black plates
for tinning ; annual capaci ty ,18 ,000 gross tons. Fuel .bitum-
inous coal and gas. Uake tinplates.
3trathers Works, Struthers, Ohio . Built in 1881-2 and entirely rebuilt
in 1895; partly destroyrd by fire on August 12, 1899, but
immediately rebuilt; 6 pair and 6 sheet furnaces, 2 single
and 5 double annealing furnaces, 6 hot sheet and 4 cold
mills; product, high grade pickled and finished steel sheets;
annual capacity ,17 ,500 net tons. Fuel, coal.
United States Works ,Demmler ,Pa. Built in 1873-4 ;burned and rebuilt
in 1083; 11 sheet, llpair and 6 annealing furnaces, 11 hot
mills, and 12 stands of cold mill s ; pro duct , refined and
cold-rolled black sheet iron, Bessemer and open-hearth steel
sheets, and black plates for t inning ; annual capacity , 25 ,000
gross tons. Fuel .bituminous coal. Make tin and terne plates.
Vandergrift Works .Vandergri ft ,Pa. Built in 1895-6 and put in par-
tial operation in October , 1895 ; 21 pair and 21 sheet fur-
naces, 8 combination sheet and pair furnaces, 18 double an-
nealing furnaces, eight 30-gross-ton acid open-hearth fur*
naces,four 4-hole somaking pits, 29 hot sheet mills, 14 cold
mills, one bar mill, one blooming mill, one stand of 2-high
rolls, end 18 galvanizing pots;first open-hearth steel made
January 11 , 1897 ;product , acid open-hearth steel ingots,
sheet bars, and black and galvanized sheets; annual capacity,
200,000 gross tons of ingots, 160, 000 gross tons of sheet
bars, 95,000 net tons of black sheets, and 150,000 net tons
of galvanized sheets.Fuel,natural gas, coal, and producer gas.
Well sv ill e Works .Wellsville , Ohio . Mill built in 1873 to make tin-
plates;remodeled in 1880; 10 pair and 10 sheet furnaces, 26
single annealing furnaces, one pile furnace, 10 hot sheet
mills, 13 cold mills, and one bar mill; product, light plate
and sheet iron and highly finished sheet steel; annual capac-
ity, 20, 000 gross tons of sheet bars, and 30,000 net tons of
light plates and sheet s .Fuel .natural gas.
Wood's Works .MoKeesport,Pa. Built in 1851 ;16 forge fires, 2 refin-
ing fires, 28 annealing furnaces, 19 pair furnaces, 16 sheet
furnace sfumaces
,
7 slab furnaces, 2 softening furnaces, 24
heating furnaces, two bar mills, 16 sheet mills, 4 cold mills,
one plate mill, and 8 hanmers ; open-hearth steel department,
|
built in 1899-90, contains 2 open-hearth acid steel furnaces;

product .light plates and sheet iron and sheet steel, "both "black
and planished; specialty,patent planished sheet iron; annual
capacity , 22 ,500 gross tons of ingot s ,30 ,000 gross tons of .
sheet bars, and 52,500 net tons of sheets. Fuel, natural gas,
manufactured gas, and coal. Charcoal refinery fires for the
manufacture of "blooms are connected with the works; 16
knobbling fires; annual capacity of blooms , 10m500 gross tons.
Total annual capacity of the 41 rolling mills and steel works;
open-hearth ingots , 222 , 500 gross tons;large and small bars,
275 ,000 gross tons jhammered blooms ,10 ,500 gross tonsjmuck
bar, 23, 000 gross tonsjblack sheets and plates ,625 , 250 net
tonsjblack plates or sheets for tinning , stamping ,etc ., 571 ,
-
700 gross tons; and galvanized shee ts, 202, 500 net tons.
Tinplate and Terne Plate Works- 19
.
Capacities are given on double turn and in boxes of 1001b.
American Works , Elwood , Ind . Built in 1891-2 and first tin and terne
plates made in July ,1892; 58 setsjweekly capacity ,30 ,000
base boxes of tin and terne plate s .Fuel , coal and a limited
quantity of natural gas. Make black plates.
Anderson Works .Indiana . Built in 1894-5 and first tin and terne
plates made in August ,1895 ; 12 setsjweekly capacity , 6 , 5oo
base boxes of tinplates .Fuel, natural gas.Hake black plates.
Beaver Works .Lisbon .Ohio . Built in 1894-5 and first tin and terne
plates made in- April ,1895 ; 14 sets; weekly capacity ,6 ,000
boxes of tin and terne plates. Fuel .bituminous coal. Hake
black plates.
Chester Works , Chester ,We st 7a. Tinning plant added to a rolling
mill in 1901; first tin and terne plates made in Hay, 1902;
18 sets, 17 for tinplates and one for terne plates; weekly
capacity, 5, 000 boxes of tinplates and 700 boxes of terne
plates. Fuel , coal .Hake black plates.
Crescent Works .Cleveland .Ohio . Built in 1894-5 and first tin and
terne plates made in January ,1896 ; 11 sets; v/eekly capacity,
5,400 boxe s .Fuel , coal .Hake black plates.
Falcon Wor£s ,Uiles ,0hio . Tinning plant added1 to rolling mill in
1895 and first tin and terne plates made in Uarcb ,1895 ;12
sets; weekly capacity , 7 ,000 boxe s .Fuel .bituminous coal.
Hake black plates.
Humbert Works, South Connellsville ,Pa. Built in 1896 and first
tinplates made December 4,1896;12 sets; v/eekly capacity,
6
,
000 boxes. Fuel. .natural gas .Hake black plates.
La Belle Works .Wheeling , 'Vest ,"7a. Tinning plant added to rolling
mill in 1895; first tinplates made in July, 1895 and first
terne plates in January ,1896 ; 14 setsjweekly capacity ,9 ,000
boxes of tinplates .Fuel .natural gas. Do not now make terne
plates. Hake black plates.
Laughlin Works .Martins Ferry, Ohio. Tinning plant added to rolling-
mill in 5.895 and enlarged in 1896-7 and 1900; first tin and
terne plates made August 29,1895; 46 setsjweekly capacity,
20,000 boxes .Fuel , coal .Hake black plates.
Honongahela Works .Pittsburgh, Pa.Built in 1693; first terne plates
made June 1 and first tinplates November 15,1893;18 sets, 17

for tin and one for terne plates jweekly capacity ,10 ,000
boxes .Fuel .natural gas and coal .Make "black plates.
Horewood Works, Gas City.Ind. Built in 1895;first terne plates
made in June and first tinplates made in December ,1895
j
15 setsjweekly capacity , 7 ,000 base "boxes of tinplates .Fuel
,
natural gas .Make black plates.
National Works ,Monessen,Pa. Built in 1897-8 and first tin and
terne plates made in 1897-8 (March 98);45 sets for tin and
terne plates; weekly capacity ,27,000 "boxes. Fuel , coal .Make
"black plates.
lew Castle Works,Uew Castle, Pa. Built in 1892-55 and first tin
and terne plates made in November ,1895 ; 26 setsjweekly ca-
pacity
,
20 ,000 boxes. Fuel , coal .Hake black plates.
Pennsylvania Works,Hew Kensington, Pa. Built in 1895, and first tin
and terne plates made in April ,1895 ; 12 sets for tinplates;
weekly capacity, 6 ,000 boxes .Fuel ,co al .Make black plates.
Pittsburgh Works, New Kensington, Pa. Built in 1891-2 and first
terne plates made in February and first tinplates in Octo-
ber, 1892;12 sets; weekly capacity ,5,500 boxes .Fuel ,bitumi-
nous coal. Make black plates.
Sharon Works , Sharon, Pa. Built in 1900-1 and first tinplates made
in July, 1901; 24 sets; weekly capacity 18,000 boxes of tin-
plates. Fuel , coal .Hake black plates.
Shenango Works, New Castle, Pa. Built in 1897-8 and first tin and
terne plates made in July, 1899; 42 sets; weekly capacity,
50,000 boxes .Fuel, coal.Make black plates.
Star Works .Pittsburgh , Pa.Built in 1895; 14. sets for tinplates;
weekly capacity , 6 ,000 boxes .Fuel .natural gas. Make black
plates
.
United States Works ,Demmler , Pa. Original works built in 1874; f
first terne plates made in 1874 and first tinplates in 1876;
manufacture stopped in 1878 and resumed in 1890 ;new tin
house built on modern plan in 1898; 14 setsjweekly capacity,
7,000 boxes .Fuel , coal .Hake black plates.
Total weekly capacity of the 19 tinplate and terne plate works
j
on double turnj 252,100 boxes of 100 pounds.
Iron and Erass Foundries.
Horewood Works,Gas City .Indiana. One iron and one brass foundry;
product .castings for mill maintenance j annual capacity ,5 ,000
gross tons of iron and brass castings.
Metal Laths.
Dover Works, Canal Dover, Ohio. Product .Cambridge rigid reversible
metal laths jannual capacity ,4,000 net tons.
G-alvanizing Works-5 Active and 1 Idle.
Cambridge Works .Cambridge .Ohio .Number of pots , 5 jproduct , Apollo
galvanized sheet sjannual capacity ,37,500 net tons.
Dover Works,Canal Dover .Ohio .Number of pot s ,5 jproduct , Apollo gal-
vanized sheets jannual capacity ,15 ,000 net tons.
Piqua Works, Piqua, Ohio
. Number of pots ,1 jannual capacity ,6 ,500 net
.1 tons. -Idle
.
'
•
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Yandergrift Works ,Yandergrift , Pa.FumDer of pots ,18 ^product , Apollo
galvanised sheets jannual capacity ,150 ,000 net tons.
Total annual capacity of the 3 active works ,202 ,500 net tons; of
the idle works, 6, 500 net tons ; total , 209 ,000 tons.
Coal Lands,Railroads , Copperas Plants, Ztc.
The cpmpany owns 2,085 acres of coal lands .located in Armstrong and
Westmoreland counties , Pennsylvania and in Tuscarawas and
Belmont counties in Ohio. It also owns the Laughlin coal mine
at Martins Ferry , Ohio ,which has an annual capacity of 50,000
net tons of "bituminous coal. In addition it owns one-third of
the capital stock of the National Mining Company ,which owns
about 8,000 acres of coal lands in Allegheny and ".'ashington
counties, Pa. It also owns extensive natural gas territory
and pipe lines in Pennsylvania and Indiana.
In addition the company owns the Llclleesport Terminal Railroad, at
McKeesport ,Pa. ,and the Canal Dover Belt Railway, at Canal
Dover , Tuscarawas county.Ohic.lt also owns a plant at 31wood,
Lladison county ,JDndiana,which manufactures copperas and which
has an annual capacity of 2,500 net tons.

NATIONAL TUBS COMPANY.
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All the stock of the National Tube Company is own-
ed "by the United States Steel Corporation.
National Tube Company
;
general offices .Friok Building,Pittsburgh.
Officers at Pittsburgh j'Ym. B. Schiller , President ;Edward V/orces-
ter, First Vice-President and General l.lanager of Sales ; tT ohn D.
Culbert son, Second Vice-President , Treasurer and Secretary ; Tay-
lor All erdice , Third Vice-President ; E ,C .Molse , Assistant Sec-
retary , Assistant Treasurer , and Auditor; Peter Boyd, General
Superintendent; George S .Garritt , Assistant General Llanager of
Sales; 3 ..m. Lynch, Purchasing .ngent; and Thomas Swing, Solicitor
.
I-Ianagers of Sales; Hew Sndland,lTew York and Philadelphia, Clifton
Wharton, Jr . ,Uew York;Pittsburgh, A.M.Lally; Chicago ,11 . S .Ray-
mond ; St .Louis ,E. A.Downey ; Pacific Coast , Charles II.Woods , San
Francisco
.
Capital stock, $80, 000 ,000 of^which 040,000,000 is 7 per cent. is
cumulative preferred and ^40,000,000 ± s common. The national
Tube Company operates the following works;
Blast F\imaces-5 Completed rnd 1 Euilding.
I.Ionongahela Furnaces , (Hat ional Department )lvIcKee sport , Pa. Two com-
pleted stacks and one building. Completed stacks A and B built
in 1889-90 ;Furnace a, 90x20 , blown in December 1,1890, and re-
built in 1900;Furnace B ,90x20 , blown in June 1,1891, and rebuilt
in 1901; seven Cowper -Kennedy stoves , fuel ,Connellsville coke;
ore, Lake Superior ;product ,Bessemer pig iron; total annual ca-
pacity
, 275 ,000 tons .Equipped with one Uehling pig-iron casting
machine .Building furnace to be 90x22 feet , equipped with 4 hot-
blast stoves, and will have an annual capacity of 150,000 tons
of Eessemer pig iron.
Riverside Furnaces
, (Riverside Departmerit)Benwood /.Vest Virginia.
Two stacks; Furnace A, 75x17 .built in 1871-2. and first blown in
February 14 ,1872 ;remode led in 1876 and entirely rebuilt in
1889 and 1903; four Hassicks & Crooke stoves. Furnace B, 100x21,
built in 1901-3 and first blown in March 12,1903; four Ilassicks
& Crooke stoves. Fuel ,Connellsville coke and by-product coke
made from Connellsville coal ;ore , Lake Superior ;product ,Bessemer
pig ironjtotal annual capacity , 250 ,000 tons .Equipped wi th one
Uehling pig-iron casting machine
.
Steubenville Furnace
,
(River s ide Department) Steubenville , Ohio . One
st aek, 75x16 ,built in 1872 and rebuilt in 1886 ;remodelec! in 1901;
three I.Iassicks & Crooke stoves; fuel,by-pro duct coke made from
Connellsville coal;ore ,Lake Super ior jproduct .Bessemer pig-
iron; annual capacity , 72 ,000 tons.
Total annual capacity of the 5 completed furnace s , 597 ,000 gross
tons; of the building furnac e ,150 ,000 tons ; total , 747 ,000 tons.
Rolling Mills and Steel ,7orks-7.
Boston Iron and Steel Works , (National DepartmentO) IIcKee sport , Pa.
built in 1891-2;7 heating furnaces and 3 trains of rolls;prod-
uct,wrought iron and steel skelp rnd socket iron; annual capac-
ity, 45, 000 tons of skelp and 15,000 tons of socket iron .Fuel , coal

Elba Rolling Mills , (Continental Department) Pittsburgh,Pa. Built in
1862; 20 single puddling furnaces, 4 heating furnaces and 4
trains of rolls
;
pro duct ,wr ought iron and steel skelp jan-
nual capacity ,40 ,000 tons .Fuel
,
"bituminous coal and producer gaE
Uonongahela Steel Works , (national Department) MoKee sport , Pa. Built
in 1892-3; 2 6-gross-ton Eessemer steel converters, 4 cupolas,
5 soaking pits, one 200-ton mixer, and one 2-high 36-inch
reversing "blooming trainjfirst blow made December 14,1893;
product , slabs and billets ; annual capacity ,330 ,000 tons of in-
gots and 300,000 tons of slabs and billet s .Fuel .producer gas.
national Rolling Mills , (Rational Department) HcKeesport ,Pa.Built
from 1878 to 1896; 20 charcoal knobbling fires, 2 refinery f
fires, 2 heating furnaces, 2 steam hammer s ,6 double and 25
single puddling furnaces, 26 heating furnaces, one train of
2-high slabbing rolls, 3 muck trains, one 82-inch plate mill,
and 4 grooved mills jproduct , charcoal and wrought iron and
steel skelp; annual capacity , 240 ,000 tons .Fuel , coal and. pro-
ducer gas
.
( The
Republic Iron Works, (National Department,) Pittsburgh, Pa.Built in
1863 j 26 single and 10 double puddling furnaces, 10 heating
furnaces, one train of muck rolls, 2 grooved mills, and one 72
inch plate mill ;product ,wrought iron and steel skelp and
plates ; annual capacity ,40 ,000 tons of grooved, skelp and
22,500 tons of plate s .Fuel .natural gas and coal.
Riverside Skelp Mills .(Riverside Department,? Benwood.West Virgin-
ia. Built in 1885 ;10 regenerative gas heating furnaces and
5 trains of 21-inch grooved rollsjprocuct , steel skelp; annual
capacity, 200, 000 tons. Fuel, producer gas.
Riverside Steel Works , (Riverside Department) Benwood,Y*r .Va.Built
in 1883-4; 2 5-gross-ton Eessemer steel converters ; first blow
made June 11.1884;two 3-hole soaking pits .three 8-foot cup-
olas, and one 2-high, 30-inch reversing blooming mill jprod-
uct, steel ingots, slabs and. billets ; annual capacity ,150 ,000
tons of ingots and 155,000 tons of slabs and billets .Fuel
,
producer gas.
Total annual capacity of the 7 rolling mills and steel works ;Bess-
emer ingots, 480 ,000 tonsjslabs and billet s ,455 ,000 tons;
skelp, 565 ,000 tons jplates ,22 ,500 tons; and socket iron, 15, 000
tons
.
Galvanized and "Kalameined" Pipe T.7orks
.
National Galvanising- Works , (national Department) Versailles ,?a.
Built in 1895 jproduct .galvanized and "kalameined" pipe (an-
nual capacity, 54 ,000 tons.
Wrought Iron and Steel Pipe and Tube V/orks-11.
Allison Department .Philadelphia, Pa. Pro due t j charcoal iron boiler
tubes j sixes from li to 8 inches inclusive j annual capacity,
15,000 tons.
American Department .Liidd le town, Pa. Product .wrought iron and steel
pipes jsizes , from l/8 of an inch to 16 inches inclusive ; an-
nual capacity ,85,000 tons. An iron foundry is connected with
these works jalsp a department for the manufacture of galvan-
ised tubular goods with annual capacity of 18,000 tern a.
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Chester Department , South Che ster , Pa. Product .wrought iron and. s
steel pipes; sizes from if- to 12 inches inclusive ; annual
capacity ,50 ,000 tons.
Cohoes Department .Cohoes ,Hew York .Product ,wrought iron and steel
pipe; sizes from l/8 of an inch to £ inches inclusive ; annual
capacity ,15 ,000 tons.
Continental Pipe Mills ,( Continental Department ,) Pittsburgh , Pa
.
Product .wrought iron and steel pipe; sizes from l/o of an inch
to 8 inches inclusive ; annual capacity 50,000 tons. A shop for
the manufacture of thread protectors for all the pipe mills
of the company is connected with these works.
national Pipe Mills, (National Department , )McKeesport, Pa. Product,
wrought iron and steel pipe and charcoal iron and steel toiler
tubes ; size s , from l/8 of an inch to 30 inches inclusive ; annual
capacity ,300 ,000 tons. Also make iron and brass castings.
Pennsylvania Department , Second avenue .Pittsburgh, Pa. Product .wrought
iron and steel pipe; sizes from l/8 of an inch to 30 inches
inclusive ; annual capacity, 120 ,000 tons.
Riverside Pipe Mills , (RiTerside Department) Benwood.W .Va. Product,
wrought iron and steel pipe ; sizes , from l/8of an inch to 8 in-
ches inclusive ; annual capac ity ,95 ,000 tons. An iron foundry is
connected with these works; also a department for the manu-
facture of galvanized tubular goods, with an annual capacity of
20,000 tons.
Sharon Tube Works , Sharon, Pa. Equipped to produce wrought steel
pipe; sizes from l/8 of an inch to 12 inches , out side diameter;
annual capacity ,100 ,000 tons. Never put. in operation.
Syracuse Department .Syracuse .New York .Product ,v/rought iron and
steel pipe and charcoal iron and steel "boiler tubes; sizes from
li to 7 inches inclusive ; annual capacity ,20 ,000 tons.
Youngstown Department .Youngstown, Ohio .Product .wrought iron and
steel pipejsizes from ljto i6 inches inclusive ; annual capacity,
30,000 tons.
Total annual capacity of the 11 wrought iron and wrought steel
pipe and tube works ;878 ,000 gross tons of pipe and "boiler tubes
and 38,000 tons of galvanized tubular goods.
Seamless Pipe and Tube Works-2.
Standard Seamless Tube Works , f Seamless Department) Ellwood Citj'.Pa.
Product , seamle ss pipe and tubes.
United States Seamless Tube Works , (Seamless Department) McKeesport,
Pa. Product , seamless pipe and tubes.
Iron and Erass Foundries.
American Department .Middletown, Pa. Product .iron castings; annual
capac ity, 2, 000 tons.
National Pipe Mills , (National Department) McKeesport ,Pa.Product
,
iron and brass castings ; annual capacity , 7 , 500 tons of iron
and 200 tons of brass castings.
Riverside Pipe Mills , (Riverside Department) Benwood ,7/est Virginia.
Product, iron castings ; annual capacity ,2 ,000 tons.
Total annual capacity of the foundries; 11 ,500 gross tons of iron
castings and 200 tons of brass castings.
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Coke Ovens , Iron-Ore Mine s, and Limestone Quarries.
Semet-Solvay by-product coke ovens ,Benwood ,1'larshall county, 'Vest
Virginia .dumber of ovens , 120 jproduct , coke from Conneilsville
coaljannual capacity ,160 ,000 net tons. Plant owned "by the
national Tube Company but operated under lease by the Semet-
Solvay Company.
The national Tube Company owns iron- ore mines in the Gogebie and
Ifenominee Ranges of the Lake Superior region; it also owns
an interest in limestone quarries in Lawrence county, Pa.

FOUR LARGEST INDEPENDENT COMPANIES IB THE U&ITED STATES OUT
SIDE OF TEE UUIx^L STATES STEEI CORPORATION.

JOITES £53) LAUGHLIU STEEL COMPAEY.
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Jones end Laughlin Steel Company; general off ices .Pittsburgh, Pa
.
Officers; B .F.Jones ,Jr ., President ; Willis L.Xing,Vice-Presi-
dent and General Sales Agent; James B .Laughlin, Treasurer
;
William C .More land, Secretary ; William Larimer Jones , General
Manager ; Thomas X. Laughlin .Assistant Treasurer ; and Wendell Van
Hook, Auditor
.
Branch Offices
;
Chicago ; Buffalo ;Boston,Uass
.
; Cincinnati , Ohio Phila-
delphia , Pa. ; and Hew York.
Sales Agents; 0#is ,Bonnell & Go , .Cleveland;!1 ; A; Goodrich & Co.,De-
troit ,I.Iich
.; and the F.A.Goodrich Iron and Steel Company, St.
Louis ,I.Iiss ouri .
Capital stock ,$30 ,000 ,000 , all common. The company operates the fol-
lowing works
;
Blast Furnace s-6
Eliza Furnaces , Pittsburgh, Pa. Five stacks ;lTo.l built in 1888-9 and
blown in in May ,1889 ; enlarged in 1893 ,partlydismantled in 1900,
and enlarged and remodeled in 1901. Ho. 2 built in 1898-9 and
blown in in September ,1899 . Ho. 3 built in 1900 and blown in
in January, 1901 . Ho. 4 built in 1899-1900 and blown in in Hay,
1900. Ho. 5 built in 1905 and blown in April 2,1904. Twenty
Siemens-CoWper st ove s ; fuel , coke ; ore , Lake Suxerior jproduct
,
Bessemer and basic pig iron;total annual capacity ,935 ,000 tons.
Equipped with 3 Uehling pig-iron casting machines.
Soho Furnace , Pittsburgh, Pa. One st ack, 80x19 , built in 1872 and first
put in blast Hovember 22,1872 jremodeled in 1888 and rebuilt
in 1901;f'our improved Cowper stove s ; fuel , coke ; ore , Lake Super-
ior
;
pro duct ,basic open-hearth and Bessemer pig iron; annual ca-
pacity ,100 ,000 tons. Slag granulating pits are connected with
this furnace
Total annual capacity of the 6 furnaces; 1,055, 000 gross tons.
Polling Hills and Steel Works-2.
American Iron and Steel Works , Pittsburgh , Pa. Rolling mill built in
1852; 26 heating furnaces, 21 trains of rolls, and 3 hammers.
Bessemer Steel Works built in 1886;three 10-gross-ton converters,
4 cupolas, and 34 soaking pits; first blow made August 19,1886;
annual capacity ,80 ,000 tons of ingots.Holten metal from the
Eliza furnaces is used in the converters.
Open Hearth Steel Department added in 1895 and enlarged in 1896 and
1902 ;one 25-gross-ton acid and one 250 and six 40-gross ton
basic furnaces ; first steel made September 28 ,1895 ; annual ca-
pacity
,
225 ,000 tons of ingots .Molten metal from the Eliza
Furnaces is used in the open-hearth, furnaces.
Product , steel bar s , rails ,plates , sheets , structural shapes ,billet s
,
railroad splice bars and bolts,boat and railroad spikes, ma-
chine and bridge bolts .chains , railroad coupling links and pins,
forgings , steel castings , cold-rolled shafting , finger bar s, coup-
lings ,bangers
,
pillow blocks, and pulleys ; annual capacity , 900 , 000
tons of steel billets and blooms and 800,000 tons of finished
material .Fuel , coal .natural gas and producer gas.
SohoPepartment .Pittsburgh, Pa. Built in 1859; 2 Siemens regenerative
furnaces, 10 Siemens regenerative pit furnaces, and 3 trains of
rolls .including a train capable of rolling plates 12 inches
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thick, 100 inches wide, and 15 tons in weight ;product , steel
plates ; annual capacity ,100,000 tons. Steel department contains
4 acid open-hearth steel furnaces ; first steel made ITovember
29 ,1883; annual capacity ,70 ,000 tons of ingots .Fuel , coal and
natural gas
.
Total annual capacity of the 2 rolling mills and steel works;
Bessemer steel ingots ,800 ,000 gross tons; open-hearth ingots,
295,000 tons;steel "billets and'blooms , 900 ,000 tons;plates,
sheets , structur11shapes , .and other finished rolled material,
900,000 tons.
Spike,Rivet and Eolt Departments.
Spike ,F.ivet and Bolt Departments , American Iron and Steel Works,
Pittsburgh , Pa. Product , structural and tank rivets,made from
either Bessemer or basic open-hearth steel,with button-head,
count er- sunk , cone , or steeple head, various lengths, and from -2-
of an inch to 1§- inches in di ameter ;also special low-phosphorus
basic open-hearth steel boiler rivets ;also all sizes of stand-
ard railroad and pit railroad spikes, and all sizes of boat,
barge and dock spikes;also round and square drift bolts ; an-
nual capacity ,8 ,000 tons of rivets , spikes , bolts etc.
Structural Material Pitting Shops.
Strustural Material Pitting Shops ; American Iron and Steel Works,
Pittsburgh. These shops are provided with special machines
for fabricating all kinds of structural material , especially for
"steel skeleton buildings floor .framing and steel columns can
be turned out rapidly ; annual capacity ,36 ,000 tons.
Chain Factory
.
Chain Factory , American Iron and Steel Works .Pittsburgh.Product , iron
and steel proof coil ,BB ,BBB , and dredge chains, and close and
stud-link cable ,railroad brake, switch and safety , agricultur-
al , conveyor , log and binding chains; size s ;machine made common
and crane chains from 3/l6 of an inch to one inch,handmade BB,
BBB,best hand, steel hand, and stuallnked chains from i of an
inch to 2 inches ; annual capacity ,10 ,000 tons.
Iron and Steel Foundries.
Foundry Department .American Iron and Steel Works .Pittsburgh .One
steel and two iron foundries .Product .iron and steel castings;
annual capacity ,17 ,500 tons of iron, and 2,500 tons of ?teel
castings. The castings in the iron foundries are confined al-
most exclusively to large pulley s, sheaves , balance whe els .coup-
lings .hanger s ,etc . .which are finished in the machine shops.
Cold-Rolled and Cold-Drawn Departments.
Cold Rolled and Cold Brawn Department , American Iron and Steel Works,
Pittsburgh. Product, cold rolled and cold drawn steel rounds,
squares .hexagons .pentagons .flats , angles and zees. Annual capac
,
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ity,30,000 tons of cold-rolled and 45,000 tops of cold-drawn
steel products. Does not cold-roll or cold-draw iron shapes.
Forge and Llachine Shops, Slag Granulating Pits, Etc.
Forge Department , American Iron and Steel :.7orks .Pittsburgh . Product,
forgings for large shafts, either straight ,bossed , or with solid
flanges; also housing screws
,
pi ston rods , connecting rods, etc.,
all made of steel; annual capacity ,3 ,000 tons.
Machine Shop Department .American Iron and Steel Works .Pittsburgh
.
The machine shops are equipped with tools of modern design
and can produce pulleys and balance wheels up to 30 feet in
diameter and handle masses weighing 50 tons. They are designed
for getting out expeditiously and in large quantities power
transmission machinery of all kinds , including couplings ,hang-
ers, pillow blocks
,
pull eys , sheaves .balance wheels, belt tighten-
ers, guide pulleys .binder frames, and other miscellaneous spec-
ial devices.
Slag Granulating Department. Connected with Soho Furnace are slag
granulating pits; annual capacity .about 40,000 net tons.
Iron-Ore Mines
.
The Jones and Laughlin Steel Company owns the capital stock of the
Interstate {Dron Company ,which amounts to $2 ,000 ,000 , and which
operates the Virginia and Euhl mines in I.linnesot a,which have
an annual capacity of about 1,000,000 tons of Eessemer and
non-Bessemer iron ore.
In addition the Jones and Laughlin Steel Company has several long-
time contracts for iron ore in the Mesabi and Marquette Ranges
of the Lake Superior iron-ore region.
Coal Lands, Coke Ovens, Etc.,
The Jones and Laughlin Steel Company also owns all the capital stock
of the Vesta Coal Company .amounting to $2,500,000. The latter
company owns about 6,000 acres of land in Washington county,
Pennsylvania, in the fourth pool of the llonongahela river. Its
mines have an annual capacity of about 1,600,000 tons of coal.
The Jones and Laughlin Steel Company also owns and operates 1,268
coke ovens at Pittsburgh .with an annual capacity of 900,000
net tons of coke. In addition it has built 500 coke ovens at
the same place
.
It also owns a controlling interest in the Blair Limestone Company,
which has a capital stock of $50, 000. This company owns about
30 acres of limestone land near Kollidaysburg.Pa. Its quarries
have an annual capacity of about 300,000 tons.
Docks at Ashtabula, Ohio
.
The Jonos and Laughlin Steel Company also owns all the capital stock
of the Angel ine Dock Company .which owns large docks at Ashta-
bula .Ohio .
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Pennsylvania Steel Company of Hew Jersey ; offices .Girard Building,
Philadelphia. Officer s ; Edgar C .Felton .President ;Frederick W
.
Wood,Vice-President ;Edmund IT. Smith, Treasurer; and Frank Tenney,
Assistant to President and Secretary.
The Pennsylvania Steel Company of Hew Jersey was incorporated at
Trenton, Hew Jersey, on April 29, 1901 .with an authorised capital
stock of 050,000,000. The capital stock is divided into E50,000
shares of common, (of which 107,500 shares, of a par value of
•10,750,000, have "been issued,) and 250,000 shares of preferred
stock, (of which 165,000 shares, off a par value of £-16,500,000
have "been issued,). The preferred stock is non-cumulative, and
is to hear 7 per cent .interest
.
The company owns practically all of the stock of the Pennsylvania
Steel Company .whose v/orks are at Steelton .Harrisburg , and Leb-
anon, Penn sylvan i a, and all the stock of the Maryland Steel Com-
pany,whose works are at Sparrows Point ,Maryland .
It also owns all the stock of the Spanish-American Iron Company,
which operates extensive iron-ore mines in the province of San-
tiago in the Island of Cuba.
In addition it owns the entire capital stock of the Baltimore and
Sparrows Point Railroad Company ,which operates 5.45 miles of
track "between Colgate Creek and Pennv/ood Park,Maryland
.
The Pennsylvania Steel Company.
Practically all of the stock of the- Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany is owned "by the Pennsylvania Steel Company of 3ew Jersey.
The Pennsylvania Steel Company
;
general offices .Girard Building,
Philadelphia; branch offices, Hew York City ;Boston;Baltimore
;
Chicago; and London, Eng. Officers at Fhiladelphia;2dgar C. Felton,
Pre sid ent ; Frank Tenney , Assistant to President and Secretary;
Edmund IT . Smith , Treasurer ; and E,F.Martin, General Manager of
Sales .Officers at Steelton;!!.E.Campbell, General Manager ; John
W.Dougherty .Superintendent ;and Frank!'?Carney, Assistant Super-
intendent .
Sales Agents ;T7 . C .Cuntz , Steel ton ;Fichard Peters , Philadelphia ; A.F
.
Aeby.ITew YorkjCharles S, Clark,Boston ;R.C.Hoffman & Co., Balti-
more jClifford J .Ellis,Chicago; J ,G .Miller , St .Louis .Pacific
Hardware and Steel Co., San Francisco ;and Sanders & Co., London.
Capital Stock, $6, 500, 000, of which fl, 500, 000 is 7 percent. ITon-cum-
ulative preferred and f5, 000, 000 is common. The Pennsylvania-
Steel Company operates the following works:
Blast Furnaces-7.
Lebanon Furnaces, Lebanon, Pa. Two stacks jiTo .1 ,built in 1845 and re-
built in 1868 and in 1885; lio.3, built in 1872-5, put in blast
in August ,1873 , and rebuilt in 1900 ; four nMas sicks <.r ; Crooke and
four patent 3-pass Cowper stoves ; fuel .anthracite coal and coke;
ore .Cornwall
;
pro duct .Bessemer pig iron;total annual capacity,
130,000 tons. Equipped with one pig-iron casting machine.
Lochiel Furnace ,Karri sburg, Dauphin county, Pa. One stack, 65x14 ,built
in 1872, first put in blast in Apr il , 1873 , and remodeled in 1886;
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two Whitwell stove s ; fuel , anthracite coal and coke ; ores , foreign
and domestic hematite and magnetite j product ,Bessemer and low-
phosphorus pig iron and spiege lei sen; annual capacity ,40 ,000 tons.
Steelton Furnaces , Steelton .Dauphin county, Pa. Four stacks;ITo .1,60x14,
"built in 1872-3, put in "blast in Octoher ,1873>, and remodeled in
1883 ;two Whitwell stoves .ITo .2 ,80x18 , "built in 1874-6, put in blast
in June ,1876 , and remodeled in 1877;four WMtwell stoves .Eos .3
and 4, each 70x16 ;17o. 3 first put in "blast in February ,1884 , and
Ho. 4 first put in "blast in April ,1884 ; each has four Whitw©13
stoves. Fuel,mixed anthracite coal and coke ;ores , foreign and
domestic hematite and magnetite ^product ,Bessemer , low-phospho-
rus and "basic -pig iron and spiegeleisen; total annual capacity,
330,000 tons. One pig-iron casting machine. Molten matal is
taken from the furnaces to the Bessemer converters and open-
hearth furnaces at Steelton.
j Total annual capacity of the 7 furnaces ; 500 ,000 gross tons.
Boiling Hills and Steel Works -1.
Pennsylvania Steel Works ,Steelton, Pa.Bessemer steel works "built in
1865-7; three 10-gross-ton converters ; first "blow made in June,
1867; 4 iron and 2 spiegel cupolas ; annual capacity ,400 ,000 tons
of ingots ;molten metal from the Steelton Furnaces is used in
the Bessemer converters ;product ,blooms and slabs for structur-
al purposes
,
plates ,nail slabs, rails of all sections , street
rails .crossings , frogs , switches , steel castings, and merchant
steel generally. -
,
One 26-inch rail mill, built in 1867-8,has 5 horizontal heating fur-
naces, one 3-high 34-inch blooming mill,with 6 pit-heating fur-
naces, added to rail mill in 1875-6 and put in operation in
December, 18 76; annual capacity ,300,000 tons of rails. So. 2 bloom-
ing mill ,30-.i-inch r ever sing ,with 6 pit-heating furnaces , built
in 1885-6 and put in operation in 1886. One slabbing mill ,with
26-J--inch horizontal and 20-J-inch vertical rolls,built in 1893;
this mill has 6 pit-heating furnaces and can roll slabs 48
inches wide and 32 inches thick. Hammer mill contains 3 ham-
mers-one l,one 4, and one 12-ton.
Open-hearth steel plant .containing two 15-gross-ton furnaces .erect-
ed in 1875 ; furnaces removed in 1883 and two 50-ton furnaces
erected ;one 5-ton furnace added in 1889, two 15-ton furnaces
added in 1890, one 7-ton furnace added in 1892, six 50-ton furna-
ces added in 1893, and two 40-ton furnaces added in 1900;both
acid and basic open-hearth steel are produced
;
pi ant now contains
9 basic furnaces and 2 acid furnaces ; total annual capacity,
250,000 tons of ingots worked into boiler , structural , and spe-
cial steel, and 18,000 tons of castings .Molten metal is used
in the open-hearth furnaces.
Ker chant mill, erected in 1883 .contains one 13 and one 20-inch train
of rolld;billet mill erected in 188 7 .contains one 20-inch train; '|
slabbing mill, erected in 1893 .contains one set of housing sand
includes two horizontal rolls 26 inches in diameter and two
vertical rolls 20 inches in diameter. There are also machine
shops and the necessary repair shops connected with the works.
Fuel used in all department s , producer gas and coal.
Total annual capacity of the rolling mills and steel works ;Bessemer
ingots ,400,000 gross tons; open-hearth ingots , 250 ,000 tons;steel
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castings ,18 ,000 tonsjsteel rails ,300 ,000 tons; steel "billets
and slabs, 200,000 tons; other finished products ,140 ,000 , tons
.
Bridgebuilding and Frog
,
Switch , and Signal Works.
Bridge and Construction Department , Stee It on, Pa . Product , railroad and
highway "bridges ; also erects iron and steel biiildings ; annual
capacity, from 30,000 to 40,000 tons.
Frog, Switch, and Signal Departments , Steelton, Pa. Product , frogs , switch-
es
,
signals , etc ., of all kinds for steam and street railways.
Bolt ,Rivet , and Polished Steel Shafting Works.
Eolt and P.ivet Department
,
Steelton, Pa. Product , "bolts and rivets for
the use of the company only.
Polished Steel Shafting Department , Steelton,Pa. Product
,
polished
steel shafting ; annual capacity ,5 ,000 tons.
Forging Works and Iron and Steel Foundries.
Forging department , Steel ton, Pa. Product .miscellaneous medium and
heavy steel forg ings ; annual capacity ,5 ,000 tons.
Steel Foundry Department , Steelton , Pa. Built in 1902 jproduct , acid
open-hearth steel castings ; annual capacity ,18 ,000 tons.
The company also operates an iron foundry at Steelton, at which cast-
ings for its own consumption are made.
Iron-Cre Mines and Railroads.
The Coinpany has also purchased from I.Irs. Annie G.Rogers and some
members of the Grubb family the holdings in thenCornwall iron-
ore ba.nks and associated interests of the heirs of Q.Dawson
Coleman. It has alsonacquired their interests in the Cornwall
and Lebanon Railroad. This road is 21.66 miles long.
Limestone Quarry and Coke Ovens.
The company owns and operates an extensive limestone quarry at
Steelton, Pennsylvania, ad joining its property at that place. The
limestone quarried is all consumed "by the Steelton Furnaces.
It is also "building 90 Semet-Solvay "by-product coke ovens at Lebanon,
Pa., to furnish coke for its Lebanon furnaces. These ovens will
have an annual capacity of about 200,000 net tons.
' MARYLAND STEEL COMP.^TY.
All the stock of the Maryland Steel Company
is owned by the Pennsylvania Steel Company of Hew Jersey.
Maryland Steel Company; general office s ; Sparrows Point .Maryland , and
Philadelphia. Officers at Sparrows Point; F .'.7 .Wood , President
;
Char lesiiPettigrew, Superintendent jand R.K.Wood, General Agent.
Officers at Philadelphia; E.C .Felton,Vice-President ;Frank
Tenney .Assistant to President and Secretary; E .IT . Smith , Treasur-
er; and E.F.Martin, General Manager of Sales.
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Sales Agents; Richard Peters .Philadelphia; A,E. Aehy.IFeii York;Charlei
3. Clark, Bo st on; ?..C.Eoffman & Co . .Baltimore ; Clifford J .Ellis,
Chicago; J ,G.Miller, St ,Louis; Pacific Hardware and Steel Co.,
San Francisco; and Sanders & Co
.
.London ,Fngland . The Maryland
Steel Company operates the following works;
Blast Furnaces-4.
Maryland Steel Company .Sparrows Point .Maryland . Four stacks ;Fur-
naces A,B,C,and I), each 85x20 ; commenced "building in August
1887, and completed in 1889 ,1890 , and 1891. First "blasts ; A, Octo-
ber23,188* j B ,Maroh 11 ,1890 ;C .October 3,1891;and D.April 15,
1893. Each stack is equipped with four Whitwell stoves ; fuel
,
coke from "by-product ovens at Sparrows Point ; ores .hematite from
Cuba, Spain, Africa and lake Superior ;product .Bessemer pig iron
and spiegeleisen; total annual capacity ,400 ,000 tons .Furnaces
are equipped with one double Heyl & Patterson pig-iron casting
machine. Molten metal is conveyed from the furnaces to the
Bessemer steel converters of the company.
Total annual capacity of the 4 furnaces ;400 ,000 gross tons.
Rolling Mills and Steel V/orks-1.
Maryland Steel Company , Sparrows Point .Maryland .Built in 1889-92;
three 18-gross-ton Bessemer steel converters, 4 iron and 3 Spie-
gel cupolas, 10 pit heating furnaces having a capacity of 12
ingots each, one 34-inch blooming mill, and one 27-inch combin-
ed billet and rail train; first blow made August 1,1891, and
first steel rail rolled August 3 ,1891 ;molten metal direct from
the blast furnaces used in the converters ;product .billet s and
standard sections of rails; annual capacity, 500 ,000 tons of in-
gots and 400,000 tons of billets and rails. Fuel .bitiimimous
coal and petroleum. Brand, "Llaryland" .
Total annual capacity of the rolling mills and steel mills ;Eesse-
mer steel ingots ,500 ,000 gross tonsjrolled product s ,400 , 000 ton
l Shipbuilding Works and Iron Foundry.
Maryland Steel Company , filarine Department ,) Sparrows Point , Llaryland .
Product, all kinds of steam and sailing vessels and barges;plant
is equipped for the construction of vessels of the largest
size, both hulls and machinery , and with launching ways,machine
shops, foundry, etc
.
.sufficient to provide for .equip , and finish
at one time seven large ocean freight steamers. It also builds
dry docks capable of docking the largest vessels afloat.
The compan^/ also operates a foundry at Sparrows Point which produces
gray iron castings for its own consumption.
Coke Ovens.
The company also operates at Sparrows Point 200 Otto-Koffman by-
product coke ovens; annual capacity ,400 ,000 net tons.
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Lackawanna Steel Company ;7est Seneca, 3rie county, ITew York.Hew
York Office, 100 Broadway. Officers at Hew York, Presi-
dent; Walter Scrant oh, Chairman of Board of Directors; Moses
Taylor .Vice-President ; James P .Kifcg-inson , Treasurer ; John 7 .Far-
quhar , Secretary ; Frederick F.Graham, Assistant Treasurer and
Assistant Secretary; Charles D .Khode s , General Sales Agent; and
George F.McKay, Traffic Manager. Officers at Buffalo; George L.
Reis ,Vice-President and General Manager; Marshall Lapham, Comp-
troller; 3 .B.Sheldon, General Superintendent; and John IT. Allen,
General Purchasing Agent.
Selling Agents; Gerald Lomer .Canadian Agent ,Montreal
;
F.A.Barbey,
ITew England xigent .Eoston
;
George '.V . Smith .District Sales ^g-ent
,
Baltimore; 7. G .Henderson .District Sales Agent , Cleveland ; Julian
I.Yale, General 7estern Sales Agent .Chicago ; and Charles 7. Pike
& Co.,Pacific Coast Sales Agents, San Francisco.
Capital stock authorized ,§60 ,000 ,000 jissued , $35 ,000 ,000 .First mort-
gage 5 per cent . convertible gold "bonds authorized ,#20 ,000 ,000 ;
issued ,#15 ,000 ,000 . The Lackawanna Steel Company operates or
controls the following works;
Blast Furnaces- 6
.
Lac kawanna Furnace s
,
Lackawanna , XTew York .Six st acks ; IT o s . 1 and 2 ,
each 87x17, "built in 1901-2 ;each furnace has 4 central combus-
tion chamber stoves, each 18x85 ;Po. 3, 94x24 , "built in 1902-4,
4 central combustion stoves, each 22x121 feet jlTos.4,5,6, each
94x24 feet ; fuel ,7allston and Mount Pleasant coke; ore, Lake Su-
perior; pr oduct ,Bessemer pig iron; total annual capacity,
1,135,000 tons. Gas from the blast furnaces largely used for
powe r purp o se s
.
Rolling Mills and Steel 7orks.
Lackawanna Steel V/orks .Lackawanna, ITew York. Bessemer steel works,
built in 1902-5; four 10-gross-ton acid Bessemer converters and
8 iron and 4 spiegel cupolasjfirst Bessemer steel made, October
13, 1903; pro duct .ingots ;annual capacity ,845,000 tons.
|
Rail Mill ITo.ljbuilt in 1902-3; six 16-hole heating pits and 5
stands of 32-inch rollsjfirst steel rail rolled .October 20,1903;
product , steel rails;annual capacity, 600 ,000 tons .Fuel .bitumi-
nous c oal , coke , and producer gas.
Rail Mill ITo.2;built in 1902-4; 5 continuous gas heating furnaces
5 stands of 24-inch rolls; product , structural shapes , splice
bars /merchant bar steel, and light rails; annual capacity , 80 ,000
tons of structural shapes and merchant bars, 40, 000 tons of
splice bars, and 70,000 tons of 12 to 65-pound rails .Fuel , bi-
tuminous coal and producer gas.
ij Open-hearth Steel Department ;built in 1903-4; six 60-gross-ton
Siemens basic open-hearth steel furnaces ; annual capacity , 250-
000 tons of ingots and direct castings .Fuel .producer gas.
Universal Milljbuilt 1903- ; one 48-inch universal mill .equipped
with 6 Siemens heating- furnaces; product .universal plates up
to 48 inches wide and sheared plates up to 80 inches wide; an-
nual capacity ,180 ,000 tons.
Slabbing Milljbuilt 1903- ; one 32-inch slabbing mill, equipped
.301
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with four 4-hole soaking pit s
;
pro duct , slabs , "blooms , and "billets;
annual capacity , 240 ,000 tons.
Merchant Milljbuilt 1903- ; one 16 and IP, inch combination merchant
mill; two continuous heating furnaces jproduct ,sll sizes and
shapes for c ar , agricultural implement, and "bolt manufacturers;
annual capacity , 75 ,000 tons.
Total annual capacity of rolling mills and steel works ;1 ,095 ,000
gross tons of steel ingots and castings , 240 ,000 tons of slats
blooms and "billets, 670,000 tons of standard and light rails,
and 375,000 tons of other finished rolled products.
Iron and Brass Foundries.
The company ov/ns a foundry at Lackawanna and leases another foundry
at Buffalo, the latter owned "by the Lake Erie Engineering Com-
pany.Brass and iron castings are made at Lackawanna; annual
capacity ,7 ,800 tons of iron and 100 tons of "brass castings.
At Buffalo iron castings are made; annual capacity , 7 , 600 tons.
Railroads , Coke Ovens, and Iron-Ore Properties.
The Lackawanna Steel Companynowns the South Buffalo Railway Com-
pany,which operates 19 miles of track, 22 locomotives , 22 pass-
enger cars, and 187 freight and other cars.
The company is "building 940 by-product coke ovens at Lackawanna,!! .Y
.
It controls 237 completed "by-product ovens owned by the Lack-
awanna Iron and Steel Company at Lebanon .Pennsylvania. The
company has a total annual capacity of 1,198,000 tons of coke.
The iron-ore interests of the Lackawanna Steel Company are repre-
sented by extensive leasehold s, (including a one-half interest
in the leasehold of the ITegaunee mine in Michigan,) contracts
for the purchase of mined ore, and by shareholdings in the fol-
lowing companies ;Witherbee .Sherman & Co., of Hew York;the Odanah
Iron Company, of Wisconsin j the Verona Mining Company, of Mich-
igan; the Scranton Mining Company, the Eobart Iron Company, and
the Corsica Iron Company, all of Minnesota; and the Ontario
Mining Company, of 7/est Virginia; also in the Tilly Foster iron
mines in Hew York.
LACKAWAHHA IEOK &HD STEEL COMPANY.
Practically all of the stock of the Lackawanna Iron and
Steel Company is owned by the Lackawanna Steel Company.
Lackawanna Iron and Steel Company .Lebanon , Pa
.; also V'est Seneca, !T. Y.
,
and 100 Broadway Hew York. Officers at ITew York; President
Moses Taylor .Vice-President ; James P .Higg in son , Treasurer ; John
W . Farquhar , S ec ret ary ; Fr ed e r ick F . G-raham , As s i s tant Tr ea-sure
r
and Assistant Secretary; Charles D .Rhode s .General Sales Agent;
and George F .McKay , Traffic Manager .Officers at Buffalo ; George
L.Feis .Vice-President ; Marshall Lapham, Comptroller ; and John IT.
Allen .General Purchasing Agent.
Capital stock authorized, £25, 000, 000 ; issued ,;|> 20 , 000, 000 .Bonds is-
sued ,.„';! ,775 ,000 . The company operates the following works;
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Blest Furnaces -5
.
Eird Coleman Furnaces , (leased) Cornwall , Fa . Two stacks, each 75x18,
Eo.}, built in 1872-5, and Ho . 2 .built in 1879;both rebuilt in
1885 and relined in 1903 ;V/hitwell stove s; fuel .coke ; ore .Cornwall
;
product .principally Bessemer pig iron; annual capacity, 80, OOOtons.
Colebrock Furnaces .Lebanon, Fa. Two stacks; Ho ,1,814x18 ,"built in
1881, remodeled in 1887, rebuilt in 1895, and relinec in 1905;
ITo .2,85x18 .completed in November ,1882 , and relined in 1903;
Lackawanna stoves; fuel , coke; ore .Cornwall; pro duct .principally
Bessemer pig iron; annual capacity ,125 ,000 tons.
Ilorth Cornwall Furnace
,
(Leased
, ) Cornwall, Fa. One stack, 80x18,
built in 18 72, rebuilt in 18 90, and relined in 1903 jWhitwell
stoves ; fuel , coke ; ore .Cornwall
;
product .princ ipally Be ssemer
pig iron; annual capacity ,45 ,000 tons.
Total annual capacity of the 5 furnace s ; 250 ,000 gross tons.
Dismantled Furnace s .Rolling Mills and Steel Works.
The Lackawanna Iron and Steel Company formerly operated four blast
furnaces' and two rolling mills and steel works at Scranton.Fa.
The latter were equipped with Bessemer converters and steel
rail trains, and were known as the Berth and South works. The
furnaces and the rolling mills and steel works were dismantled
in 1901-2.
Iron-Cre Properties and Coke Ovens.
The Lackawanna Iron and Steel Company owns a one-sixth interest in
the Cornwall ore banks at Cornwall, Pa. It also has an addition-
I
al voting interest. In addition it owns and operates 257 com-
pleted by-product coke ovens at Lebanon.
LACKAWANHA COAL AND COKE G0MPA3SY
,
All the stock of the Lackawanna Coal and Coke Company
is owned by the Lackawanna Steel Company.
Lackawanna Coal and Coke Company ,V,rehrum, Pa. .also ./est Senec a, IT .Y .
,
and 100 Broadway , ITew York .Officers at Hew York;Walter Scran-
ton, President ; Moses Taylor and Warren Delano , Jr. .Vice-Pres-
idents; James P.Kigginson, Treasurer ; John W .Farquhar , Secretary
;
Frederick F .Graham, Assistant Treasurer and Assistant Secretary;
Charles D .Rhodes .General Sales Agent; and George F .HeKay , Traf-
fic Manager. Officers at Buffalo; George L.Reis .Vice-President
;
Marshall Lapham, Comptroller ; and John S.Allen, General Purchas-
ing Agent; Officer at WehrumjG .R .Claghocn, Superintendent
.
Capital Stock, $500,000.
The Lackawanna Coal and Coke Company owns 12,642 acres of coal rights
in Cambria and Indiana counties , Pennsylvania , and 10,534 a,cres
of coal land in fee in the same counties. Its mines have an an-
nual capacity of about 1,800,000 tons.
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THE FRMKLT3& IRON COMPAHT.
All the stock of the Franklin Iron Company is owned
"by the Lackawanna Steel Company".
The Franklin Iron Company , Franklin Furnace ,Bew Jersey;aIso West
Seneca,Sew York, and 100 Broadway,Hew York City. Officers at
Hew York; V/alter Scranton, President ; Moses Taylor .Vice-Presi-
dent; James P.Higginson,Treasurer; and John W •Farquhar, Secre-
tary. Officers at Franklin Furnace,lew Jersey ; S. P. Tompkin, Sup-
erintendent. Capital Stock, gSOO ,000
.
The Franklin Iron Company owns limestone lands at Franklin Furnace,
Sussex county,Hew Jersey , on which it has one active quarry.
(Franklin Furnace ,"built in 1873 and formerly owned "by this com-
pany and operated under lease "by the Lackawanna Iron and Steel
Company,has "been dismantled.)
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CAMBRIA STEEL C0MPAHY
,

Cambria Steel Company
;
general offices .Philadelphia. Officers ct
Philadelphia ;Powell Stackhouse .President ; John W. Tuwnsend,
Vice-President; Alexander P.Robinson, Treasurer and Assist-
ant Secretary; Edward T . Stuart , Assistant Treasurer ; and P.B.
Gehly, Secret ary . Officers at Johns town; Charles S.Price, Gen-
eral i.lanager , and H. 3 .Endsley, Solicitor and General Agent.
Sales Offices; Uew York,E. L.Waterman; Chicago ,C .J .Ellis ; Toledo ,
Ohio , for rails ,Y.'.S .C .Coxe ; Cincinnati , Ohio , J .L.Adams ; Cleve-
land, for structural and merchant steel, the Bourne-Fuller
Company ;Atlanta, Georgia, P. I .Stone & Co
.
;3t .Louis ,II.P.Eunnell
;
Pittsburgh,'.7illiam LicLain;and Boston, structural steel, E.vV.Eayes
Capital Stock, ^50 ,000 ,000 ;par value, $50 per share; issued and full
paid, 900, 000 shares , aggregating $48 ,000 ,000 . The Cambria Steel
Company operates the following works ,which it leased from
the Cambria Iron Company in 1898;
Blast Furnaces -7
Cambria Furnaces , Johns town , Pa. Seven stacks; IIos .1,2, 3, and 4 were
built in 1853 and 1854 ;Io .1 , 97x17^ ,was rebuilt in 1883,1895,
1899, and 1901 ;IIo .2 ,98x21 ,was rebuilt in 1883 ,1891 ,1896 , rnd
1901 ;lTo. 3, 95^x20-1-, was rebuilt in 1886 ,1894 , and 1900 ;Ho ,4,
97x18 was rebuilt in 1886 ,1892 , and 1902 ;Io .5 ,96x21 ,waa built
in 1873-6,blown in December 22 ,1876 , and rebuilt in 1890,1896-7,
and 1902 ;ITo .6 ,87x22,was first blown in July 20, 1879, and rebuilt
in 1893,1896,1900 and 1903 jIJo . 7 ,85x22 ,built 1903- . The fur-
naces are equipped with 24 Cowper-Kennedy and 4 Kennedy stoves,
and 5 pig iron casting machines .Fuel ,Connellsville and Otto-
hoffman c oke ; ores , Lake Superior hematite and native and for-
eign nanganiferous ;product ,Pessemer and basic open-hearth pig
iron and spiegeleisen and ferromanganese ; total annual capac-
ity of the 7 furnace s; 800, 000 tons
.
Polling Mills and Steel Works.
Cambria Polling Mills and Steel Works ,Johns tcwn, Pa.First built in
1853 ;Bessemer steel works made their first blow July 10,1871;
rebuilt^ and enlarged in 1889 and 1891 and remodeled in 1900;
four 12t"-gro ss-ton converters ; annual capacity , 600 ,000 tons
of ingots.
Open Kearth Plant iJo.l,built originally in 1878-9 ,ndw contains two
20-gross-ton furnaces, one biiilt in 18 95 and one in 1896, and
two 20-ton basic 7/ellman furnaces built in 1897;annual ca-
pacity ,11 ,000 tons of acid ingots and 34,000 tons of basic ingot
Blooming i.iill contains 7 pit-hole heating furnaces, one 2-high 48-
inch blooming mill, one set;one 2-high 40-inch blooming mill,
one set; and one 3-high 30-inch billet, slab and beam mill, four
sets,with 2 regenerative heating furnaces.
Polling mills contain 11 Siemens furnaces, 4 continuous furnaces, 24
reverberatory furnaces, one 28 -inch rail mill, three sets; one
21- inch light rail and structural mill, 3 sets; 2 21-inch struc-
tural and bar mills, 5 sets each; one 12-inch splice bar mill,
4 sets; one 22-inch 2-high puddle mill, 2 sets; and one 22-inch
2-high plate mill, 2 sets; also the following merchant steel
mills;one 16-inch 3-high mill; one 10 and 12-inch train, 9 sets;
one 9-inch train, 6 sets; one 8-inch mill, 5 sets: one IQ-inch
train, 8 sets; one 12-inch train, 4 sets; one 14-meh tram,
8
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sets; one 20-inch train, 3 sets; and one 12-inch cold-rolling
train. Also a cold-drawing plant,with full equipment of fur-
nace s , shears thammers and special machinery.
Open Hearth Plant Ho . 2 .Franklin .Johnstown .Bui It in 1900-l;ten 50-
gross-ton stationary furnaces; first open-hearth steel made
April 20, 1901; annual capacity , 216 ,000 tons of "basic ingots,
24,000 tons of acid ingots, and 100,000 tons of slabs. Adding
five 50-gross-ton basic open-hearth steel furnaces with annual
capacity of 120,000 tons.
Fuel used in all departments, coal and producer gas.
Total annual capacity of rolling mills and steel works ; Bessemer steel
ingots ,600 ,000 gross tons ; open-hearth steel ingots ,405 ,000 tons
finished steel ,300,000 tons of steel rails, and 375,000 tons
of structural shapes
,
pi ate s , and steel for tire , spring, toe-calk
machinery
,
plow steel, finger "bars ,harrow discs, rake teeth, etc.
Gar-Axle and Bolt, ITut.and F.ivet Worts*
Gar Axle Department ,Johnstown. Product , open-hearth steel car and
locomotive axles toughened by the Goffin process or oil
tempered and annealed; annual capacity , 55 ,000 axles.
Bolt , Hut , and Rivet Department , Johnstown. Product .allmsizes of iron
and steel bolts,nuts and rivets ; annual capacity , 6 ,000 tons.
Forgings and Cold-Polled and Cold-Drawn Shafting.
Forging Department ,Johnstown .Product , forged open-hearth steel car
and locomotive axles, crank pins, piston rods, and miscellaneous
forgings toughened by the Coffin process or oil tempered and
annealed; annual capacity about 25,000 tons.
Gautier Department .Johnstown. Product , cold-rolled, drav/n and turned
steel shafting
,
piston rods and car axles;cold-rolled and drawn;
screw rods .hexagons , key steel, flats, and squares; also finger
bars, knife backs, angles, zees, tees, and other special shapes.
Annual capacity ,12 ,000 tons.
Steel Carbuilding Works.
Steel Carbuilding Department ,Johnstown . Product, all kinds of steel
carsjalso composite cars with steel underframes; annual capac-
ity, 4, 500 cars. All cars are built of rolled shapes.
Coal Lands, Coke Ovens , Iron-Ore Mines,Etc,
The Cambria Steel Company operates extensive coal mines in Cambria
county; also 260 Otto-iloffman coke ovens at Johnstown and 508
bee-hive ovens in Fayette county .Pennsylvania.
It also owns all the stock of the Penn Iron Mining Company .operat-
ing iron-ore mines in the Menominee Range in Michigan; over 99
per cent, of the stock of the Republic Iron Company .which
operates the Republic mine at Republic ,Michigan ; and one-half
the stock og the Mahoning mine, in the Mesabi Range in Minne-
sota .
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The company also owns all the stock of the Manufacturers' 7/ater
G ompany , at 3 ohn st own
.
It also owns a controlling interest in the Juianita Limestone Com-
pany, Limited ,which operates limestone quarries at Carlim,B
Blair county , Pa. , and owns and operates the llaginey limestone
quarries in Mifflin county, Pennsylvania.

SMiRY OF IRON AlID STEEL WOIKS IH THE U3JITED STATES.
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BLAST FURNACES
State s
.
Completed
Furnaces,
June
10'
¥ —
<
o
Massachusetts ,
Connecticut ,
Tev/ York, 8
ilew Jersey ,
Pennsylvania, .... 61
Maryland';
Tirgini a, ........ ..
V.'e st Virginia,
Kentucky ,
Tennessee ,
I'orth Carolina, .
.
Georgia,
Alabama,
Texas ,
Ohio ,
Illinois ,
Michigan
Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
Missouri ,
Colorado ,
Washington,
Oregon
10
5
89
o
22
A
8
19
1
1
22
1
5
1
i
5
A
10
1
Annual Capacity of Completed
Furnaces, June 1,1904,
Z
<
in gross tons
«0
5
X
o
3
22
12
155
6
26
4
8
22
1
4
49
4
61
22
11
6
.- 9000
15000
390,000 1,040,000 90000
151,000 395,000
2,478,900 8,731,000 15300
415,000 6000
857,000 33500
425,000
235,000
787,000 26600
35,000
72;000 51500
2,724,500 94500
72500
5,226,000 30700
2,275,000
90,000 304000
310,000 45000
80,000
45,000 25000
500,000
18000
15000
5 3
O K
1
11
000
000
000
546,000
15
»20
2
,225
4211
890
425
235
123
,819
7a
,256'
,275
394
355
sq
70
500
18
15
000
000
eoo
ooo
ooo
eoo
ooo
500
000
500
700
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
Total, 76 296 56 428 3,019,000 24,242,500851600 28,114,000

rol:
States
i MILLSj 5 TBEL V/OEFS , TI1TPLATB
LU
U_J
a. ^
o i£
o
I
Uj —
I
SB51^
Maine , . 1
Mass. ,
.
! 13 7
K.I.,.. 3
Conn . , . 9 6
II .Y .... . 26 21
H.J
.
, . . 23 20
Penn
.
, . . 248 214
Lei. , . . 7 6
Md 6 6
D;of C. 1
Ya. , . . . 6 5
V.Ya. , . . 16 15
Ky.,... . 10 10
Tenn . , . r>• Ci 1
Ga.
,
. . 1 1
Alo
.
, . . 13 11
Ohio , . . . 82 "3
Ind . 36 '5,9
111.
,
. . . 30 .°A
Mich .
,
. > O 4
Wis . , . . 14 4
Minn
.
, . . 2 1
Mo
.
, . . . 5 4
Ilan
.
, . . 1 i
Colo
.
, . 2 2
WW 1 1
Wtn .... 1
Ore 2 ]_
Cel. . . . 5 3
I—
kj
§
^0
Steal Worlis
DC
UJ
Z
LU
LU
X
V—
o
I
tL
-J
as
Z
2
LU
pq
o
UJ
R £Z <o
^ <
PC
UJ
I
UJ
O.
o
LU
-J
B
or
o
Uj
t ^S 1—
a. <
I?
2 60 . . 1 . . 1 4 4 • •
] 1
3 2 • •
2 . . . . 1 8 4 2
2 5 5
759 12 . . . . 5 67 29 26
2 • *
1 . .
. 1 2
. 1 • •
137 1 . . . . 1 • » • 1
353 2 . . . 1 5
126
526 17 . 1 • • 16 1 8
..... . . . 3 3 •
•
rO 1 4
"1 <"> C 3 . i 8 2 o£,
• • • ! i • • • • « • • 1
• • * • • • • 1
3
• • •
1
8
• •
* •
• •
1
1 ..
15
1
i
Total,. 572 475 2,302 32 1 2 16 135 57 53

116
States
Gross
tons
B . I
.
,
Conn.
j.< • - .
,
1< • J • |
Penn
.
Del .
,
Md
.
, .
D.of (
Va.
,
.
.< • » cX .
Xy . , .
Tenn
.
Ga. , .
Ala.
,
Ohio
lad
.
,
111.
Bffioh.
Wis .
,
Minn
.
A..0 . , *
Colo
m—
"3 • » •
Wash.
Ore .
,
; Gal
.
,
CAPACITIES 0? R0LLIU6 MILLS A1TD STEEL WORKS
Steell
1
7
3
6
50000
255100
78000
177500
21 1416500
20 584.300
214 12548700
6 ' 83606
6 515000
15
10
1
1
11
29
172700
634300
260800
50000
20000
653000
3881250
1055900
2 31200 14 214000 .4 1750
2 2500 2 20000
6 87000 2 2400
8 1046500 20 4078 00 4 13780
5 7500 15 2150 00 C 28 200
35 5392000 354 7272900 29 170205
2 3000 8 170000
3 500000 2 35000
1 300 • • •
3 61000
4 340000 3 24000
2 150 000 >7t 96000
1 500 i 300
246,950
22 ,500
89 ,400
1,468,080
250,700
12,835,105
173,000
535 ,000
300
61,000
364,000
246,000
800
1
15 5302400
19
24 2080000
4
1
4
i
2
1
1
1
97000
329000
25000
114000
100000
610000
18000
24000
6000
58400
10
9
5
1
2088000
5000
95000
1000
531100
959900
14 20350
42 841000
1
1
p
450
100
3500
3 9400
40000
5925
531,100
4,262,750
203,600
2,932,500
5 ,000
110,325
1,000
40 ,000
600000
.6 .
. .6 20
1200
2000 on 00
000,000
1,200
10,000
Total 475 25978050 105 13628600 577 11335100 57 226610 25,190 , 510

GEAKD SUIMjgY.
Snmoer and Capacity of Iron June, IToverfter,
and Steel Works. 1904. 1901.
Completed Elast Furnaces 428 406
Electric Furnaces 5
Blast Furnaces "building 17 12
Annual capacity Elast Furnaces g.t.. 28,114,000 24,812,037
[Annual Cap .Eituminous Furnaces g.t., 24,242,500 20,771,200
Anthracite & An. and Coke Furnaces g.t. 3,019,900 3,190,087
Annual capacity Charcoal Furnaces g.t. 851,600 706,750
Annual Capacity Ch.and Coke Fur. g.t 144,000
Completed R..Mills and Steel Works 572 527
Building etc.RjM; and S .7/ 13 29
Single Fuddling Furnaces 3,161 3,251
Heating Furnaces 3,995 3,723
Annual capacity in finished products of
completed F.:.:. double turn 25,978,050 .-",220,350
Cut-nail Works 23 32
Cut-nail Machines 2,302 3,161
Completed standard Bessemer S.Works... 32 35
Standard Bessemer Converters 75 81
Annual capacity of convertersg . t 15,551,000 12,938,000
Clapp-Griffiths Steel Works 1 1
Clapp-Griffiths Converters 1 1
F.obert-Bes seiner Steel Works 2 2
Robert-Bessemer Converters . 3 3
Tropenas and special B. S.Works 16 9
Tropenas and special E. Converters 24 15
Annual capacity B. Converters g.t 13,628,600 12,998,700
Completed Open-liearth Steel V/orks 135 112
Building Open-Learth Steel Works 5 12
iOpen-liearth Steel Furnaces 54 9 403
Annual cai:asi$$r C -P. Furnaces g.t 11,335,100 8,289,750
Completed Crucible Steel 7/orks 57 45
Building Crucible Steel Works 3
Steel-melting Pots completed works.... 3,606 2,896
Capacity Pots ingots and castings 226,610 175,000
Completed Tin and Terne Plate Works... 55 55
Building Tin and Terne Plate Works.... 2 7
Forges making wrought iron from ore... 1 2
Capacity in blooms .double turn, g.t.... 6,000 6,075
Completed Bloomaries 8 8
Building Bloomaries..- 1
Annual capacity in blooms of completed
and building pig and scrap iron 3
Bloomaries .double turn, gross tons,. 41,300 25,575

TALIS 3 SHOWING THE RELATIVE IMPOST, I^IOHT AKD C0IT3UHPTI0II Or
IBOi ORE, PIG IROK AID JT2EL BY THE USITED KXNGDOli, RUSSIA,
FRAECE AID THE U1TITZD STATES.
1890-1903.

119.
OUTPUT AHD C01SUMPTIOI OF IRG8 ORE FOP. THE
UNITED KING-DOM, RUSSIA, ^ERMAHY
,
FRANCE, AND TEF UNIT-
ZD STATES.
1890 1903.

UNITED KINGDOM.
120.
Year
Output of Na-
tive Iron Export
Ore
.
Consumption of
Iron Ore.
To tal
.
Native Imports Total
Tons t
.
^ons. Tons • Tons. Tons
.
1890 13 ,781, 000 8,000 13 ,773, 000 4,432 ,000 18 ,205,000
1891 12, 778, 000 23,000 12, 755, ono 3,164.,000 15, 919,000
18S2 11 ,313, 000 7 , 000 11 ,306, 000 3,778 ,ono 15 , 084 , ooo
1893 11, 203, 000 8,000 11 ,195, 000 4,06 5 ,000 15, 260,000
1894 12, 567, 000 2,000 12 ,365, nno 4,412,,000 16 ,7 77,000
1695 12, 615, 000 2,000 12 ,613, 000 4,446 17,,059,000
1896 13 701, 000 3 ,000 13 ,698, 000 5,429 ,000 19, 127,000
1897 13, 788, 000 3,000 13, 785, 000 5,959 ,000 19 ,744,000
1898 14 ,177, 000 2,000 14 ,175, 000 5 , 461 , ooo 19 ,636,000
1899 14, 461, OOO 3,000 14 ,458, 000 7 , 046 ,000 21
,
504,000
1900 14 ,028, 000 3,000 14 ,025, 000 6,293 ,000 20 ,318,000
1901 12 ,275, 000 4,000 12 ,271
,
OOn 5 , 541 ,000 17 ,812,000
1902 13
,
426
,
000 4,000 13 ,422, 000 6,425,,000 19,,847,000
1903 13 ,716, 000 4, OOO 13 ,712, 000 6,304 ,000 20, 016, 000
5:

121.
RUSSIA, (exclusive of Finland.)
~ Output of 2Te- Export . Consumption of Iron Ore.
tive Iron Ore
Year
Total llative Import Total
1890
Metric Tons
1,736 ,000
I A . T
.
140 ,000 1 ,596 ,000
* rr mM . 1 .
2 ,000
M.T.
1 ,598 ,000
1891 1 , 940 ,000 83,000 1 ,857,000 IE ,000 1 ,869^000
1892 1 , 986 ,000 143 ,000 1 , 843 , 000 15 ,000 1 , 858 ,000
1893 2 ,041 ,000 156 ,000 1 , 905 ,000 26 ,000 1 ,931 ,000
1894 2 ,420 ,000 160,000 2 , 260 ,000 37,000 2 ,297 ,000
1895 2,859 ,000 182,000 2,677,000 £2,000 £,699,000
1896 3,130,000 159,000 2,971,000 21,000 2 ,992 ,000
1897 4,024,000 202,000 3,822 ,000 34 ,000 3,856,000
1898 4,444,000 256,000 4,188 ,000 41,000 4, £29, 000
1899 5,790,000 426,000 5,364,000 45,000 5,409,000
1900 6 ,20 0,000 453,000 5,747 ,000 70,000 5,817,000
1901 339 ,000 72,000
1902 505,000 74,000
1903 768,000 82,000

GrEKMMY ( including Luxemburg)..
Output of Ha-
tive Iron Ore . Export Consumption of Iron Ore
.
Year
Total Native . Import Total
1890
Iletric Tons.
11 ,406,000
wr m
ffl . 1 .
2.,208,000
UL a J. •
9 ,198,000
,M. 1 .
1,523,000 10,721 ,000
1891 10,657,000 1,984,000 8,673,000 1,408,000 10,081 ,000
189£ 11 ,539 ,000 2,27 6,000 9,263 ,000 1,656,000 10,919 ,000
1893 11,458,000 2,353 ,000 9,105,000 1,573,000 10,678 ,000
1894 12 ,392,000 2,55 9,000 9,833,000 2 ,093,000 11,926 ,000
1895 12,350,000 2,480,000 9,870,000 2,017,000 11 ,887 ,000
1896 14,162,000 2,642,000 11,520,000 2,587,000 14,107 ,000
1897 15,466,000 3,230,000 12 ,236,000 3,186,000 15,422 ,000
1898 15,901,000 2,934,000 12,967,000 3,517,000 16,484 ,000
1899 17,9 90,000 3,120 ,000 14,870,000 4,165,000 19 ,035 ,000
1900 18,964,000 3,248 ,000 15,716,000 4,108,000 19,824 ,000
1901 16,570,000 2,390,000 14,180,000 4,370,000 18,550 ,000
1902 17,964,000 2,868 ,000 15,096,000 3,957,000 19,053 ,000
1903 21,231,000 3,344,000 17,887,000 5,225,000 23,112 ,000

FRAUC3
.
Output of na-
tive Iron Ore Export Consumption of Iron Ore .
Year
Total xlative Import Total
1890
9 tr ic Tons
.
25,472,000
M . T
.
285,000
M . T
.
3,187,000
m
1,610,000
. lk ni
4,797,000
1891 3,579 ,000 299,000 3,280,000 1,438,000 4,718 ,000
1892 3,707,000 305,000 3,402,000 1,684,000 5,086,000
1893 3,517,000 30 2,000 3,215,000 1,630,000 4,845,000
1894 3,772,000 248 ,000 3,524 ,000 1,638 ,000 5,152,000
1895 3,680,000 237,000 3,443,000 1,651,000 5,094,000
1896 4,062,000 238 ,000 3,624,000 1,862,000 5,666,000
1897 4,582,000 300,000 4,28 2,000 2,138,000 6,420,000
1898 4,731,000 236,000 4,49 5,000 2,032,000 6,527,000
1899 4,986,000 291,000 4,695,000 1,951,000 6,646 ,000
1900 5,448,000 372,000 5,076,000 2,119,000 7,195,000
1901 4,791,000 259,000 4,532,000 1,663,000 6,195,000
1*902 5,004,000 423 ,000 4,581,000 1,563,000 6,144,000
1903 712,000 1,833 ,000

I124.
mil TED STATES
.
Output of Na-
tive Iron Ore Export Consumption of Iron Ore
Year
Total
.
ITative
.
Import
.
Total
.
T O O O1890
Tons
.
16 ,0o6 ,000
Tons Tons
.
"1 O T A Alb ,036 , 000
Tons
.
*i o >i n ooo
1 , 24 7 ,000
Tons
"1*7 O O ^ OOO17 ,283 ,000
a on t189
1
T vt r n n ooo14 , 591 , 000 T A C O "1 OOO14 ,591 ,000 O 1 r7 OOO913 ,000 t rr c r\A ooo15 f 5 04 ,000
T o o o189 2 lo , 297 , 000 T /* O O l*f O OOIS
, 297 ,000 oo rf ooo80 7 ,000 Tt T O / OO OTil 7 ,104 ,000
") oo n189 7; t T co o ooo11 , 58 8 , 000 -i "i COO OOO11 ,588 ,000 /— f*> r-t ooo527 , 0C0 to i i r oo o12 ,115 ,000
189 4 11 ,88 ,000 n t ooo ooo11 ,880 ,000 1 ooo167 ,000 to o,ir* ooo12 ,047 ,000
t or. r189 5 15 , 958 , 000 o oo o2 ,000 n r~ O C /* A ^ A15 ,95b , 000 rr a a ooo524 ,000 - -T C A O O OOOml6 ,180 ,000
t oo r189 6 to oo XT o o o16 , 005 , 000 "1 T OO O11 ,000 T C OO/I A OA15 , 994 ,000 f* o rr OOO683 , 000 TO f* Tf Tf OOO16,677 , 000
1 O O Tf18 97 1 Tf r T n o r~\ o17 ,518 ,000 O O AO8 ,000 n n o i o ooo17 , 510 ,000 /too oo o490 , 000 T O O O O OO O18 ,000 ,000
1898 TO A A O OO19 ,4o4 ,000 r—» O OOO,o2 ,000 TO /tOO OOO19 ,402 , 000 "1 O Tf O OO187 , 000 to rr o o ooo19 , 589 ,000
lo V V) <-> / /* o r? o oo24
, 683 , 000 ^ "| ooo41 , 000 O^l /* A O OOO24 ,642 , 000 O Tf A OOO674 ,000 OCT TT/'* OOO25 , ..016 , 000
"l o o o1900 o rt r rrr ooo27 ,553 ,000 en o o /*\51 ,000 fPJ Coo OOO27 ,502 , 000 ooo oooS98 , 000 28 ,400 ,000
1901 no o o Tf o oo28 ,88 7 ,000 /* CT O OA65 ,000 o o ooo o oo28 , 8n2 ,000 O f* Tf OOO967 , 000 OO Tf O O OOOE9 , 789 , 000
1902 rr rr r" CT /I o OO^5 ,554 ,000 o o oo o88 ,000 t CT A r (1 OOOo5 ,466 , 000 t "i c r* ooo1 ,165 ,000 TO /* T T OOO36 , 631 ,000
1903 31,606 ,000 81,000 31,525 ,000 980,000 32,505 ,000

125.
PRODUCTION AND COHSUCTION OF PIG IF.ON IN THE UNI-
TED KIBjGDOM, RUSSIA, GERMANY, FRANCS AND THE UNITED STATE:
1890—1903.

UNITED KIUGrDOM.
Production
of Pig Iron Export Consumption of Pig Iron.
Yoar
Total Dome st ic
.
Import
.
Total.
i o o aic y u rj
Tons .
,
\j u4 , u uu
Tons
.
i i nnn1 , l.jy , UUU
Tons
.
C ffCC AAAo , /bo , UUU
Tons
C A AA AoU , UUU
Tons .
C COK AAAb,ccO, UUU
TOOTloV 1 n1 / a c nnn
,
4Uo , UUU O 'Z 17 AAAOO
1
, UUU C CCO AAAO ,Dbr , UUU CI AAAoi , UUU C C rz A AA Ao , oc»U , UUU
lc y c CO
,
/Uj, UUU •7 C / A AA/ 04 , UUU C QA C AAAo , y4o , uuu CO AAADC , UUU C OQ7 AAAo , y y i , uuu
T PC *X O
,
y / / , uuu D "7 C A AAO O O , UUU C 1/11 AA Ao , 141 , UUU "7. AAAOc, UUU C 1 7T AAA0,1/0, UUU
1 1 i a c/i 7 A97 AAA
,
4fc C / , uu u O O C AAAOct) , UU J C C A1 AAAO , OU 1 , U JU CO AAAo y , uu u C CCA AAAO , O OU , UUU
7
,
( U<Q
,
UUU PAT AAA A Pz'9 AAAD , C54t<2 , UUU P Q AAAo y , uuu A O^l AAOo , y o± , uuu
T oqc pO CCA AAA
,
DO U , WUU T A A ^ A AAJL ,UD<J , U UU 7 AA7 AAAr , OU f , UUU 1 A A AA A1UD , UU U 7 7T 9! AAA/ , f J-cJ , UUU
-LO ^ 1 P 7QC AAA
t
i vo t uuu 1 9nn AAAJ. , CU U , UUU 7 AQA AAA/ ,0.'O , UUU 1 C/l AAA104 , UUU 7 7 A A AAA/ , t O U , UUU
1 PQP po
,
OJ.U | U JU -L , U'iO , UUU 7 AA7 AAA/ 1 OO / , UUU ICC AAAJ.O O , UU
u
7 707 AAA
1 t i CkJ , UUU
1899 9 ,421,000 1,380,000 8 ,041,QC0 167,000 8,208,000
1900 8 ,960 ,000 1,428 ,000 7,532,000 173,000 7 ,705,000
19 01 7 ,929,000 839,000 7 ,090,000 195,000 7,285,000
1902 8 ,680,000 1,103,000 7,577,000 221,000 7,798,000
1903 8 ,811,000 1,065,000 7,746,000 129,000 7,875,000

li
127 .
EUSBIA Finland)
.
Production
of Pig* Iron. Export
-
Consumption of Pig Iron.
Year Total Dome stic Import Total
.
1890
lietrie Tons
902,000
$% rn
Wit X •
*
• m
i... • J. .
o o r\ r\902 , 000
Tdj Ti
lco
,
000
- i m
Sim i. *
1 ,035 ,000
1891 981,000 * 981 , 000 81 ,000 1,062 ,000
1892 1 ,047 ,000 1 , 047 ,000 83 ,000 1 , 130 , 000
18S3 1,125 ,000 * 1 ,125 , 000 134 ,000 ml , ^59 ,00
1894 1,308 ,000 * 1 ,o08 ,000 144 , 000 1 ,452 ,000
1895 1 ,425,000 * 1 ,42 5,000 127 ,000 1 ,552 ,000
1896 1 ,593 ,000 * 1 , OVO ,000 75 ,000 1 , 668 ,000
18 97 1 ,844 ,000 1 , 844 , 000 98 ,000 1 , 9<±2 ,000
1898 2,211,000 * 2 ,211 , 000 11 j. ,000 2 ,322 ,000
1899 2,674,000 * 2 , 6 74 , 000 136 ,000 2 ,810 ,000
1900 2,895 ,000 2,895, 000 52 ,000 2 ,947 ,0C0
1901 2,822 ,000 15,0 00 2 , 807 ,000 30 ,000 2 ,837 ,000
1902 2,556 ,000 5 5 , 00 2 ,501 ,000 18 ,000 2 ,ol9 ,000
1903 * 14 ,000
* Less than 500 tons .
-

128.
0" liaL\.UY (including LuxemTxerg
)
Production
of Tig Iron Export Consumption oJ" Pig Iron.
Year
Total Domestic Import xotal
.
1690
He trie Tons
4,651,000 117,000 4
M . T
.
,534,000
M ».«t •
450,000
- r rrt
J
'
4,994,000
1891 4,631 ,000 111 ,000 4 ,520,000 585,000 4,805,000
189 £ 4,928,000 113,000 4 ,815,000 262,000 5,077,000
lL893 4,976,000 109,000 A ,867 ,000
-246,000 5,113,000
Sp.894 5,370,000 155,000 5 ,215,000 213,000 5,428,000
PL895 5 ,455 ,000 135,000 ,320,000 214,000 5,534,000
1896 6 ,36 3,000 140,000 6 ,223 ,000 350,000 6,573,000
1897 6,870,900 91,000 ,779,000 423,000 7,202,000
1898' 7,301,000 137,000 •7 ,114,000 385,000 7,499,000
1899 8 130,000 182,000 7 ,948,0-00 613,000 8,551,000
2900 8,507,000 129 ,000 8 ,378 ,000 727,000 9,105,000
19 01 7,86 7,000 150 ,000 ,717 ,000 268 ,000 7,985,000
1902 8,518,000 347,000 8 ,171,000 143,000 8,314,000
1903 10,018,000 418,000 9 ,600,000 158 ,000 9,758,000

129 .
FRANCE.
Production
of Pig Iron 2:qport Consumption of Pig Iron
.
Year
Total Domestic Import Total
1890
I.Ietric Tons
1,962 ,000 171
x. T
.
000 1
j. 1 T •
,791,000
m
A A. • X •
115 ,000
i mMa JL
1,906 ,000
1891 1 ,897,000 98 ,000 1 ,799,000 153,000 1 ,952 ,000
189 2 2 ,057,000 121 ,000 1 ,936 ,000 150,000 2 ,086 ,000
1893 2,003,^00 105,,000 1 ,898,000 140 ,000 2 ,038 ,000
1894 2,070,000 118,,000 1 ,952,000 112 ,000 2 ,064,00
189 5 2,004,000 161, 000 ± ,843,000 75 ,000 1,918 ,000
189 6 2,340,000 195,,000 2 ,145,000 79 ,000 2 , 224 ,000
1397 2,484,000 109
,
000 2 ,375,000 150 ,000 2 ,525 ,000
1898 2,525 ,000 163,,000 2 ,362,000 159 ,000 2 ,521,000
189 9 2,578,000 154, 000 2 ,424 ,000 189 ,000 2 , 613 ,000
1900 2,714,000 114,,000 2 ,600,000 232 ,000 2 ,83 2,000
1901 2 ,389 ,000 97. 000 ,292,000 138 ,000 2 ,430 ,000
1902 2,405,000 214,,000 2 ,191,000 129 ,000 2 ,320 ,000
1903 2,828,000 195,,000 ,633 ,000 116,000 2,749,000

II
1 n a130
.
U1TITED STATES.
Production
of Pi£ Iron. Export Consumpt ion of Pig Iron.
Year
Total Dome s tic Import Total
Tons
.
Tons
.
Tons . Tons
.
rnTons
.
1890 9
,
z03 ,000 16,000 9-187,000 155 ,000 9 ,322 ,000
1891 8 , 280 ,000 15 ,000 3,265,000 67 ,000 Oc ,oo2 ,000
1892 9 ,157 ,000 15 ,000 9,142,000 70 ,000 o ,212 ,000
1893 7 ,125 ,000 25,000 7,100 ,000 54,000 V ,154 ,000
1894 G ,C57 ,000 24 , 000 6 ,633,000 16 ,000 6 , 649 ,000
1895 9 ,446 ,000 26 ,000 9,420,000 53 ,000 Q ,473 ,000
189 6 8 ,623,000 62 ,000 8 ,561,000 56 ,000 8 ,617 ,000
1897 9
, 653 ,000 263,000 9,390,000 19 ,000 Q ,409 ,000
1898 11 , 774 ,000 253,000 11,521,000 25 ,000 11 , 546 ,000
1899 lo , 621 ,000 229,000 13,392,000 40 ,000 13 ,432 ,000
1900 13,78 9 ,000 287 ,000 13,50 2,000 52 ,000 13 ,554 ,000
1901 15 ,878 ,000 81,000 15,797,000 63 , 000 "I ^ , 860 ,000
1 90 2 17 ,821 ,000 27 ,000 17,794,000 625 ,000 18 ,419 ,000
1903 18 ,009 ,000 20,000 17,989,000 598,000 18 ,587,000

• 1
.TOTAL ER03DUCTIOI OF STEEL IK THE UHITED KTIGDOM , RUS-
SIA, SWEDEU , GERMABY , (arid Luxemburg) , FRA1CB MI) THE USITEB
STATES.
1890—1903.

132.
Year United Kingdom Russia Gernan-- 'rance United States
ions
1690 3,579,000
1891 3,157,000
1892 2,920,000
1893 2,950,000
1894 3,111,000
1895 3,010,000
1896 4,133,000
1897 4,466,000
1898 4,566,000
16 99 4,855,000
1900 4,901,000
11901 4,904,000
11902 4,849,000
1903 5,034,000
375,000
429 ,000
510,000
626 ,000
720,000
972 ,000
1,013,000
1,212,000
1,602 ,000
1,877,000
2,201,000
M • * •
2,252,000
M fPMl • X •
683,000
Tons
.
4,277 , 000
2,563,000 744 ,000 o ,904 ,000
2 ,756 ,000 825 ,000 4,928, 000
3,163 ,000 790 ,000 4 , 020 , JU
3,642,000 818 ,000 4 ,41c , UUU
3,963,000 876 ,000 o , ±lo , uuu
4,821 ,000 1 , 150 ,000 o , <c , uuu
5,137,000 1 , 3 2 5 ,000 7,157,000
5,781,000 1,434,000 8 , 935 , 000
6 ,329 ,000 1,499,000 10 ,640 ,000
6,362,000 1,565,000 10 ,188 ,000
6,211,000 1 ,425 ,000 15 ,474,000
7,422 ,000 1,568,000 14,947 ,000
8,802,000 1,855 ,000
4*-


